Let the celebration begin

10:30 a.m.
Sunday, May 15, 2016
Memorial Stadium
Lawrence, Kansas
The event is steeped in tradition. An exuberant procession of graduates marches through the Memorial Campanile, down the Hill, and into Memorial Stadium, where the chancellor confers degrees on a new class of Jayhawks.

Commencement 2016 will be an especially significant event because we are also celebrating the sesquicentennial of the University of Kansas. We are excited you will be a part of it — taking your place in KU’s history as you take the first steps into your future.

*This is your moment, graduates. Congratulations!*
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ORDER OF EXERCISES

PROCESSIONAL MUSIC Elizabeth Egbert Berghout, University Carillonneur

PROCESSIONAL LAUNCH KU Herald Trumpets, Erik Mahon, Daniel Gerona, Guangyu Dong, Allison Cockshaw

PROCESSIONAL
The University Commencement Band, Paul W. Popiel, Director of Bands

Brighton Beach, William P. Latham
Pomp and Circumstance, Sir Edward Elgar
English Folk Song Suite, Ralph Vaughan Williams
Procession of the Nobles, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
America, the Beautiful, Samuel A. Ward
The Wizard of Oz, arr. Jim Barnes
The Stars and Stripes Forever, John Philip Sousa
Washington Post March, Sousa
High School Cadets, Sousa
March and Procession of Bacchus, Leo Delibes
Gallop, Dmitri Shostakovich
KU Fight Songs, various
Home on the Range, arr. Barnes
Jayhawk Fantasy, Warren Barker

PRESIDING Ruth Ann Atchley, University Marshal

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER Kristen Larsen, Bachelor of Music in Voice

WELCOME Bernadette Gray-Little, Chancellor of the University

GREETINGS Shane Bangerter, Chair, Kansas Board of Regents

PRESENTATION OF THE RECIPIENTS OF THE STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Tammara L. Durham, Vice Provost for Student Affairs, Lawrence Campus
Vincent Loefredo, Vice Chancellor of Student Services, KU Medical Center

GREETINGS Richard E. Putnam, National Chair, KU Alumni Association

PRESENTATION AND HOODING OF HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
Sara Thomas Rosen, Interim Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor, Lawrence Campus

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES Deans of the Schools

FAREWELL AND CONFERRAL OF DEGREES Bernadette Gray-Little, Chancellor of the University

Crimson and the Blue, arr. Barnes
The Rock Chalk Chant
I'm a Jayhawk

RECESSIONAL National Emblem March, E.E. Bagley

POST-RECESSIONAL MUSIC Elizabeth Egbert Berghout, University Carillonneur
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION

THE MARSHALS OF THE UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY MARSHAL
Ruth Ann Atchley

ASSOCIATE MARSHALS
Paul Atchley
J. Megan Greene
Thomas W. Volek
Lisa Ellen Wolf-Wendel

FACULTY MARSHALS
Christopher J. Fischer
Dorthy Pennington
Marlesa Roney
John L. Rury

CHANCELLOR’S MARSHALS
Tom Beisecker
Michael Williams

PROCESSION MARSHALS
John S. Augusto
Mark R. Best
Bridget A. Bradley
Randall Brumfield
DeAngela Burns-Wallace
Sarah Crawford-Parker
Lauren R. Erickson
Susan L. Gronbeck-Tedesco
John L. Gronbeck-Tedesco
Edward Healy
Karen Heinzen
Heidi Hulse
Nancy Kinnersley
Stanford L. Loeb
Diane Mielke
Jim Mielke
Jason P. O’Connor
Maria E. Orive
Diana Robertson
Mary Ryan
Michael Wade Smith
Kent Spreckelmeyer
Dean Stetler
Shu Tosaka
Jane Tuttle
Jennifer Wamelink
Lance Watson

THE FACULTIES OF THE SCHOOLS

The School of Law
The School of Pharmacy
The School of Engineering
The College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
The School of Medicine
The School of Education
The School of Business

THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

The William Allen White School of Journalism & Mass Communications
The School of Architecture, Design & Planning
The School of Social Welfare
The School of Health Professions
The School of Nursing
The School of Music

THE DEANS OF THE UNIVERSITY

THE VICE PROVOST FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
Lawrence Campus

THE VICE CHANCELLOR OF STUDENT SERVICES
KU Medical Center

THE NATIONAL CHAIR OF THE KU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

THE EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR
KU Medical Center

THE INTERIM PROVOST AND EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR
Lawrence Campus

THE HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

THE CHAIR OF THE KANSAS BOARD OF REGENTS

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY

Share your achievements #KUgrads
ACADEMIC REGALIA

At Commencement, faculty and graduating students wear traditional academic regalia to signify the degree-granting university and the wearer’s level of achievement.

At KU, bachelor’s degree candidates wear traditional mortarboards with colored tassels and gowns with pointed sleeves.

Master’s degree candidates wear mortarboards with black tassels, gowns with square-cut sleeves, and draped hoods.

Doctoral candidates wear tams with short black tassels, gowns with bell-shaped sleeves, and draped hoods with a velvet edging.

University marshals and the chancellor wear distinctive regalia designed specially for KU. Honorary degree recipients wear the doctoral gown and hoods lined in white (Arts and Letters), purple (Laws), or gold (Science).

The tassels for bachelor’s degree candidates, the lining of the hoods for master’s degree candidates, and the velvet edging on the hoods for doctoral candidates are in colors that signify the wearer’s discipline.

Architecture, Design & Planning: light purple
Business: light brown
Education: light blue
Engineering: orange
Journalism & Mass Communications: crimson
Health Professions: salmon
Law: purple
Liberal Arts & Sciences: white
Medicine: green
Music: pink
Nursing: apricot
Pharmacy: olive green
Social Welfare: citron
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD): dark blue
CELEBRATING 150

KU150 graduates — those whose degrees are conferred in the university’s sesquicentennial year — will receive, in addition to their official diplomas, commemorative diplomas that include the signatures of 17 KU chancellors.

All graduates of the University of Kansas are invited to order this special edition diploma, which will include degree information and the original conferral date.

To order: registrar.ku.edu/ku150-diploma

BANNERS

School banners and class banners are a tradition stretching almost as far back as the university itself.

University Archives preserves class banners going back to 1873. Visit jayhawks.com/classbanners.

Senior class representatives Jake Gould, Carly Van Blaricum, Radwan Dayib, and Erin Meyer will carry the Class of 2016 banner ahead of the degree candidates. The senior class motto is “Home is behind, the world ahead,” a quote from author J.R.R. Tolkien.

The faculty of each school selects graduates who carry the school banner at the head of its section in the procession.
HONORARY DEGREES

KU awards honorary degrees to individuals who have made notable contributions to the sciences, arts, laws, or humanities.

The 2016 honorary degree recipients are two KU alumni: visual artist Terry Evans, doctor of arts, and technology entrepreneur Brian McClendon, doctor of science.

TERRY EVANS
The Great Plains lacked an iconic visual artist until Terry Evans, a renowned photographer and KU alumnus, devoted herself to the region.

Through ground and aerial photography, Evans has translated America’s prairies and plains into arresting images that explore the way landscapes and people shape each other. In addition to the heartland, Evans has trained her lens on Chicago’s “urban prairie,” the North Dakota oil boom, and Greenland ice sheets.

Evans is a Guggenheim Fellow, a recipient of an Anonymous Was a Woman award, and a former member of the Land Institute board.

BRIAN MCCLENDON
He put us on the map. As the visionary behind Google Earth and Google Maps, Brian McClendon put Lawrence at the center of the world.

McClendon is responsible for geospatial technology that will forever change the fields of engineering and science, geography, meteorology, and anthropology.

McClendon invented the Keyhole Markup Language (KML), which allowed the creation of two- and three-dimensional Web-based maps. KML — later acquired by Google — allows users to interactively display their own information on Google Earth maps, thus providing scientists and citizens a free platform for delivering global information.

In 2013, McClendon received a Champion of the Earth award, the United Nation’s top environmental prize, “for harnessing the power of technology to support conservation and green economic development.”

McClendon is one of only five KU engineering alumni to be inducted into the National Academy of Engineering. He left Google in 2015 and is vice president of advanced technologies at Uber Technologies Inc.
Terry Evans
Doctor of arts, for outstanding contributions to the fields of photography and visual arts

Brian McClendon
Doctor of science, for outstanding contributions to the fields of electrical engineering and computer science
On Sept. 12, 1866, the University of Kansas welcomed its first students to a single building on a bleak, treeless ridge called Mount Oread.

“It was a bright and beautiful morning with a hint of autumn coolness in the air,” one of those students, Susan Savage, remembered years later. “On that morning, I went out early into the dewy pasture to catch my pony for the three-mile ride into town.”

This auspicious moment was set in turbulent times.

The state of Kansas was just five years old and the Civil War had ended the year before. Lawrence residents had mostly recovered from William Quantrill’s 1863 raid, which torched the city and killed nearly 200, and they were determined to establish a university on the hill.
“No one, I am sure, ever climbed Mount Oread with higher hopes than were mine on that September morning.”
—Susan Savage

That first building — still unfinished — housed classrooms, a library, and offices for the faculty of three. The 55 young men and women who enrolled, though bright and eager, were unprepared for college work.

Still, it was a time of unshakable optimism about the power of education. “No one, I am sure, ever climbed Mount Oread with higher hopes than were mine on that September morning,” Savage recalled.

Since that cool autumn morning 150 years ago, KU has grown into its role as the state’s flagship university and a national public research institution with a global reach. Its classrooms, libraries, labs, research centers, and medical facilities spread across multiple campuses. Its faculty, students, and alumni travel the country and the world for research, study, and work.

Through tumultuous days and peaceful times, KU has remained true to its historic values: the elevating force of education, the transformative power of research, and the healing power of service.

Today, as we celebrate the achievements of our graduates, we also celebrate 150 years of Jayhawk tradition, history, and accomplishments.
Flora Richardson is KU’s first female graduate — and the first class valedictorian — among the four members of the Class of 1873.
July 1874
The chancellor who wasn’t
Chancellor-elect S.H. Carpenter, a University of Wisconsin professor, arrives in Lawrence during a summer heat wave and grasshopper infestation — and takes the next train back to Madison.
March 1878

**Marvin Grove**

On Arbor Day, students and faculty plant 300 trees on the slope of Mount Oread. The area will be called Marvin Grove, after Chancellor James Marvin, who inspired the beautification project.

March 1879

**President Hayes visits**

President Rutherford B. Hayes addresses faculty and students, but shortens his remarks after being winded by the climb to the top floor of University Hall.

March 1880

**First medical course**

At a meeting that could be considered the birth of the KU Medical Center, KU faculty vote to establish a preparatory or first-year medical course. In September, the first six students begin classes.

March 1888

**ROTC COMMISSION CANDIDATES**

**Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps**

Andrew Nicholas Gunneson  
Robert Burns LaRue  
Lauren Elizabeth Patelli  
Krista Laree Sturm  
Sebastian Scott Thomas  
April Danielle Urie  
Bradley Richard Watkins

**Army Reserve Officers Training Corps**

Nathan Daniel Algarra  
Stephen M. Blank  
Devante Ronnard Green  
Nathanael Law  
Allison M. Long  
Grant A. Moyer  
Parker Renae Osborne  
Caroline Louise Patelli  
Parker James Pezzati

**Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps and Marine Corps**

Marley Joann Fisher  
Sydney M. Jourdan  
Raymond Gregory Daniel Hower  
Matthew James Jefferis  
Kyle A. Kaplan  
Evan Chase Key  
Bryan Avery Neely  
Anthony Michael Reid  
Joshua Shope  
Stephen Michael Walker

Katelyn Madison Whitt  
Jennifer Elaine Wiebe  
Elizabeth Brockway Wilkerson  
Robert Martin Winslow  
Fiona Claire Wood  
Rachel Marie Wotawa  
Adam Christopher Yoerg  
Jackson Thomas Young  
Taylor Kate Youtsey  
Michael Edward Zeets  
Alina Michelle Zheng  
Anna Claire Zimmerman  
Chelsea Nicole Ziu  

Share your achievements #KUgrads
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN & PLANNING

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Mahesh Daas

Banner Carrier
Adeola Bamidele Nicole Adewale

School Marshals
Hui Cai
Tim Hossler

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Ragan Shea Allen
Katelyn Noel Deckert
Brittany Dawn Hodges
Daniel F. Rempel
Elisa Mariah Rombold
Anna Claire Zimmerman

With Distinction
Alexandria Nicole Frost
Austin Michael Griffis
Joanna Kangzoua Herr
Chloe Marie Lockman
Lucas Matthew Nelson
Allison Michelle Perich
Marlee Caroline Schuld
Catherine Sterbenz
Triana Nicolette Thompson
Alexandra Ann Welch

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Architecture

Mohammed Saeed A Alsinan, BA
James Eric Cloud, BA*
Colin Royal Comeau, BA
MacKenzie Rose Davis, BA*
Yun Hong, BA*
Taylor Fitzpatrick Hunt, BA
Ryman Adair Kinney, BA
Junzhao Liu, BA*
Robert Brian Moriarty, BA*
Laura Elizabeth Nelson, BA
Logan Daniel Pippitt, BA
Daniel David Ritchie, BA*
Marlee Caroline Schuld, BA*
Spencer Douglas Smith, BA*
Addison Nichole Spradlin, BA
Kimberly Patricia Tansey, BA*

Design
Kylee Anne Alvarez, BFA
Claire Alaine Anderson, BFA
Kathryn T. Antonopoulos, BFA
Taylor Anne Augustine, BFA
Colin Henry Bain, BFA
Jennifer Elizabeth Beck, BFA*
Patrick Ryan Blanchard, BFA
Anna Elizabeth Brooks, BFA
Tucker Phillip Brown, BFA
Weiying Chen, BFA
Andre W. Cobbins, BFA
Amanda Craig, BFA
Jacob Cromer, BFA*
Ryan Cunningham, BFA
Kelsey Taylor Daly, BFA
Katelyn Noel Deckert, BFA
Julia Le Doan, BFA
Melinda Nicole Draut, BFA
Hanam Osama El Shoubaki, BFA
Brandon Blaine Epstein, BFA*
Ross Michael Finocchiaro, BFA
Michael Dylan Floyd, BFA
Meredith Suzanne Gershon, BFA
Sydney Lauren Goldstein, BFA*
Hannah Goolsby, BFA
Madeleine Bonn Goss, BFA
David William Hattan, BFA
Adam Henderson, BFA
Ashley Alex Henderson, BFA
Valery K. Herman, BFA
Joanna Kangzoua Herr, BFA
Ashley Victoria Herrera, BFA
Jane Kathryn Hirschbaehler, BFA
Katherine Elizabeth House, BFA
Erin Louise Keltner, BFA
Jacqueline Graham Kerr, BFA
Aydan Orlando Kinney, BFA
Kelly Renee Latham, BFA
Parker Alan Lathrop, BFA
Sydney Hannah Lenz, BFA
Allyson Maturey, BFA
Kristen Lane McGriff, BFA
Courtney Nicole McNary, BFA
Ryan Christopher Meek, BFA
Christopher James Mohl, BFA
Taylor Leigh Moody, BFA
Emmi Laura Murao, BFA
Caitlin Danielle Murillo, BFA
Lucas Matthew Nelson, BFA
Kaitlin Kelly Obermeyer, BFA
Benjamin Oppenheimer, BFA
Ruthie Ozonoff, BFA
Amber Mae Peebles, BFA*
Jennifer Peters, BFA
Lynee M. Pierce, BFA
Caitlyn Porter, BFA
Grace Louise Pritchett, BFA
Daniel F. Rempel, BFA
Samantha Nicole Robbins, BFA
Jessica Marie Robertson, BFA
Jose Robledo, BFA
Erika Ruiz, BFA
Lauren Ashley Ryan, BFA*
Micaela Lauren Sheffield, BFA
Eric Jason Shipley, BFA
Taylor M. Sloup, BFA
Baylee E. Sowter, BFA*
Catherine Sterbenz, BFA
Laura Elaine Strevel, BFA
Clarissa Morgan Szepski, BFA
Evan Mark Tarry, BFA
Eric Joseph Tettenbaum, BFA
Triana Nicolette Thompson, BFA
Katherine O’Neill Tootle, BFA
Benjamin J. Velde, BFA
Sang Kyun Wang, BFA*
Alexandra Ann Welch, BFA
Rachel Marie White, BFA

April 1887
The Notorious CMW
Carrie Morehouse Watson begins her 34-year reign as head librarian, notorious for her steely gaze, yet beloved by many students. Watson Library now bears her name.

May 1886
Rock Chalk Chant
The Science Club adopts a cheer — suggested by chemistry professor E.H.S. Bailey — which will evolve into the beloved Rock Chalk Chant.

October 1891
Just crimson
Inspired by Harvard, the athletic board chooses crimson as the football team’s official color.
Ellory Boyd Wright, BFA*
Ricky Yang, BFA
Ying Zhou, BFA
Anna Claire Zimmerman, BFA
Chelsea Nicole Ziu, BFA

CANDIDATES FOR
MASTER'S DEGREE

Architecture
Dhirgham Mizher Alobaydi, MA*
Mohammed Jawad H Alshayeb, MA*
Mohammed Abdullah Bakarman, MA*
Ronald Fred Combs II, MA
Brittany Dawn Hodges, MA
Jee Hwan Lee, MA*
Haider Ibrahim Mohamed, MA*

Design
Heba Abdulrahman M Alhadyan, MA
Jaime Elizabeth Brown, MA
Peter J. Henne, MA*
Natasha Hervatta, MA
Daniel Myongkuk Jin, MA
Chengyang Liu, MA
Todd Patrick Register, MA*
Adam Wesley Roush, MA
Ashima Sood, MA
Yuxin Tang, MA

Master of Architecture
Adeola Bamidele Nicole Adewale, MArch
Ragan Shea Allen, MArch
Maryam Dheyaa Mohammed
Al-Taweel, MArch
Tonic Renee Barnett, MArch
Katherine Suzanne Beckwith, MArch
Patrick Spencer Begley, MArch
Andrew Borkon, MArch
Phillip Corey Boucher, MArch
Michael Richard Burch, MArch*
Blaise Allen Cannon, MArch
Jordan Elizabeth Chamberlain, MArch
Nicholas Patrick Colbert, MArch
Christopher Shawn Crawford, MArch
Vincent Ian Cunigan, MArch
Alexandra Nicole Dakas, MArch
Douglas Matthew Dawson, MArch
James Richard DeFries, MArch
Michael C. DeFries, MArch
Seth Dugger, MArch
Tyler Alan Dightmy, MArch
Matthew William Everest, MArch
Johann Christian Feria Durán, MArch
Nolan Daniel Fike, MArch
Alexandra Nicole Frost, MArch
Vincent Joseph Graceffa, MArch
Austin Michael Griffiths, MArch
Chandler Ryan Hanna, MArch
Patrick William Henke, MArch
Erica Ann Hernly, MArch
Thomas Ian Hickey, MArch
Brittany Dawn Hodges, MArch
Erin Maureen Hoffman, MArch
Cammie Lewis Holiday, MArch
Andrew Warren Rossi Jablonski, MArch
Alyssa C. Johnston, MArch
Kyle Stanley Killian, MArch
Joshua Michael Kirkman, MArch
Shira Chaya Kohn, MArch
Michael Scott LaVanier, MArch
McKenzie Ann Liebl, MArch
Kayleen Gena Lindstrom, MArch
Chloe Marie Lockman, MArch
Ryan Lyssy, MArch
Erin Mae McFarland, MArch
Ashley Breanne Meadows, MArch
S. Christopher Meier, MArch
Justin Flint Morgan, MArch
Joshua Glenn Osterrmann, MArch*
Jared John Pechauer, MArch
Ariel Marianna Peisen Burrow, MArch
Allison Michelle Pericich, MArch
Lindsay Nicole Pericich, MArch
Taylor Jacob Pickman, MArch
Anthony Joseph Prizzi, MArch
Andrea Ramirez Caceres, MArch
Steven Alexander Reyes, MArch
Elisa Mariah Rombold, MArch
Aaron Michael Rule, MArch
Peter Ryan, MArch
Shima Safarnezhad, MArch
Sarah Arlyn Schinbeckler, MArch
James Anthony Sgroi, MArch
Leigha Lanice Sledge, MArch
Katie Elizabeth Smith, MArch

Master of Urban Planning
Shangxiao Chen, MUP*
Yushan Jiang, MUP*
Chunlei Li, MUP*
Hao Li, MUP*
Xuxi Li, MUP
Samuel Younger Lobby, MUP
Galyna Korniyenko, MUP
Austin R. Masters, MUP
Robert Brian Moriarty, MUP
Jillian N. Ogden, MUP*
Kelly Elizabeth Overstreet, MUP
Taylor Sabrina Lee Plummer, MUP
Lauren Elizabeth Reiman, MUP
Jonathon Daniel Roberts, MUP
Sean Paul Tapia, MUP
Zachary Lee Tusinger, MUP
Jacqueline Lee Wells, MUP
Matthew James Williams, MUP
Caitlin Elaine Zibers, MUP

CANDIDATES FOR
DOCTORAL DEGREE

Architecture
Aydin Alyari Tahrizi, PhD
Ahmed Ali A Bindajam, PhD
Roberto Israel Castillo Melo, PhD*
Ronald Fred Combs II, PhD
Faria Tasnin Islam, PhD
Sharmin Kader, PhD

May 1893
Panorama debut
Lewis Lindsay Dyche’s panorama of North American mammals debuts as the centerpiece of the Kansas pavilion at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Neeli Bendapudi

Banner Carrier
Madeline Anne Sniezek

School Marshals
Jessica Li
Duane Myer

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Anna Marie Church
Michael Dominic De Tello
Andrew D. Gast
Meredith Anne Harrington
Kathleen Louise Klementowski
Usman Kodvavi
Kristen Alleen Krebs
Paul Z. Logan
Thomas Wayne Luallin
Rui Mao
Deanna Taryn Marks
Kirby Michael Okerberg
Lindsey Nicole Pouler
William Charles Putzier
Jarett Wilson Sauer
Holly G. Saville
Kayla R. Schemm-Lee
Tyler Thomas Schmid
Claire Grace Thomas
Hanseul Yoon

With Distinction
Joshua T. Arnold
Corbin Barnds
Sean David Baxter
Eric M. Brumley
Riley Mackensie Buckler
Samantha Lee Carter
Spencer James Crouch
Brock Michael Duran
Jacob Loel Fain
Alexis Regehr Finucane
Alexander D. Furst
Nicholas Ryan Granath
Jordan Grisamore
David R. Hageman
Reid William Hildenbrand
Chi Kuan Ho
Andrew Logan Horn
Anna Christina Hupp
Kristen Marie Hyde
Austin Robert Kipp
Andrew Charles Kloos
Samantha K. Kolkkhorst
Anne Elizabeth Lewis
Sean Robert Luenz
Jing Luo
Benjamin R. Manners
Susanne Rae Meyer
Lauren Kay Miller
Andrew Morrison
Taylor Nicole Nelson
Kara Nicole Notvedt
Christoper Mark Ottinger
Robert Jordan Peare
Rhys Alexander Raglow
Terrie Alyse Rhodes
Francesco Rossi Jane
KayLene J. Seaman
Morgan Taylor Shapiro
Mihir Singh
Jorge Angel Sosa Ortiz
Tony Supancic V
Wei Hsuen Teh
Mirelle Nicole Thomas
Taylor Nicole Thomas
Kendall Christopher Toyne
Gannon R. Tullock
Jacob Karl Von Feldt
Cassandra Rose Wait
Elizabeth Lilian Weis
Siyang Xiang
Shasha Zhang

Departmental Honors
Patricia Ablah
Charles Stewart Bakula
Corbin Barnds
Austin James Becker
Casey A. Craig
Donna Jo Craven
Matthew Raymond Deason
Michael Dominic De Tello
Jacob Loel Fain
Marston Elizabeth Fries
Kace Perry Galloway
Maria Kathryn Grady
Kathleen J. Hahne
Meredith Anne Harrington
Reid William Hildenbrand
Julia Christine Hollembeak
Danica C. Hoone
Andrew Logan Horn
Morgan Jae Kleoppel
Megan Kocs
John Lee
Anne Elizabeth Lewis
Sean Robert Luenz
Addyson Danae McCall
Melissa Kathryn Mihelic
Lauren Kay Miller
Jeremy Thomas Muller
Kara Nicole Notvedt
Christopher Mark Ottinger Jr.
Robert Jordan Peare
William Charles Putzier
Blake Thomas Rose
Francesco Rossi Jane
Grecia Rucoba
Steven John Satter
Holly G. Saville
Chelsea Morgan Spraetz
Brent Andrew Stump
Wei Hsuen Teh
Abigail Irene Teinert
Michael F. Tokic
Kendall Christopher Toyne
Benjamin Bryce Tumbleson
Natalie Kay Wilkins

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Accounting
Conner Adams, BSB
Khaled Albadawi, BSB
Carly M. Anderson, BSB
Matthew Armstrong, BSB
Daniel M. Assya, BSB*
Joseph William Bachman, BSB
Maxwell Brian Bagby, BSB
Phillip A. Baiamonte, BSB*
Garrett Wade Baker, BSB
Rachael Patricia Baldwin, BSB
Austin J. Barnes, BSB
Austin Neill Barone, BSB*
Austin James Becker, BSB*
Jacob Lawrence Benzin, BSB
Brendan David Bishop, BSB*
Luke Thomas Bialz, BSB*
Jeffery Bowen, BSB
Rachel Leah Brisk, BSB*
Samantha Grace Callas, BSB
Angela Janeth Michel Camacho, BSB*
Bryce A. Campbell, BSB
Carlos Alejandro Castro, BSB
Anna Rachelle Catlach, BSB*
Chase J. Clancy, BSB
Kyle R. Clay, BSB
Adam Michael Colangelo, BSB*
Jonathan Andrew Coleman, BSB
Kelly Colque Yuca, BSB*
Joseph B. Conner, BSB*
Elizabeth Anne Cox, BSB
Brittany Nicole Crabbs, BSB
Katelyn Lee Cromer, BSB
Spencer James Crouch, BSB
Jake William DeJarnette, BSB*
Riley Williams Deeter, BSB
Eric T. Dinkel, BSB
Evan J. Drees, BSB
Nathaniel Joseph Dressler, BSB*
Zuyao Du, BSB
Brock Michael Duran, BSB*
Claire Elizabeth Dykstra, BSB*
Christian James Eatherly, BSB
Sara Edelblute, BSB
Holly Patricia Edmunds, BSB
Drew William Egan, BSB*
Jordan Scott Elliott, BSB*
Jacob Loel Fain, BSB*
Alexandra Marie Fallucca, BSB*
Kristian T. Fanter, BSB*
Roy Jia Feng, BSB
Joshua James Flores, BSB*
David Warren Fox, BSB
William Fomban Gana, BSB
Samuel Henry Gilman, BSB
Michael Goldbski, BSB
Ernesto Gomez, BSB*
Mikayla Marie Gottschalk, BSB*
Jordan Riley Grabber, BSB
Maria Kathryn Grady, BSB
Luke Graham, BSB
Christina Vivolo Griffith, BSB*
Christopher Preston Grossardt, BSB
Trevor Michael Haas, BSB
Yousef Hammouda, BSB
Randell M. Harold, BSB
Connor James Harrington, BSB*
Donald Everett Harris, BSB
Michael Douglas Hawthorne, BSB
David R. Hageman, BSB
Matthew Tyler Hagerty, BSB
Drake Hamilton, BSB
Tyler K. Haynes, BSB
Kyle P. Hayes, BSB
Conner H. Hilderman, BSB*
Paige N. Hillebert, BSB
Katelyn Nicole Johnson, BSB
Austin Robert Kipp, BSB*
Andrew Charles Kloos, BSB
Connor H. Kresin, BSB
Drake Bradley Kuhlmann, BSB*
MacKenzie Ruth Lahar, BSB
Mackenzie Alexander Laws, BSB*
John Henry Liebau, BSB
Keegan Long, BSB
Sean Robert Luenz, BSB
Taylor Alexandra Madeira, BSB*
Deanna Taryn Marks, BSB*
Paul Eman Massali, BSB*
Andrew Charles Kloos, BSB
Munkhbolor Otgonbayar, BSB*
Brianna Nicole Ottley, BSB*
Jacob M. Parish, BSB
Adam Joseph Pate, BSB
Parker James Pezzati, BSB
Cameron Donald Philgreen, BSB*
Jonathan Granstaff, BSB
Christopher Preston Grossardt, BSB
Brett Matthew Guiser, BSB*
Elizabeth Frances Gunn, BSB
Sarah Carey Hamilton, BSB
Weston Wright Hamilton, BSB
Daniel Joseph Harmesen, BSB
Meredith Anne Harrington, BSB
Joshua Harris, BSB
Kyle Harvey, BSB
Tien Hasanov, BSB
Michael Douglas Hawthorne, BSB
Grant Lee Helm, BSB
Taylor Manning Herron, BSB
Reid William Hildenbrand, BSB
Zachary C. Hogan, BSB
Andrew Logan Horn, BSB
Michael A. Huff, BSB*
Spencer Raymond Hunzeker, BSB*
Anna Christina Hupp, BSB
Jason James Kane, BSB
Megan Elizabeth Kearns, BSB
Brandon Douglas Keller, BSB*
Sean Joseph Kelly, BSB
Mason Tully Kincaid, BSB
Morgan Jae Fleoppel, BSB
Samuel W. Krause, BSB
Jianze Kuang, BSB
Tim Kuhn, BSB
Matt LaPointe, BSB
Edward R. Larson, BSB
Abigail Paige Leis, BSB
Anne Elizabeth Lewis, BSB
Jacob B. Little, BSB
Thomas Wayne Luallin, BSB
Jing Luo, BSB
Peter Cameron Lynch, BSB*
Alexander John Male, BSB*
Benjamin R. Manners, BSB
Christopher Dale Harris Manning, BSB
Rui Mao, BSB*
Andrew Scott Matthews, BSB
Luke Howard Maxfield, BSB*
Cody Alan Means, BSB*
Conner M. Meek, BSB
Paul T. Meitzner, BSB
Droste DeForest Milledge III, BSB
Jack Miller, BSB
Lauren Kay Miller, BSB
Nicholas LeRoy Miller, BSB
Robert J. Mosori, BSB
Joseph Stockton Moroney, BSB

August 1894
KU Medical Center donation
Simeon Bishop Bell, a physician, offers a donation of money and land in Rosedale (now part of Kansas City) to KU in memory of his wife, Eleanor Taylor Bell, thus making a four-year medical school a possibility.

Finance
Brittain Scheele Abeln, BSB
Yousef N A Gh R Alshammari, BSB
Wei Ao, BSB
Joseph William Bachman, BSB
Jacob Baker, BSB
Charles Stewart Bakula, BSB
Corbin Barnds, BSB
Matthew Kyle Barnes, BSB
Austin James Becker, BSB*
Collin James Belcher, BSB
Brendan David Bishop, BSB*
Kyle Anthony Bishop, BSB
Luke Thomas Bizzell, BSB*
Patrick J. Blakeborough, BSB
Jamie Leigh Bock, BSB*
Brandon James Braun, BSB
Riley Mackenzie Buckler, BSB
Zhuojun Cai, BSB*
Madison Scott Idol Campbell, BSB
Ryan M. Carlino, BSB*
Samantha Lee Carter, BSB
Shiqi Chen, BSB*
Andrew Connor Choquette, BSB
Kelly Colque Y Luca, BSB*
Eric T. Dinkel, BSB
Evan J. Drees, BSB
Christian Anthony Encarnacion, BSB
Shahab Esfandiary, BSB
Yuhao Fan, BSB
Farshad Abdul Khaliq Fazli, BSB
Qian Feng, BSB
Jason David Finkelstein, BSB
Brady Forbes, BSB
William Peter Friedenfeld, BSB
Marston Elizabeth Fries, BSB
Katherine Caroline Gallagher, BSB
Kace Perry Galloway, BSB
William Fombar Gana, BSB
Andrew D. Gast, BSB
Nicklaus Kenneth Germonprez, BSB
Garrett A. Gillett, BSB
Jonathan Gregory Glass, BSB*
Maria Kathryn Grady, BSB
Michael A. Graf, BSB
Colin Jarrett Graham, BSB
Rosalie Grace Granger, BSB*
Jonathan Granstall, BSB
Christopher Preston Grossardt, BSB
Brett Phillip Grossman, BSB

October 1894
Spooner Hall
KU dedicates its first library. Today, Spooner Hall is used for interdisciplinary academic programs and events.
Jeremy Thomas Muller, BSB
William L. Murfin, BSB
Megan Carol Musson, BSB
Madison M. Myers, BSB
Brendan P. Nachbar, BSB
Jake Parker Nelson, BSB
Harold Richard Noon, BSB
Madeline Rose Olm Shipman, BSB
Christopher Mark Ottinger Jr., BSB
Jonathan Otto, BSB
Robert Jordan Peare, BSB
Connor Austin Peck, BSB
Park Samuel Plank III, BSB
Taylor James Ploss, BSB
Jessica Elizabeth Prost, BSB
William Charles Putzier, BSB
Lucy Kathleen Pyle, BSB
Rhys Alexander Raglow, BSB
Kyle Benjamin Raisher, BSB*
David Antony Ramirez, BSB*
Danny K. Reazin, BSB
Robert Ricci, BSB
Wyatt Stephenson Rose, BSB
Nicholas Ross, BSB
Cameron J. Rosser, BSB
Jonathan Alan Salazar, BSB
Abraham W. Sampson, BSB
Steven John Sattem, BSB
Michael William Schugart, BSB
William Russell Waesche Seaton, BSB
James Carl Shay, BSB*
Ryan A. Sheets, BSB
Evan Robert Shufflebarger, BSB*
Marlee Sue Slaughter, BSB
Adam Porter Smith, BSB
Chase James Smith, BSB
Matthew Lee Smith, BSB*
Mitchell Mark Sneed, BSB
Madeline Anne Sniezek, BSB
Ge Song, BSB
Brent Andrew Stump, BSB
Wei Hsuen Teh, BSB
Robert Stirling Tinker, BSB
Michael F. Tokic, BSB
Kendall Christopher Toyne, BSB*
Benjamin Bryce Tumbleson, BSB
Christopher Michael Valencia, BSB*
Jacob Karl Von Feldt, BSB*
Ryan Oliver Waisner, BSB
Cassandra Rose Wait, BSB
Jacob Robert Waldenmeyer, BSB
Emily Elizabeth Wells, BSB
Austin Ervin Williams, BSB
Connor Wilkin Willsey, BSB
Guanrong Xie, BSB*
Xiaoyu Yang, BSB
Allison Anne Young, BSB
Xingying Zhan, BSB
Zhongcheng Zhao, BSB*
Yusong Zhu, BSB*

Information Systems
Kaleb Basham, BSB
Brian M. Beckmann, BSB*
Devon Nicole Biberstein, BSB
Jackson H. Blankenship, BSB*
Elizabeth Daisy Chung, BSB
Timothy Alan Clark, BSB
Michael Dominic De Tello, BSB*
Brent Austin Ellis, BSB
Kristian T. Farner, BSB*
Matthew Ronald Gaudreau, BSB
Nubia Gizella Gomez-Villegas, BSB
Yousuf Hammouda, BSB
Jack Andrew Harrigan, BSB
Kelsey Nicole Harris, BSB*
Rabi Yousuf Hemayoun, BSB*
Dean Fletcher Henderson II, BSB
Preston Edward Henry, BSB
Humerto Hernandez, BSB
Joseph W. Holland, BSB
Julia Christine Hollembeak, BSB
Perry Bradford Jackson, BSB*
Cameron Edward Jones, BSB*
Jason Nicholas Jones, BSB
Michael Heui Jin Kim, BSB*
Jason Jiapau Kor, BSB
David M. Lam, BSB*
Anh Nhat Le, BSB
Donghee Lee, BSB*
Alex Mars, BSB
Michael Thomas Morris, BSB
Chaitaliben Ashokbhai Patel, BSB
Ryan Steven Plummer, BSB
Lindsay Nicole Poulter, BSB*
Trey L. Redfern, BSB
Kenneth Michael Rifkin, BSB*
Chirag V. Ronvelia, BSB
Zachary Schumacher, BSB
Dylan Joseph Thompson, BSB
Ruben Dario Tortolero Ramirez, BSB
Nicholas J. Trotter, BSB
Samuel Lee Williams, BSB
Zachary Henry Windsor, BSB
Hanbeen You, BSB

Management and Leadership
Joshua T. Arnold, BSB*
Runrun Bai, BSB*
Jacob Lawrence Benzin, BSB
Katelyn Nicole Berve, BSB
Alexander Nickle Bontz, BSB
Jakob C. Brush, BSB
Piers Douglas Christian, BSB
Avalon R. Cook, BSB
Casey A. Craig, BSB*
Mackenzie Creighton, BSB
Danielle Elwood, BSB
Jonathan Gregory Glass, BSB*
Cristina Vivolo Griffith, BSB*
Frederick Benjamin Haag, BSB*
Ross Kenneth Holmberg, BSB
Benjamin Louis Hotaling, BSB*
Matthew James Jeffers, BSB
Samantha K. Kolkhorst, BSB
Jessica Marie Maroszek, BSB*
Brett E. Martin, BSB
Kayla Brianne Miller, BSB
Kyle Dylan Newman, BSB
Kurt Alexander Nolan, BSB*
John Dennis Okfenfuss, BSB
Alyson Oliver Oliver, BSB
William Robert Olson, BSB
Chaitaliben Ashokbhai Patel, BSB
Priscilla C. Pringle, BSB
Luke E. Reber, BSB
Cooper Christian Rowe, BSB*
Kyle Robert Schulz, BSB*
Elliot Joseph Schwartz, BSB
Brock E. Sheldon, BSB
Mark Alexander Taylor, BSB
Claire Grace Thomas, BSB*
Cassandra Nicole Tomás, BSB
Heather Ann Waltrip, BSB*
Shengfeng Wang, BSB*
Kathryn Weaver, BSB
Ryan M. Wynne, BSB*

Marketing
Hayden L. Abbott, BSB*
Patricia Ablah, BSB
Jeffrey Bart Arnaudo, BSB

September 1896
Crimson and blue
The football team uniforms are crimson and blue for the first time.
September 1898
Naismith Joins KU
James Naismith becomes director of physical culture at KU. He had invented the game of basketball a few years before.

February 1899
First home game
The new basketball team plays its first home game in Lawrence, in front of a crowd of about 50.
Drew S. Naron, BSB
Noreen Elizabeth Nieder, BSB*
Brett Michael Noland, BSB*
Harold Richard Nison, BSB
Matthew Scott Pearson, BSB
Cedric Bryan Phillips Jr., BSB
Patrick James Reding, BSB*
Kyle Matthew Reed, BSB
Kieran T. Ritchie, BSB
Sarah Rush, BSB
Kevin Ryan, BSB
Alexander Cole Schoegler, BSB
Jordan Shelley-Smith, BSB
Chase James Smith, BSB
Somorah Amiri Smith, BSB*
Neal Edward Sonneman, BSB
Jorge Angel Sosa Ortiz, BSB
Chelsea Morgan Spraetz, BSB
Andrew M. Stack, BSB
Kodi Jo Steele, BSB*
Zachary John Stegenga, BSB
Amanda Rachel Tokarev, BSB
Ryan Trolope, BSB, MAcc
Gannon R. Tullock, BSB*
Elizabeth Erin Van Allen, BSB
Tyler Thomas Wagstaff, BSB
Yao Wang, BSB
Elizabeth Lilian Weis, BSB
Alex Wilson, BSB*
Nelson Patrick Woodroff, BSB
Alex Grant Wreathe, BSB
Anqi Zeng, BSB
Kelsey Marie Keltner, MAcc
Harith Khatir, MAcc
Tuong Minh Khoang, MAcc
Kevin Robert Kolibas, MAcc
Katherine Lee Kriska, MAcc
Xue Lan, MAcc
Solomon Larkey, MAcc*
Austin Michael Lear, MAcc
Megan Zocchi Lenahan, MAcc*
Shuang Liang, MAcc
Henry T. Lisenby, MAcc
Ninglu Ma, MAcc*
Anna Concetta Maggiorotto, MAcc
Elissa Dawn Manford, MAcc
Evan Samuel Marciano, MAcc
Caroline Marie Marland, MAcc
Grant Matthew Martens, MAcc
Britton William McGlachlin, MAcc
Caela Nicole McMillon, MAcc
Benjamin Josiah Myers, MAcc
Sarah E. Mikelait, MAcc
Aaron J. Miller, MAcc
Thomas Joseph Millweard Jr., MAcc
Rachel Johanna Mogul, MAcc
Simni Majumder, MAcc*
Brenda Morales, MAcc
Parker A. Moss, MAcc
Kathryn Mary Murray, MAcc
Benjamin Josiah Myers, MAcc
Shane Nachbar, MAcc
Brett Lee Newman, MAcc
Brian James O’Kane, MAcc
Heather Marie Offutt, MAcc*
Amanda Kate Owley, MAcc
Akshay Sanat Patel, MAcc*
Rachel N. Paxton, MAcc*
Nathan J. Pearce, MAcc
Amanda Moore Perkins, MAcc
Bryan William Lyle Peters, MAcc
Alex Kirk Peterson, MAcc
Megan Leigh Porterfield, MAcc
John Herbin Powell, MAcc
Bailey Elizabeth Proctor, MAcc
Kathleen Elaine Rafferty, MAcc
Jason Scott Rhone, MAcc*
Mia Riazi-Kermani, MAcc*
Joseph A. Rosen, MAcc
Devenie Kay Ross, MAcc
Erika Katherine Sander, MAcc
River Michael Scott, MAcc
Riley Siemers, MAcc
Megan Lynn Slater, MAcc*
Jeanette Alexandra Smith, MAcc*
Michael Steven Smith, MAcc
Kerley Joan Spong, MAcc
Nicholas Joseph Tinoco, MAcc
Christopher Wilfield Toole, MAcc
Joseph Neil Underwood, MAcc
Kyle Peter Vermees, MAcc
David E. Voorhees, MAcc*
Wes Winfrey, MAcc
Rachel Rose Winkle, MAcc
Bryan J. Wood, MAcc
Darby Janssen Wooldridge, MAcc
Laurin Ashley Wright, MAcc
Jingshu Xu, MAcc*
Chunyan Yang, MAcc*
Junyou Zhang, MAcc
Shasha Zhang, MAcc
Yian Zhang, MAcc
Yuxi Zhang, MAcc
Chao Zhao, MAcc*

Business Administration
Asma Perveen Ahmad, MBA*
Devaiah Alagemada, MBA*
John Lawrence Almeida, MBA*
Anthony Matthew Arbaiza, MBA
Grace Oluwemike Bajowa, MBA*
Robert Ryan Bardin, MBA*
Abhiijeet Avinash Barve, MBA
Ramkumar Bomminredipalli, MBA
Jason Lee Brady, MBA*
Brian James Brewer, MBA
Alexander Michael Burke, MBA
Sean Burkett, MBA*
John Patterson Campbell, MBA
Maria Francesca Caruso, MBA
Michael Timothy Christen, MBA*
Andrew Harris Clark, MBA
Jennifer Annette Coffman, MBA
Jonas Cook, MBA
Joshua Denton Cook, MBA*
Troy Clifford Dargin, MBA
Christopher Lynn Dobbs, MBA
Spenser Michael Essman, MBA*
Joshua Steven Fischer, MBA
Michael Steven Fugate, MBA
Brad Gibson, MBA
Steven Miles Gill, MBA
Mallory Nicole Gilliland, MBA
Michael William Gochn, MBA
Joshua Wayne Grillo, MBA
Alan Pierce Hamer, MBA*
Yaoxuan Han, MBA*
Lauren Elizabeth Harp, MBA*
Carly Raine Harrington, MBA
Brian J. Havens, MBA
Kimmerlee Faith Hinkle, MBA
Carrie M. Hohl, MBA
Brittany Melissa Homan, MBA*
Brett Christopher Huey, MBA*
Elaine Robert Huspeni, MBA*
Joseph Janesics, MBA
Anjana Jayakrishnan, MBA*
Jordan Lee Juenemann, MBA
Kourosh Kian, MBA
Ian Ferguson Kline, MBA*
Jonathan David Klusmeier, MBA*
Maxwell A. Kozak, MBA*

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Accounting
Jason Jeffrey Abbott, MAcc
Ahmad Alaaeem, MAcc
Mohnaz Masuda Alam, MAcc*
Seth Marcus Amott, MAcc*
David Jackson Auer, MAcc
Daniel Stephen Baird, MAcc*
Heath Christian Bieler, MAcc*
Rachel Leah Brisk, MAcc
Rachel Elisabeth Burner, MAcc
Nicholas Alexander Buntem, MAcc
Hannah Elizabeth Burns, MAcc
Yidan Cao, MAcc
Keertana B. T. Chary, MAcc
Min Chen, MAcc
Kevin Chi Cheng, MAcc
Michael Alexander Collins, MAcc
Parker James Conlin, MAcc
Joseph B. Connor, MAcc
Mark Andrew Conrad, MAcc
Kelsey Marie Coon, MAcc*
Michael Louis Crilly, MAcc
Ricardo De la Torre Ramos, MAcc*
Gabriella Rose DiMarco, MAcc
Haley Dawn Dix, MAcc
Daniel Patrick Dolan, MAcc
Taylor Mathias Drake, MAcc
Benjamin Patrick Dreiling, MAcc
Claire Elizabeth Dykstra, MAcc
Jordan Scott Elliott, MAcc
Jake Thomas Faucett, MAcc
Nathaniel D. Fields, MAcc
Mary Elizabeth Finn, MAcc
Trevor Stockwell Focht, MAcc
Luke R. Friesen, MAcc
Janalyn M. Giles, MAcc
Trenton R. Gilkey, MAcc
Samuel James Graham, MAcc
Connor Douglas Haden, MAcc
Dylan Alexander Hargrave, MAcc
Connor James Harrington, MAcc
Clint Ernest Harris, MAcc
Michael Thomas Harrison, MAcc
Henry David Herrman, MAcc
Madison Faith Hess, MAcc
Ryan Matthew Hoffman, MAcc
Justine Marissa Howarter, MAcc
Jiantao Hu, MAcc
Austin Tyler Hyden, MAcc
Michael Paul Jacobs, MAcc
Jared Robert Jamis, MAcc
Qiuyu Jiang, MAcc
Meigs Clark Jones, MAcc
Nicole Adele Jones, MAcc
Sean Michael Judd, MAcc
Kevin Francis Jury, MAcc
Michael Alexander Kaplan, MAcc
Jessie R. Kelly, MAcc
Kelsey Mariah Keltner, MAcc
Harith Khatir, MAcc
Tuong Minh Khoang, MAcc
Kevin Robert Kolibas, MAcc
Katherine Lee Kriska, MAcc
Xue Lan, MAcc
Solomon Larkey, MAcc*
Austin Michael Lear, MAcc
Megan Zocchi Lenahan, MAcc*
Shuang Liang, MAcc
Henri T. Lisenby, MAcc
Ninglu Ma, MAcc*
Anna Concetta Maggiorotto, MAcc
Elissa Dawn Manford, MAcc
Evan Samuel Marciano, MAcc
Caroline Marie Marland, MAcc
Grant Matthew Martens, MAcc
Britton William McGlachlin, MAcc
Caela Nicole McMillon, MAcc
Benjamin Josiah Myers, MAcc
Sarah E. Mikelait, MAcc
Aaron J. Miller, MAcc
Thomas Joseph Millweard Jr., MAcc
Rachel Johanna Mogul, MAcc
Simni Majumder, MAcc*
Brenda Morales, MAcc
Parker A. Moss, MAcc
Kathryn Mary Murray, MAcc
Benjamin Josiah Myers, MAcc
Shane Nachbar, MAcc
Brett Lee Newman, MAcc
Brian James O’Kane, MAcc
Heather Marie Offutt, MAcc*
Amanda Kate Owley, MAcc
Akshay Sanat Patel, MAcc*
Rachel N. Paxton, MAcc*
Nathan J. Pearce, MAcc
Amanda Moore Perkins, MAcc
Bryan William Lyle Peters, MAcc
Alex Kirk Peterson, MAcc
Megan Leigh Porterfield, MAcc
John Herbin Powell, MAcc
Bailey Elizabeth Proctor, MAcc
Kathleen Elaine Rafferty, MAcc
Jason Scott Rhone, MAcc*
Mia Riazi-Kermani, MAcc*
Joseph A. Rosen, MAcc
Devenie Kay Ross, MAcc
Erika Katherine Sander, MAcc
River Michael Scott, MAcc
Riley Siemers, MAcc
Megan Lynn Slater, MAcc*
Jeanette Alexandra Smith, MAcc*
Michael Steven Smith, MAcc
Kerley Joan Spong, MAcc
Nicholas Joseph Tinoco, MAcc
Christopher Wilfield Toole, MAcc
Joseph Neil Underwood, MAcc
Kyle Peter Vermees, MAcc
David E. Voorhees, MAcc*
Wes Winfrey, MAcc
Rachel Rose Winkle, MAcc
Bryan J. Wood, MAcc
Darby Janssen Wooldridge, MAcc
Laurin Ashley Wright, MAcc
Jingshu Xu, MAcc*
Chunyan Yang, MAcc*
Junyou Zhang, MAcc
Shasha Zhang, MAcc
Yian Zhang, MAcc
Yuxi Zhang, MAcc
Chao Zhao, MAcc*

Business Administration
Asma Perveen Ahmad, MBA*
Devaiah Alagemada, MBA*
John Lawrence Almeida, MBA*
Anthony Matthew Arbaiza, MBA
Grace Oluwemike Bajowa, MBA*
Robert Ryan Bardin, MBA*
Abhiijeet Avinash Barve, MBA
Ramkumar Bomminredipalli, MBA
Jason Lee Brady, MBA*
Brian James Brewer, MBA
Alexander Michael Burke, MBA
Sean Burkett, MBA*
John Patterson Campbell, MBA
Maria Francesca Caruso, MBA
Michael Timothy Christen, MBA*
Andrew Harris Clark, MBA
Jennifer Annette Coffman, MBA
Jonas Cook, MBA
Joshua Denton Cook, MBA*
Troy Clifford Dargin, MBA
Christopher Lynn Dobbs, MBA
Spenser Michael Essman, MBA*
Joshua Steven Fischer, MBA
Michael Steven Fugate, MBA
Brad Gibson, MBA
Steven Miles Gill, MBA
Mallory Nicole Gilliland, MBA
Michael William Gochn, MBA
Joshua Wayne Grillo, MBA
Alan Pierce Hamer, MBA*
Yaoxuan Han, MBA*
Lauren Elizabeth Harp, MBA*
Carly Raine Harrington, MBA
Brian J. Havens, MBA
Kimmerlee Faith Hinkle, MBA
Carrie M. Hohl, MBA
Brittany Melissa Homan, MBA*
Brett Christopher Huey, MBA*
Elaine Robert Huspeni, MBA*
Joseph Janesics, MBA
Anjana Jayakrishnan, MBA*
Jordan Lee Juenemann, MBA
Kourosh Kian, MBA
Ian Ferguson Kline, MBA*
Jonathan David Klusmeier, MBA*
Maxwell A. Kozak, MBA*

Share your achievements #KUgrads
May 1903
President Roosevelt visits
In 1903, President Theodore Roosevelt makes a stop in downtown Lawrence.

April 1905
School of Medicine
A four-year School of Medicine is established in Kansas City. Classes begin in September 1905 in the old Flatiron building.

September 1905
Nightshirt tradition
The night before the first home football game, students paraded downtown and across campus in their nightshirts, starting a tradition that lasted more than 50 years.
Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Carl Lejuez

Banner Carrier
Ashlie Marie Koehn

School Marshals
Florence DiGennaro Reed
Derek Reed

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Rana Aliani
Lauren Elaine Arney
Bahar Barani
Jonathan James Batsch
Taylor Beaham
Molly Alice Bernard
Erin Margaret Calhoun
Elizabeth Anne Chaney
Alycia D. Choikhit
Zoe Susanne Cress
Preston Riley Dennett
Ryan J. Doherty
Jordan T. Dollar
Reid Hayward Eggleston
David Richard Gier
Cassidy Jean Goodman
Andrew Nicholas Gunnneson
Andrew M. Hiett
Annette Claire Jardon
Brad Allen Johnson
Cori Marie Jones
Garret Logan Kahle
Katelyn Maria Kumberg
Ellen Elizabeth Marko
Sarah Ann Marnin
Jeffrey A. Martin
Ann Cecilia Matheis
Austen Bradley McGuire
John Tobias McGuire
Brock Joseph Miller
Amy Sara Morrison

Allison Morte
Tea M. Muir
Gabrielle Murnan
Molly D. Norburg
Allison H. Pope
Madeleine E. Pribe
Jacob N. Reiniig
Nicole Elizabeth Schuh
Deena Samir Shaath
Jennifer Hedi Stern
Natalie Kathryn Strunk
Taylor Nicole Tobin
Eileen M. VanderVelden
Nadia Amethya Vossoughi
Zachary Essex Watson
Kendra Nicole Weinstein
Jordan William Whitesell
Raeann Lanae Whitney
Katelyn Madison Whitt
Fiona Claire Wood
Taylor Kate Youtsey

With Distinction
Michael Leroy Ahrens
Suhaila B. Bajwa
Abigail Hope Barofio
Zachary Elijah Andrew Bean
Laura Christine Bilsborrow
Caleb Avery Bobo
Benjamin Thomas Bolton
Callie Rae Byrnes
Kristen Reed Carr
Christopher Craig Chipman
Emily Ann Crane
Spencer James Crouch
Katherine Colt Deckert
Katherine Morgan Dejarnette
Mohamad Dave Dimachkie
Michelle L. Dunn
Brandon James Easley
Elizabeth Nicole Eksi
Lauren T. Fleming
Emma L. Flynn
Alexandra Fowler
Christina Hagemeier
Steven L. Harms
Abigail M. Hartzell
Lauren Alexandra Hipp
Kristen Howell
Courtney Huffman
Nicole Marie Humphrey
Daniel Jenab
Katherine Marie Johns
Jennifer Lynn Kaberline
Luke Andrew Kahler
Hebron Habtamu Kelecha
Victoria R. Kelly
John Michael Kelsh
Jessica Fay Knaack
Cole Kennedy Kretchmar
Laura J. Kriscie
Brianna J. Leyden
Rachel Teresa Lietz
Adelle X. Loney
Virginia Marie Long
Rosalyn Pearl Lucas
Maria Belen Ludueña Giacaman
Victoria Heather Luecking
Claire Carson MacLachlan
Grace Kathryn Martin
Kya Lynn Martiny
Justin Kai Massey
Jordan McCoihn
Jerusha Christine McFarland
Kelly A. McGurren
Kierstin Jane Michael
Lauren Metzler
Gideon Peter Naudé
Margaret H. Nulton
Emily Lauren Otte
Elijah Evans Parker
Mysha Ta’Thrai’a Alexia Phelps
Elizabeth Anne Porter
William Charles Putzier
Elliana Frieda Rao
Julia Teal Reynolds
Kendall Leigh Rhoads
Daniel M. Rhodes
Fletcher M. Rich
Elia Rebecca Rieder
Riley McKay Roberts
Karie Elizabeth Robertson
Ryan J. Rodriguez
Alexander Christian Samuelson
Mensher Singh Sanghera
Jack William Sayler
Marah Olivia Schlingensiepen
Dylan Paul Schumacher
Tessa Louise Scott
Blake Joseph Sevart
Ana Marie Estivo Sparacino
Sisira Srisutiva
Tyler Jay Stanley
Bryce Tappan
Lisa Kay Tomasu

December 1905
Helium discovery
Working in a lab in Bailey Hall, KU scientists discover that helium can be extracted from natural gas.
December 1907

Beware of the Phog

Forrest “Phog” Allen coaches his first Jayhawk basketball game.
Matthew W. Hentges, BS
Alexander Vincent Hermesch, BS
Alexandra Marie Walker Hess, BS*
Elisabeth Breann Hinkle, BS
Megan E. Hodes, BA
Breanna Marie Hoffmann, BS
Christine M. Hruska, BS
Clare Humphrey, BS
Jacie Mychel Jackson, BA*
Stephanie Frederick Jackson, BS
McCarty Ashton Jenkins, BA
Andrew R. Johnson, BS
Karina Lynn Johnson, BS
Andrew John Jurgensen, BS*
Jennifer Lynn Kaberline, BS* Jessie J. Kaighin, BS
Amanda Marie Katzer, BS*
John Michael Kelsch, BS
Evon Chase Key, BS
Caylee Lynne Kidwell, BS
Cole Kennedy Kretchmar, BS
Jeremy Beldon Kustoff, BS
Sarah Ann Lang, BS
Emily Ann Lenherr, BS
Brooke Stambaugh, BS
Ann Marie Estivo Sparacino, BS*
Emily Rose Liptak, BS*
Amanda Michelle Lofland, BS
Rui Xue Ma, BA
Sarah Ann Mannin, BS*
Mason Robert Marshall, BS
Jeffrey A. Martin, BS
Nicholas Alexander Martin, BS
Timothy Church Mayes, BS
Jordan McCalm, BS
Emily Catherine McConniff, BS
Jacyln Lee McCullough, BS*
John Tobias McGuire, BS
Alex Aaron McKenna, BS
Sara Elizabeth McKenrick, BS
Di Mei, BS
Benjamin Lucas Meis, BS
Jonathan Merenda, BS
Sean Kelly Moran, BS*
Abbas Mohammad Mozaffar, BA
Sabina Mull, BS*
Rachel Elizabeth Newland, BA
Margaret H. Nulton, BA
Zane McKenzie O’Brien, BS
Eli Chetwynd Olson, BS
Jasmyn Christine Phye, BA
Allison H. Pope, BS
Andrew Stephen Powell, BS*
Rachel Soae Prather, BS
Tarian L. Reeves, BA
Eli J. Renfro, BS
Fletcher M. Rich, BS
Lauren N. Ridgway, BS*
Elia Rebecca Rieder, BS*
Riley McKay Roberts, BS
Ryan J. Rodriguez, BA
Alexandria Rylander Roy, BS
Erica Morgan Rudof, BS
Melissa Sadir, BS*
Dylan Paul Schumacher, BS
Paige Elizabeth Sharp, BA*
Andrew James Shreve, BS*
Monia Alexis Sigle, BS
Micah Smith, BS
Annie Marie Estivo Sparacino, BS*
Skylar Paul Stacy, BS
Jennifer Hedi Stern, BS
Maxwell Ryan Stitt, BS*
Chase Lee Strunk, BS
Natalie Kathryn Strunk, BS
Natasha Vanessa Sudac, BS
Jonathan C. Swenson, BS
Mikias Samuel Tefera, BS*
Mylene Thong, BS
Amber Cee Thulin, BA*
Lisa Kay Tomasu, BS
Christina Tran, BS
Duc Minh Tran, BS
Ashaan Amman Uddin, BS
Shweta Prabha Vadlamani, BS
Carlynn Grace Van Blaricum, BS
Alex Michael Van Kooten-Tharman, BS
Wilfred Vazquez, BS
Rachel E. Watson, BS*
Dawn Elizabeth Westhoff, BS
Whitney Olivia White, BA*
Jordan William Whitesell, BS
Paige Alexandria Whiteside, BA*
Christopher Brian Wicks, BS*
Griffin Nash Williams, BS
Alex Gerald Winkler, BA
Betelhem T. Wolfe, BS
Joseph David Zwickel, BA*

Chemistry

Christopher Michael Anderson, BS*
Etsegenet Zemene Ayelle, BA
Shawn Michael Briley, BS*
Jamie Kay Cooper, BA*
Luke Pieper Dell, BS*
Dawn Dorsett, BS

Morgan Nicole Downey, BS
Brandon James Easley, BA
Lola Marie Gentry, BA
John Jacob Gerber, BS
Sean Stephen Graybill, BS*
Victoria Lacey Gunderson, BA
Evan Garret Herstowski, BS
Anthony W. Howcroft, BS
Dustin Grant Irish, BA*
Cori Marie Jones, BS
Luke Andrew Kahler, BA
Tyler Alan Kerr, BS
Megan Elise Lindemann, BA
Christopher Michael Martin, BS
Kelly Ann McGurren, BA*
Zachary Jacob Nicolay, BA
Zachary James Nuss, BS*
Leif Alexander Oas, BA
Faithful Oluwatoni Okuyemi, BA
Keaton Volney Prather, BS
Paloma Reyes, BA
Karie Elizabeth Robertson, BS*
Tuda Si, BS
Ashley Marina Sintetas, BA
Samuel Nathan Snyder, BA
Sisira Srisutiva, BS
Bryce Tappan, BS
Caitlyn Marie Walter, BA
Nicolette Kristine Warnke, BA

Classical Antiquity

Elizabeth Ray Hills, BA
Jennifer Elaine Wiebe, BA

Classical Languages

Ethan David Graham, BA
Jennifer Elaine Wiebe, BA

Communication Studies

Michaela Jane Altenhofen, BGS
Lauren Margaret Angley, BGS*
Lauren Mackenzie Bagby, BA
Zach Joseph Barnes, BGS*
Brian Jack Baroud, BGS*
Jessy S. Bauer, BGS*
Paul Forrest Beller, BGS
Laura Elizabeth Belmonte, BGS
Gareth Lawrence Bill, BGS

1909

AAU membership

KU joins the prestigious Association of American Universities, becoming the only Kansas university ever granted membership.

June 1911

Potter Lake

Potter Lake — intended as a reservoir to combat fires on campus — opens on the north slope of Mount Oread.

September 1911

Taft visits

President William H. Taft visits KU.

1909

AAU membership

KU joins the prestigious Association of American Universities, becoming the only Kansas university ever granted membership.
Maci Nicole Boe, BA*
Taran Dee Bowman, BGS
Rachel Buchner, BGS*
Lauren C. Burroughs, BGS
Codii Alexander Farmer Butland, BGS*
John V. Caldwell, BA
Jill Elizabeth Carroll, BGS
Jennifer Christine Carter, BA
Cameron Sawyer Case, BGS*
Abigail Katherine Cauble, BGS
Emily Elizabeth Chappelle, BGS*
Rebecca Ann Clark, BA
Makayla Elisa Coles, BA
Brian C. Collins, BGS
Jon William Crane, BGS
Alicia Ann Croker, BA
Chelsea Martha Cullen, BA
Lindsey A. Daly, BGS
Kyle Patrick DeWitz, BGS*
Elsie Dierickx, BA
Patricia Ann Donahue, BA
McKenna Downing, BA
Hunter Steven Dunning, BGS*
Maggie L. Edmondson, BGS
Jacob Charles Elberg, BGS
Ashley Nicole Failla, BGS
Xiaoti Fan, BA*
Kevin Gerald Farrington, BGS*
Bailey Paige Fee, BA
Ashlee Marie Ferrin, BGS
Melissa Fontana, BA
Rachel Beth Frish, BA
Laura Elizabeth Gabauer, BGS
Kyle Richard Gallagher, BGS
Abby Lee Garrison, BA*
Elizabeth A. Hetto, BGS
Andrew James Ginzel, BGS
Thomas James Gosses Jr., BA*
Allison Ann Griffin, BA*
Tyler Groom, BGS*
Tyler Michael Grylls, BGS
Leah Sara Haddadi, BA*
Alan A. Halvorsen, BGS*
Nicole Kristine Hawkins, BGS*
Breona Tanae Henderson, BGS
Alexandria Marie Hernandez, BA
Jane Dulin Herr, BGS*
Mary McClanahan Holden, BGS
Taylor James Holm, BA
Michael Thomas Houseman, BGS
Alyssa Lynne Hudler, BA
Brooke Lauren Huebner, BGS
Daniel Jenab, BGS
Shane T. Jennison, BGS*
Jacob Allen Johnson, BGS*
Jillian F. Johnson, BGS
Christina Lynn Jones, BA*
Sean Daron Jones, BA*
Meghan Elizabeth Kaveshki, BGS
Kevin Michael Keleher, BA
David James King, BGS*
Ethan King, BA
Matthew Garrett Koenig, BA*
Alex Rose Koentges, BGS*
Ann Kondraske, BGS
Jeremy Philip Krause, BGS*
Zachary C. Krause, BGS*
Benjamin Grant Krauth, BGS
Anne Lacy, BGS
Patrick S. Lang, BGS
Camisha A. Lawson, BA*
Issachar Lee, BA
Miriam Rebecca Levine, BA
Sari Lowenstein, BGS
Landen A. Lucas, BA
Victoria Heather Luecking, BA
Adrian Lee Lupiano, BGS
Kelsey Lynn Lyden, BA*
Audrey A. Maatsch, BA
Erin Nicole Martin, BGS
Bailey Ann Maye, BGS
Haley Kathleen McGregor, BA*
Ian Thomas Mirsch, BGS
Cammie Mitchener, BGS
Neesa Kahia Montoya, BGS*
Adam Matthew Moore, BGS*
Elle Alexandrea Morgan, BA
John Andrew Morrison, BGS
Corey Elizabeth Neidl, BGS*
Mallory Ann Nesbitt, BGS
McKenzie Nicole Nichols, BA
Haley E. O’Connor, BGS
Jack K. O’Neill, BGS
Matthew Robert Palmieri, BGS*
Allan Troy Parker Jr., BA
Caroline Alexandra Patterson, BGS*
Nicholas Thomas Paulauskas, BGS*
Jordan Morgan Pfeiffer, BGS
Hayley Nicole Phillips, BGS*
Ryan Scott Pidhaichuk, BGS
Shane William Pinkston, BGS
Lindsay Porter, BGS
Jillian Marie Poynter, BGS
Johnny M. Ricchio, BGS
Kaela Ropson, BGS
Brock Gordon Saturno, BGS
Elizabeth C. Setzke, BGS
Jonathan Randall Shafer, BGS*
Hannah Christen Shaw, BGS
Sam Silverman, BGS
Seth Justin Sines, BGS*
Kathleen Mulvihill Skalkos, BGS
Sarah Elizabeth Snow, BGS*
Ryan J. Speer, BGS*
Julia Mary Stremme, BGS*
Sydney Lee Stringfellow, BGS
Sydney M. Studer, BA
Angelia Kylie Surprise, BA
Isabel Marie Thanmihathik, BA
Taylor Nicole Tobin, BA*
Jake L. Tollefson, BGS*
Jordan Alexander Tymony, BGS*
Nicholas Robert Vander Stel, BGS
Nicholas Anthony Virgillito, BGS
Alyssa Nicole Vitztum, BGS
Eric Ross Wagman, BGS
Jessie Nicole Waller, BGS*
Madison Shae Ward, BGS
Kristine Marie Wargo, BGS
Jeremiah Delano Washington, BGS
Rachel Alexandrea Watson, BGS
Olivia Anna Weaver, BA
Brittany M. Weinlood, BA
Kianna Marie Weinzheimer, BA
Jordan Claire Williams Burrows, BGS*
Ashley A. Williams, BGS

Developmental Psychology
Jan Ellen Downing, BGS
Rachael Lynn Staudenraus, BGS

East Asian Languages and Cultures
Lail Geng Ariath, BA
William Carver Ashley, BA
Anna Mariel Balmiler, BA
Kali Ruth Beach, BA*
Keyana Marie Branch, BA
Dannah Rae Campbell, BA
David Brett Collins, BA
Elizabeth Anne Hazlwood, BA
Brendan Joseph Higginbottom, BA*
Annette Claire Jardon, BA
Laurel Kolacny, BA
Sarah Elizabeth Kraus, BA
Kodi Daniel Low, BA*
Rosalyn Pearl Lucas, BA
Brock Joseph Miller, BA
Garrett Randolph Ness, BA
Nicole Louise Stiner Prewest, BA*
William Charles Putzier, BA
Claire Helen Snyder, BA
Brittany Dawn Spargur, BA*

Economics
Kyle T. Abbott, BGS
Sean Richard Albery, BS
Samuel James Ancona, BGS*
Kasey J. Anderson, BA*
Brandon Douglas Barnard, BGS
Natalia Bartnovskaya, BA*
Bryan Dale Bickford, BGS*
Caden Brady Blackwood, BGS
Tyler Joseph Blessent, BA
Brett William Bochy, BGS*
McKenna Grace Brown, BA
Jerrod William Bush, BGS
Ernesto Caliz Cabrales, BA*
Samuel Jacob Carroll, BGS
Callahan Hall Pierce Carty, BA*
Yunzhe Chen, BA
Cooper I. Christensen, BGS
Bradley Clark, BGS
Kambrey R. Cooper, BGS
Jack Seymour Deeter, BS*
Ryan J. Doherty, BS*
Mitchell Dow, BA
Bryan Curtis Downs, BGS
Renee Espino, BA
James Dylan Face, BGS*
Andelyn D. Fernandez, BA
Joseph Widlund Gagnon II, BGS
Kyle Timothy Graas, BA*
Nancy Gzaan, BA*
Derek Allen Haenisch, BGS*
Nathan Daniel Haeussler, BGS
Steven L. Harms, BS
Shane Andrew Harris, BGS*
Chad Harrison, BS
Lyle Alexander Harte, BGS
Forrest Samuel Hendricks, BA
Zheshua Huang, BS
Adam Paul Huser, BGS
Bradford Gerald Jarvis, BA*
Cameron Lee Johnese, BGS*
Robert Charles Kaine, BGS
Thomas Leo Keverney IV, BGS*
Michael S. Kim, BGS
Mason Tully Kincaid, BA
Zacharie T. Klover, BA
Ashlie Marie Koehn, BA
Xi Li, BS*
Xiangze Li, BA
Xiaboo Li, BA*
Yiyan Li, BA*
Zhaoxuan Li, BA*
Yujie Lin, BA*
March 1912
Big Tooter
Classes are shortened from 55 minutes to 50 minutes, and the powerhouse steam whistle — “the Big Tooter” — begins marking the end of each period.

May 1912
Booker T. Washington visits
Booker T. Washington, head of the Tuskegee Institute, speaks at chapel at the invitation of Chancellor Frank Strong.
October 1912
First pictorial Jayhawk
The caricature drawn by student Henry Maloy makes its debut as the first pictorial Jayhawk mascot.

November 1912
First Homecoming
Kansas beats Missouri in its first Homecoming football game.
In 1916, President Woodrow Wilson’s train makes a brief stop in Lawrence.
### Linguistics
- Benjamin Thomas Bolton, BA
- Robert Anthony Brumleve, BGS
- Rheeves E. Carlson, BA
- Joshua Lynn Collins, BA
- Drew Christian Davies, BA
- Dallas D. Diaz, BA
- John-Patrick Hugh Doherty, BA
- Rachael Diane Dowding, BA*
- Michelle L. Dunn, BA
- Chelsea Lynn Fowler, BA
- Robert Raymond Fowler, BA*
- David Duren Gill, BA*
- Michael Wayne Hemphill, BA
- Caitlyn Paige Hendershott, BA*
- Keonya Tynida Jackson, BA
- Leigh Katherine Meyer, BA*
- Mitchell Carson Montague, BA
- Mimi Faye Morrissey, BA
- Madeline Remeberg, BA*
- Tessa Louise Scott, BA
- Masanori Shiomi, BA*
- Daniel Eugene Weller, BA*
- Emily Wurtz, BA

### Literature, Language and Writing
- Kathryn Suzanne Adams, BA
- Corissa Mae Beck, BA*
- Spencer Obed Cramer, BA*
- Andrew Scott Elliott, BGS*
- Allysion Rae Gray, BGS*
- Ehren William Hertel, BGS
- Jenny McCulloch Judy, BA
- Danielle Elizabeth Killingsworth, BGS
- Emily Erin Marshall, BA
- Robyn Lynn McPhail, BA
- AnaLiza Olbes Protzman, BA
- Bradley Alan Robertson, BGS
- Lety Elizabeth Sarmiento Martinez, BA*
- Ashley Willson, BA*

### Mathematics
- Travis William Augustine, BS
- Peter Bradshaw, BS
- Aaron Samuel Brethorst, BS*
- Tanner Brady Buzick, BA
- Yinzhe Chen, BA
- Joseph Juraj Cummings, BS
- Bridget C. Davis, BS
- Yujie Deng, BS
- Zhu Ding, BS*
- Tyler James Engler, BA*
- Wei Fei, BS
- Yang Ge, BS
- David Richard Gier, BS
- Andrew Gregory, BS
- Steven L. Harms, BS
- Aaron Michael Hedges, BS
- Zhesha Huang, BA
- Michael A. Huff, BS*
- Tzeyee Jin, BS*
- Casey Lee Kelly, BA
- Kevin James Kirchhoff, BS
- Daniel James Knight, BS
- Xi Li, BS*
- Yuxiang Li, BS
- Zhaoyuan Li, BA*
- Cole Leon Lindsey, BS
- Xinkai Long, BS
- Chloe Celeste Marshall, BA*
- Christopher Reed Mayo, BS
- Arie Joseph Mellow, BS
- Kyle Christian Mitchell, BS
- Rebecca Marie Olson, BA
- Antonio Ortiz, BA
- Emily Lauren Otte, BA
- Elijah Evans Parker, BA
- Jason Michael Postlewait, BS
- Olivia Loy Rankin, BA
- Jane Elizabeth Lynn Reiter, BS
- Thomas Ryan Rodewald, BA*
- Cecilia Anayancys Romero, BS*
- Jerry Joseph Sakumura, BS*
- Alexander Christian Samuelson, BA
- Robert George Schlicht, BS*
- Jared Thomas Shafer, BA
- Burke Dakota Sloucum, BA
- Jacob Daniel Spellman, BS
- Colton Reed Tousey, BS
- David Michael Vestal, BS
- Jiahui Wang, BS
- Lydia Luying Wang, BA
- Samuel Lee Wester, BS
- Robert Winslow, BS
- Jackson Thomas Young, BS
- Andrea Frances Zecy, BA*
- Jingwen Zhu, BS
- Scott James Ziegler, BS
- Kailey Priscilla Zvosec, BS

### Microbiology
- Ashutosh Agarwal, BS
- Samantha Rae Beauchamp, BS
- Kristen Reed Carr, BS
- Christopher L. Chesser, BS
- James William Dohn Jr., BS
- Austin R. Fehr, BS
- Kate P. Frael, BS

---

### Share your achievements #KUgrads

---

**October 1918**

**Spanish flu**

KU shuts down for a month during the worldwide epidemic of Spanish flu.

---

**September 1922**

**Automobile threat**

In a Sept. 12, 1922, letter to parents, Chancellor Ernest Lindley asks them to discourage their children from bringing cars to campus because he says, the automobile “is a menace to the democratic spirit of the school.”
November 1922
Memorial Stadium dedicated
On Armistice Day, the university dedicates Memorial Stadium, built to honor the 130 students and alumni who died in World War I.

April 1923
First Kansas Relays
The first Kansas Relays are held in the new Memorial Stadium.
March 1924
Uncle Jimmy Green statue
The Graduate Magazine announces that the Uncle Jimmy Green statue will be unveiled at Commencement.
The graduates march from Strong Hall down the Hill and into Memorial Stadium. Commencement speaker Edwin E. Slosson, director of Science Service, Washington, D.C., predicts that fossil fuels will run out and that scientists must find alternative energy sources like wind power. He suggests placing a row of windmills diagonally across the state.
Hannah Marie Freund, BA*
Jennifer Frieberg, BA
Rebekah Amy George, BA*
Abigail M. Hartzell, BA
Clarissa Ann Holt Bates, BA
Courtney Huffman, BA*
Ryan Paul Hughes, BA
Keonya Tynida Jackson, BA
Kristiana D. Jones, BGS*
Lillian Rose Klebenow, BA
Katelyn Maria Kumberg, BA
Jenna LeFort, BA*
Virginia Marie Long, BA
Kyra Lynn Martiny, BA
Elle C. McClenny, BA
Leigh Katherine Meyer, BA
Andrea Leigh Miller, BA*
Amy Sara Morrison, BA*
Anjelica Denae Pearson, BA
Elizabeth Anne Porter, BA
Madison Von Richards, BGS
Joshua Rucker, BA*
Nicole Elizabeth Schuh, BA
Molly Marie Smith, BA
Kristina Nichole Thompson, BA*
Eileen M. Vander Velden, BA
Karleen A. Walters, BA
Nora Lynn Walthier, BA*
Mary Elizabeth Watts, BA
Laura Elizabeth Williams, BA
Emily Wurtz, BA

Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Rachel Buchner, BGS*
Alicia Ann Croker, BA
Madeline Jean Dickerson, BA
Jaden Marie Paige Gragg, BA
Presley Hasselman, BA
Ann Cecilia Matheis, BA
Kristina Kathryn Maude, BA
Morgan Elise McCague, BGS
Abigail Rose Pate, BGS
Christian Michael Alexander Roberson, BGS
Tabitha Narrelle Secor, BGS
Sarina Hope Sutton, BA
Alexa Rae Tapia, BA

CO-MAJORS

Russian and East European Studies
Holly Nicole Mills

CANDIDATES FOR
MASTER’S DEGREE

African and African-American Studies
Jamie Lee Fuller, MA
Adhima Miller, MA

American Studies
Grant Ellis Berning, MA
Jaime Caleb Lazaro Moreno, MA

Anthropology
Amber Nicole Ables, MA
Michael Hugh Davis, MA*
Allison Kimber Douglas, MA*
Kevin Richard Fenyak, MA*
Jordan Troy Tucker, MA*

Applied Behavioral Science
Jennifer Louise Hudnall, MA*
Courtney Rose Moore, MA*
Michael J. Sofis, MA*

Applied Science
Andrew Hobert Gieseke, PSM*
Emily Grace Nusz, PSM
Andrea Ximena Salazar Najar, PSM*
Jiali Shao, PSM
Elle Weber, PSM*

Atmospheric Science
Christopher John Mitchell, MS*
Kevin John Nelson, MS*

Biochemistry and Biophysics
Kyeong Min Bae, MA

Chemistry
Thomas Seals Johnson, MS

Classics
Tessa Maria Cavagnero, MA
David J. Dyke, MA
Gena Natalie Goodman, MA
Rachel A. Sanders, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA
Christopher Eugene Watson, MA
David George Welch Jr., MA

Clinical Child Psychology
Christina Marie Amaro, MA*
Andrea M. Garcia, MA
Tarrah Brooke Mitchell, MA*
Katrina Marie Poppert-Cordts, MA*
Jonathan Lee Poquiz, MA*

Communication Studies
Benjamin Lee Compton, MA
Brandon Charles Drozd, MA
Christopher Connor Hines, MA
Jacob William Justice, MA
Andrew Robert Kaiser, MA*
Diana Koslowsky, MA*
Daniel K. Merwin, MA
Gretchen Patrice Montgomery, MA*
Christopher D. Stone, MA*

East Asian Languages and Cultures
Emily Carol Bowden, MA*
Kasey Erin Considine, MA
Haruka Nagao, MA

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Luke Charles Campillo, MA
Xi Chen, MA*
Jacob Christian Cooper, MA
Rachel Register Gayer, MA
Desiree Lynn Harpel, MA*
Liam Edward Heins, MA
Sarah Jean Schmidt, MA*

Economics
Abdullah Ibrahim A Alabdulkarim, MA
Dan Ding, MA*
Fatima Hasan, MA*
Ryan Matthew King, MA
Justinas Lialys, MA
Laurynas Lialys, MA
Jessica Regina Santos Dutra, MA
Chen Sun, MA*
Joshua Raymond Vossen, MA
Xunzhao Yin, MA*
Sijun Yu, MA*

English
Donald Alan Allmon, MA
Cody W. Dye, MA*
Melissa Naiomi Gilstrap, MA
Amanda M. Hemmingsen, MA*
Meaghan Anne Kelly, MA*
Jennifer Beth Pacioti, MFA*
Satarah B. Wheeler, MFA*

Entomology
Stephen M. Baca, MA*

French
Clarrisse Louise Aline Barbier, MA
Douglas Hale Bartel, MA
Megan Marie Belaire, MA
Madeline Rose Farron, MA
Amelia K. Wells, MA

Geography
Kolbe David Andrzejevski, MS*
Timothy Carl Bents, MS*
Steven Curtis Foga, MS
Keith Andrew French, MA*
Nicholas Edward Kotlinski, MA*
Aaron Nathaniel Koop, MS
Samuel Younger Lobby, MA
Katrina Chervart McClure, MA*
Claire Anna Messner, MS*
Kelly Elizabeth Overstreet, MA
Taylor Adams Tappan, MA*
Zachary Ward Thorp, MS*
Cheng Zong, MS*

Geology
Tyson Richard Berndt, MS*
Joshua W. Boling, MS*
Nicholas A. Cestari, MS*
Andrew Markley Connolly, MS
Sean Fischer, MS
Christa Marie Jackson, MA*
Matthew Frazer Jones, MS
Michael Brenden Keel, MA*
Karen Suzanne Lechtenberg, MS*
Michael J. Rawitch, MS
Abdul Wahab, MS

Germanic Languages and Literatures
Schipin Kurehazhhasanalizadeh, MA*
Stephanie Wille, MA*

Global and International Studies
Tefik Agushi, MA
Kayla Lynn Anderson, MA*
Aaron Bratcher, MA*
Davitt Ross Broderick, MA*
Kelly Freeland, MA
Everett Michael Good, MA*
Kyle Ernest Goodridge, MA*
Simeon Micah Harvey, MA*
Issac Alden Hiles, MA*
Anthony Arthur Messenger, MA*
Evan Terry Perperis, MA*
Stephen Joseph Pomella, MA*
Joseph Michael Quinn, MA*
Patrick Michael Riordan, MA*
Jason Martin Sartori, MA*
Lawrence Alexander Schmidle, MA*

Share your achievements #KUgrads
Charles B. Schumacher, MA*  
Walter Neil Straube, MA*  
David James Strysko, MA*  
Eliza Taitelieva, MA*  
Thomas Christopher Visel, MA*  
Tamara Ricarda Vitale, MA  
Elizabeth Ann Wegman, MA*  
Byron W. Wilson Jr., MA*  
Saong Guen You, MA*  

History  
Garrett T. Gatzemeyer, MA  

History of Art  
Sadie Elizabeth Shillieto, MA*  
Hailey Allison Thiem, MA  
Pinyan Zhu, MA  

Indigenous Studies  
Kelsey Shannon Treuil, MA  

Latin American and Caribbean Studies  
Mariela Andrade Chavez, MA*  

Linguistics  
Zhuo Chen, MA  

Mathematics  
Huizhong Cui, MA  
Luke Alan Eichelberger, MA  
Tianyu Huang, MA  
Arturo Jaramillo Gil, MA*  
Hee Sun Kim, MA*  
Joel Jacob Klipfel, MA*  
Avary Justice Kolasinski, MA*  
Satbir Singh Malhi, MA*  
Iurii Posukhovskyi, MA*  
Peixin Wang, MA  

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology  
Haifa Abdulrahman M Alhadyian, MA  
Seth Jason Lewin, MA*  

Museum Studies  
Suzanne Elise Decker, MA  
Rebecca Elizabeth Dickman, MA  
Breken Teague Liebl, MA  
Brittney A. Oleniacz, MA  
Jamie Allison Rees, MA  
Ryan Alexander Ridder, MA  
Kayle June Rieger, MA  
Megan Elyane Sims, MA  

Philosophy  
Marco Polo Camacho, MA  
Arthur G. Carlyle, MA  
James Michael Gillcrist, MA  

Physics  
Alaa Ayad Khedhair Al-Mebir, MS*  
Jamellah Awad M Alraheedi, MS  
Ali Saber Kahdim Kadhim, MS*  
Brian J. Van Doren, MS*  
Yuyu Wang, MS*  

Political Science  
Cagri Albayrak, MA*  
Carolina Costa Candal, MA*  
Troy Clifford Dargin, MA  
Ryan Colby Daugherty, MA*  
Luke Matthew Herrington, MA  

Joshua Gregory Luthi, MA  
Sierra Kiernan Reicheneker, MA  
Marcus Paul Williamson, MA  

Psychology  
Brittany Kay Bohrer, MA*  
Aili Ilona Breda, MA*  
Alison Kathleen Calkins, MA*  
Christina Souv Khou, MA*  
Richard Muthini Kinai, MA*  
Edward Paul Liebmann, MA*  
Ariel Jasmine Mosley, MA  
Mohammad Ali Salehinejad Haghigi, MA*  
Leslie Ann Shaw, MA*  
Nora Jean Sporn, MA*  
Trevor James Swanson, MA  
Mark Harmon White II, MA  

Religious Studies  
Katie Nicole Holbson, MA  
Bryan W. Miller, MA*  

Slavic Languages and Literatures  
Sarah Chao, MA  
Kayla Brenn Grumbles, MA  
Amy Kim Lauters, MA  

Sociology  
Sarah Colegrove, MA  
Sarah Danielle Smith, MA  
Ruth M. Stamper, MA  

Speech-Language Pathology  
Lesley-Ann Ballinger, MA  
Katelynn N. Beers, MA  
Emily Carey Bengtson, MA  
Brooke Katelyn Brown, MA  
Courtney Alexandra Chacon, MA  
Jenna A. Collins, MA  
Lauren Landry Corey, MA*  
Jamie E. Crow, MA  
Allison Marie Davenport, MA  
Sarah Ann Ekis, MA  
Amy Ann Esplund, MA*  
Emily Kay Foutch, MA  
Olivia G. Hawley, MA  
Katherine Marie Healey, MA  
Kaiery Lewis, MA  
Jordan Bess Martens, MA  
Alexis M. McCannon, MA  
Ashley M. Mohnssen, MA  
Kelley Nelson-Strouts, MA  
Sarah Emma Orr, MA  
Sydney L. Parriott, MA  
Erica Nicole Raines, MA  
Tzara Sidley, MA  
Marina Simons, MA  
Emily Smith, MA  
Jesse M. Smith, MA  
Elizabeth Mary Steil, MA  
Caroline Elizabeth Swanson, MA  
Justine Nichole Unruh, MA  
Krista Anne Voelmlle, MA  
Corinne N. Walker, MA  
Kristen E. Yerkes, MA  

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE  

American Studies  
Angela Gaile Liljequist, PhD*  
Steven B. Marston, PhD  

Anthropology  
Brendon Patrick Asher, PhD*  
Benjamin Jerome Gray, PhD  
Shannon Ryan, PhD  
Meghan Farley Webb, PhD*  

Audiology  
Safa Mohammad Abdallah Alqudah, PhD  
Hana Ahmad Ibrahim Almohammad, PhD  

Behavioral Psychology  
Jeffrey M. Gordon, PhD*  
Jason Matthew Hirst, PhD*  

Chemistry  
Mohammed Ali Hussain Al-Naqshabandi, PhD  
Bogamuwe Herath Mudiyansele Gaya Bandara Wijeratne, PhD*  
Hannah Elizabeth Colmer, PhD  
Isaak Nathan Daniels, PhD  
Kate L. Eshelman, PhD  
Linda Michelle Gardner, PhD*  
Amanda Lynn Houk, PhD*  
Moon Young Hur, PhD*  
Sam Vincent Kaplan, PhD*  
Jesse L. Kern, PhD*  
Daniel Chang Kim, PhD  
Simon Bouyea Lang, PhD  
Theresa M. Locascio, PhD  
Joanna Kejun Loh, PhD*  
Soma Maitra, PhD*  
Ranasingha Arachchige Shehani Namanthi Mendis, PhD*  
Eric Charles Renschler, PhD  
Rachel Ann Saylor, PhD*  
Yan Wang, PhD*  
Yunyan Wang, PhD  
Sarah M. Wildgen, PhD*  
Zihkai Zhu, PhD*  

Clinical Child Psychology  
Kimberly Sue Canter, PhD*  
Joy Lucile Gabrielli, PhD*  
Cathleen Christine Stough, PhD*  
Angela M. Tunto, PhD*  

Communication Studies  
Tracy Richardson Blasdel, PhD*  
Evan Beaumont Center, PhD  
Terri Michelle Easley-Giraldo, PhD  
Chelsea Margaret Acunis Graham, PhD  
Vincent M. Meserko, PhD  
Ryan McKay Stangler, PhD*  
Phillip Edward Wagner, PhD*  
Zachary R. Wagner, PhD  

Computational Biology  
Ivan Anischanska, PhD  
Ragul Gowthaman, PhD*  
David K. Johnson, PhD  
Ryan Todd Suderman, PhD  

College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Rachel Elizabeth Bowes, PhD
Jacob Matthew Carter, PhD*
David Ryan Hall, PhD
Joseph D. Manthey, PhD*
Patrick J. Monnahan, PhD*
Carl Hirang Olivers, PhD*
Abdallah Mohammed Samy, PhD
Chulwoo Shin, PhD*

Economics
Saleh Mabruk B Alodayni, PhD
Soumya Suvera Bhadury, PhD
Daria Vladimirovna Milakhina, PhD
Alexander Clark Teney, PhD
Oguz Tumturk, PhD

English
Jennifer M. Colatosti, PhD*
Paula Simona Console-Soican, PhD*
Sarah Elizabeth Ngoh, PhD
Charlene K. Summers, PhD*

Geography
Almokhtar Mohamed Omar Attwairi, PhD*
Nouri Abuhmaira Elfarnouk, PhD*
Aida Ramos Viera, PhD*
David Joseph Trimbach, PhD
Katie Lynn Weichelt, PhD

Germanic Languages and Literatures
Michael R. De Haven, PhD
Gabrielle Katherine Frawley, PhD
Emily E. Hackmann, PhD

History
Harley Lee Davidson, PhD
Benjamin Michael Guyer, PhD
David Warren Holden, PhD
Hans Juergen Krueger, PhD
Melinda Sue Landeck, PhD
Hang Thi Thu Le-Tormala, PhD
Jaclyn Joy Miller, PhD
Robert W. Miller, PhD
Irene Olivares, PhD
Allison L. Schmidt, PhD
Jared Spencer Taber, PhD
Claire Marie Woirhies, PhD

History of Art
Alison Janet Miller, PhD
Mindy N. Besaw, PhD*
Ellen Eguia Cordero Raimond, PhD*
Rachel A. Voorhies, PhD

Linguistics
Yu-Fu Chien, PhD
Caitlin E. Coughlin, PhD
Adrienne Marie Johnson, PhD*
Goun Lee, PhD*
Beatriz Lopez Prego, PhD*
Hanbo Yan, PhD

Mathematics
Shalan Saad Alkarni, PhD
Zheng Han, PhD*
Guannan Hu, PhD*
Leonard Zhiliang Tristan Huang, PhD
Le Nguyen Minh Khoa, PhD*
Yanghui Liu, PhD
John Patrick Reynolds, PhD
Tony T. Se, PhD
Jared Grant Serio, PhD
Andrew Jacob Steyer, PhD
Chen Su, PhD

Microbiology
Olivia Arizmendi Perez, PhD

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Sonia Marie Hall, PhD*
Matthew Paul Josephson, PhD
Andrew Curtis McShan, PhD
Smita Ramesh Paranjape, PhD*
Amber Rae Smith, PhD*
Vinidhra Sridharan, PhD
Denny Ray Swartzlander, PhD

Philosophy
Jeremy C. Delong, PhD
Jennifer Diane Kittlaus, PhD
Ian Keith McDaniel, PhD*

Physics
Christopher Ryan Edwards Bruner, PhD*
Brett Dale Keenan, PhD
Gary A. Malek, PhD*

Political Science
Svetla Dobrinova Ben-Itzhak, PhD*
Luke Bradley Campbell, PhD*
Terilyn Johnston Huntington, PhD
Jacob Reed Longaker, PhD
Saattvika Rai, PhD
Steven E. Torrente, PhD*
Charles Makom Williams, PhD*
Kristina Lynne Youngblood, PhD

Psychology
Rutherford Marshall Goldstein, PhD*
Claire Rochelle Gravelin, PhD
Jared Kenneth Harpole, PhD*
Rebecca Lynn Hunter, PhD*
Ali Imran, PhD
Michelle Rose Kanga, PhD*
Katie M. Keil, PhD*
Juwon Lee, PhD
Teresa A. Lillis, PhD*
Tyler Eugene Owens, PhD*
Clarice Wang, PhD*

Sociology
Aislinn R. Addington, PhD*
Christy Marie Craig, PhD*
Emily Jean Kennedy, PhD
Gerald K. McCannon, PhD
Pooya Shawn Darius Naderi, PhD
Nicole Kristin Perry, PhD*
Jane M. Webb, PhD*

Spanish
Edma Ixchel Delgado Solorzano, PhD*
Maria Emilia da Costa Redondo Estr
Esteves Barbosa, PhD
Jennifer M. Abercrombie Foster, PhD

Speech-Language Pathology
Troy Clifford Dargin, PhD
Meaghan Cathleen Goodman, PhD

Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Liam Oliver Lair, PhD
Megan D. Lease, PhD*

October 1933
Flying for fun
Kansas native Amelia Earhart, the first woman to
cross the Atlantic Ocean by plane, speaks to a large
audience in Hoch Auditorium on “Flying for Fun.”

February 1934
Student work aid
As the Depression deepens, KU taps into
President Franklin Roosevelt’s Federal
Relief Administration to find students jobs
and help keep them in school.
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Within the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Alexander Brien Case
Connor Renee Dyer
Christina Hagemeier
Jessica Rose Ronci
Peter Daniel Wolken

With Distinction
Gabriel Angel Alaniz
Avery Beck
Anna Magdalena Comfo Boyles
Miguel Angel Calderon Mejia
Kevin Michael Elliott
Jake Ryan Kaufmann
Grace Kathryn Martin
Alexandria Marie Stanley
Kendal Jordan Surdyke

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREE

Art Education
Alexander Brien Case, BAE*
Stefanie N. Hillhouse, BAE*
McKenzie Joy May, BAE*
Alexandria Marie Stanley, BAE

Dance
Lisa Renae Caldwell, BA
Kelly Lauren Casper, BA*
Julie Ferrell, BFA
Andrew Jon Hammes, BA

Design
Virginia Ann Stanzel, BFA

Film and Media Studies
Adalberto Mateo Arroyo, BGS
Lucas James Becker, BA*
Anna Magdalena Comfo Boyles, BA
Garrick Burbord, BGS
Kiley Nicole Chavez, BGS
Brandon Wayne Clasen, BGS*
Travis Nolan Diesing, BGS
Harrison Lynn Drake, BGS*
Chase R. Erssz, BA
Lauren Elizabeth Fitzgerald, BA
Dylan Jordan Friedman, BGS
Scott Gerard Gerlomes, BGS
Jacqueline Marie Gibbs, BGS*
Kelsey Glowik, BGS
Gabrielle Nicole Grzyb, BGS*
Emory Hall, BGS
Angelo Jalil Huffman, BGS*
Heidi Lynne Johnson, BGS
Brandon Kahl, BGS
Alexander P. Lamb, BGS
Dongjun Lee, BA*
Tressa J. Lee, BGS
William Arthur Lingle III, BGS*
John Conrad Loch, BGS
Gordon Connor Lowry, BGS
Erin Marie Manley, BGS*
Katelyn Renee Marlin, BGS*
Andrew T. Martin, BA*
Adrienne Morgan, BGS
Trevor Andrew Mowry, BGS
Lindsey Nicole Peavler, BGS*

June 1934
Cunningham’s world record
Runner Glenn Cunningham, who graduated from KU five days earlier, sets a new world record in the mile run.

June 1941
75th anniversary
KU celebrates 75 years with a universitywide exposition held during Commencement celebrations. “The 1866 era drug store, the demonstrations in chemistry, the medics’ iron lung, the engineers’ exhibits will thrill every visitor,” says one announcement.

March 1935
Drought and dust
On March 20, 1935, a dust storm rolled across the KU campus, causing drivers to turn on their headlights in mid-afternoon.
Keesa Tylyn Shrader, BA
Kevin Michael Siess, BGS
Diadra Imani Smith, BA
Emily Rose Stanley, BGS
Kalon J. Steinaway, BA*

**Theatre Design**
Ricardo Emmanuel Lopez, BFA*
April Marie Richardson, BFA
Kaitlyn Taylor Shrader, BFA*
Kelly Kaye Simons, BFA

**Visual Art**
Christian Ballard, BFA*
Avery Beck, BFA
Zekiel Dirk Betzer, BFA
Zachary David Blatt, BFA
Jenna Rose Bolend, BFA
Miguel Angel Calderon Mejia, BA
Selena Darling Cochran, BFA*
Porscha Victoria Connor, BFA*
Briana Miaya Curry, BFA*
Aveek Dhar, BA*
Connor Renee Dyer, BFA
Kevin Michael Elliott, BFA*
Rebecca Jo Frankel, BFA
Juliana Marie Fries, BA
William R. Funk, BFA*
Alicia L. Godwin, BFA
Christina Hagemeier, BA
Cole Spencer Heck, BFA*
Chance Ramon Huffman, BFA
Danielle Michelle Jacobs, BFA
Jessica M. Jagerson, BFA
Jake Ryan Kaufmann, BFA
Sara Marie Kovacic, BFA
Christine Lee, BFA
Yuying Li, BFA*
Taylor Madison Lonergan, BFA
Kayle Nicole McCully, BFA
Karen Mountain, BFA*
Paige Madison Opliger, BFA*
Amelia Clare Randel, BFA*
Michelle Kathleen Reynolds, BFA*
Laura Elizabeth Rollins, BFA
Jessica Rose Ronci, BA
Jaime Lauren Samuels, BFA
Jamie Lynn Sear, BFA
Katherine R. Stephenson, BFA
John Stringer, BA
Elizabeth Xing Tong, BA
Miranda Rose Treas, BFA
Sean Eric Turner, BFA
Joanna Lorraine Underwood, BFA
Dustin Cody Winthrop, BFA
Peter Daniel Wolken, BFA

**CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE**

**Art**
Carrie Beth Beall, MFA
Shelby Anne Burchett, MFA
Richard Wendell James, MFA
Mark Alister Raymer, MFA
Jason Robert Zeh, MFA

**Theatre**
Adrienne Ann Fleming, MA

**Theatre Design**
Casey Ryan McNamara, MFA
Pamela Rodriguez-Montero, MFA

**Visual Art Education**
Barbara Diane Atkins, MA*
Rachel Marie Downs, MA
Sarah Beth Podrasky, MA
Rachel Marie Schreck, MA

**CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE**

**Film and Media Studies**
Zachary Thomas Ingle, PhD*
David M. Sutera, PhD

**Theatre**
Scott Lee Cox, PhD
Scott C. Knowles, Phd
December 1941
**U.S. enters WWII**
The United States enters World War II after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

January-June 1942
**KU during wartime**
The university encourages students to serve their country by staying in school — but agrees to give some college credit for military service and to shorten the time to degree by implementing a trimester system.

1942
**KU doctors volunteer**
The U.S. Army’s 77th Evacuation Hospital Unit, made up largely of KU medical personnel, is activated in spring 1942.

1943
**Strong Hall as barracks**
Strong Hall becomes a barracks for sailors in training. By 1943, nearly 2,500 servicemen are enrolled in training programs on campus.
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS & ADMINISTRATION

Within the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Public Administration
Ana Laura Ballesteros, BA
Frank Jeffrey Barden, BA*
Kalob Ryan Bettis, BGS
Alexandria Saretta Brown, BGS*
Scott M. Curry, BGS
Ronald Eric Dean, BGS*
Amy Kathleen Diehl, BGS
William Matthew Erker, BGS
Elizabeth Maurene Faircloth, BGS
Joshua Andrew Flemming, BGS
Zachary Guy George, BA*
Reggie Elizabeth Graf, BGS*
Rebecca Danae Harris, BGS*
Antoine D. Hopkins, BGS*
Jason Lee Horner, BGS
Nicole Marie Humphrey, BA
Cortez Lee Jordan, BGS
Madeline Leigh Kemp, BGS*
Patrick S. Lang, BGS
Kathryn Lena Meadows, BGS*
Travis D. Morris, BGS
Nathan Namphengsone, BA
Evan Haim Rakoover, BA
Nick F. Rensinghoff, BA
Marah Olivia Schlingensiepen, BA
Patricia Solis, BA*
Ori Simon Solomon, BA
Jessica Elaine Taylor, BA*
Kristi Nicole Thompson, BGS
Caleb Donald Wolf, BGS
Connor James Wright, BGS

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Public Administration
Christopher Michael Angermuller, MPA*
Jeannette Maria Blackmar, MPA*
Kevin Cauley, MPA
Ted Paul Clemons, MPA
Michaela Naomi Coppedge Gillispie, MPA*
Kendra Joy Hwa Davis, MPA
Michael Joseph Dunham, MPA*
Patrick Austin Falley, MPA
April M. Fleming, MPA*
Leslie Nicole Garwood, MPA*
Amanda Nicole Graor, MPA
Austin S. Greer, MPA
Lauren G. Hall, MPA*
Leslie Ann Herring, MPA
Carey Cecil Humble, MPA*
Monita A. Ireland, MPA*
Melissa Lynn Jackson, MPA*
Mary K. Jaeger, MPA
Julie M. Johnson Loats, MPA
Michael Eugene Koss, MPA*
Larry Mercer Lawrence, MPA
Donna Marie Maize, MPA
Tyler Joseph Marr, MPA
Anna Obermesik Mitchell, MPA
Eric John Schumacher, MPA
Timothy M. Schwartzkopf, MPA*
Macie Smith, MPA*
Keith Marcus Tatum, MPA*
Clarissa Marie Unger, MPA
Abbi Anne Warmker, MPA
Donyell A. Wolfe, MPA

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS & ADMINISTRATION

September 1944
No more freshman caps
As the war draws to an end, veterans enrolling as freshmen refuse to don “freshman caps,” ending a decades-old tradition.

1947
A good investment
Hal Sandy, who created the smiling Jayhawk in 1946 while a student, sells the copyright to the Kansas Union Bookstore for $250 following his graduation.
School of Education

Presented by
Dean Rick Ginsberg

Banner Carrier
Robert Charles Weinzirl

School Marshals
Leann Greene
Sean Smith

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Caitlin Marie Adams
Angela Hayley Bass
Jordan Bosch
Lindsay Eileen Frank
Alexander Edward Kezar
Cara Paige Kingsbury
Anna N. Koppes
Andrea Nicole Marshbank
Ilena Michelle Navarro
Andrea Nicole Schippers

With Distinction
Katelyn M. Abel
Natalie C. Chabot
Lucas Jerret Crosby
Andrew Warren Gaughan
Joseph Evan Hammer
Bryce Lauren Hinde
Lyndsey Nicole Horner
Dakota J. Jacobs
Emily Kerr
Miakel A. Klos
Mackenzie Noel Koester

Elementary Education
Lenora Malinda Amador, BSE
Lauren Barrett, BSE
Angela Hayley Bass, BSE
Stacy Miriam Bernstein, BSE
Madison M. Brand, BSE
Rebecca T. Breeden, BSE
Erin Kathleen Browne, BSE
Aubrey J. Burch, BSE
Ashley Anne Calderon, BSE
Katelyn Marie Cauthen, BSE
Caroline N. Cherry, BSE
Melissa Clark, BSE
Brooke Mackenzie Curry, BSE
Lindsey Nicole Davis, BSE
Lauren Renee Dollar, BSE
Claire Jessica Fales, BSE
Hannah Elise Ferguson, BSE
Lindsay Eileen Frank, BSE
Cassidy Elizabeth Gadwood, BSE
Madeline Elizabeth Gaughan, BSE
Amanda Gerhardt, BSE
Danielle Shores Green, BSE
Sara Nicole Griffith, BSE
Anna Catherine Hagen, BSE
Joseph Evan Hammer, BSE
Audra Hansen, BSE
Lyndsey Nicole Horner, BSE
Brenna Leigh Hunt, BSE
Kendra Robben Karlin, BSE
Lauren A. Kats, BSE
Brienne Leigh Kelly, BSE
Emily Kerr, BSE
Alexander Edward Kezar, BSE
Allison N. Levine, BSE
Hannah D. Liberman, BSE
Catherine Liebenau, BSE
Jacqueline Ann Meyer, BSE
Saundra N. Miller, BSE
Kelsey Lynn Mitchelson, BSE
Jennifer Marie Modisett, BSE
Allison Bailey Mordan, BSE
Danielle Renee Morris, BSE
Ilena Michelle Navarro, BSE
Katherine Ann O'Connor, BSE
Mary E. O'Leary, BSE
Victoria Adeline Pfenning, BSE
Kelly Quigley, BSE
Leeanna J. Richardson, BSE
Abigail Louann Rife, BSE
Abigail Lynn Riley, BSE
Andrea Nicole Rivera Cotto, BSE
Landon Lane Rotolo-Utz, BSE
Jeanine Saadeh, BS*
Brittany Marie Santana, BSE
Michaela A. Schick, BSE
Meghan Michelle Schippers, BSE
Kayci Michelle Schlesener, BSE
Hannah Mae Smith, BSE
Krista Ann Snyder, BSE
Shelby Kay Spjuth, BSE
Paige M. Stark, BSE
Lacie Don Stewart, BSE
Caitlin Marie Szenk, BSE
Alyson Sue Ann Theno, BSE
Elise Kathryn-Michelle Thompson, BSE
Sara Lynn Thompson, BSE
Denise M. Volker, BSE
Wendy Marie Waechter, BSE
Leah Brooke Wagner, BSE
Ellen Frances Whitney, BSE
Jordan Nicole Wolf, BSE
Megan R. York, BSE
Leena Younes, BSE

Exercise Science
Ivy Brook Aibles, BS
Joshua Amos Alholm, BS
Trevor Adam Arellanes, BS*
Kelly Baerveldt, BS
James Smith Barnett, BS*
Caitlin Elizabeth Bennetts, BS
Christopher M. Behannon, BS*
Jordan Bosch, BS
Emma Louise Bowles, BS
Heather Sara Bredenburg, BS
Calie Jean Brasseur, BS
Emily Katherine Burkett, BS*
Kaitlyn Marie Butko, BS*
Jacob Carl Campbell, BS
Connor David Cochren, BS*
Seth David Conover, BS*
Jacob C. Crist, BS*
Tia D. Derritt-Withers, BS
Danielle Marie Dinkel, BS
Allison Penn Dittmore, BS
Erica Khiann Ellis, BS

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Athletic Training
Brady Joel Baker, BS
Nickie Lane Branting, BS
Sarah Anne Edwards, BS
Jacob J. Feuts, BS
Jada Heinze, BS

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Jeffrey Ryan Breslin
Heather Ester, BS*
Lindsey Elizabeth Flemmer, BS*
Erin Elizabeth Forbes, BS*
Jennifer L. Gerhardt, BS
Samantha Olivia Gibson, BS*
Shelby E. Golightly, BS
Nathan Ryan Goodwin, BS
Amber N. Groszek, BS
Juan L. Gutierrez, BS*
Tanner R. Hampton, BS
Harley Raider Herd, BS
Bryce Lauren Hinde, BS
Loren Westbrook Jamieson, BS
Sydney Louise Jamison, BS
Ryan Michael Johnson, BS
Adam Charles Joice, BS*
Cara Paige Kingsbury, BS
Lindsay M. Klein, BS
Clarissa Elizabeth Lambers, BS*
Evan Joel Landes, BS*
Brian Michael Laures Jr., BS*
Joseph Hannon Maase, BS
Jesse Ryan Newcomb, BS
Randy Mai Nguyen, BS*
Paige Marcella Nicolay, BS*
Danielle Leigh Niemann, BS*
Jesse Taylor Nigus, BS*
Rachel Claire Nolting, BS
Alyssa Lana Parrish, BS*
Kasey Dean Peck, BS*
Ashley Nicole Pennington, BS*
Taylor Mark Peifer, BS
Alicia Marie Pille, BS*
Victoria Lynn Porter, BS
Rachel Elizabeth Rasmussen, BS*
Megan Allene Reddy, BS*
Hannah Leslie Richardson, BS
Ben Bui Roberts, BS
Raquel Saturnina Rodriguez, BS
Patrick L. Rutherford, BS
Elizabeth Ann Sajevic, BS
Cory R. Schlabs, BS
Paru K. Shah, BS*
Kasey Kay Shriver, BS*
Jordan M. Slater, BS
Katherine Gibson Sloan, BS*
Tyler J. Tabares, BS
Kendyl Lynn Thomas, BS*
Carly Freeman Thompson, BS*
Morgan Nicole Thomison, BS
Maxwell James Tilden, BS
Brock Allen Watson, BS
Alicen Anne Whitaker, BS*
Haley Noelle Yearnov, BS*
Andrew Kelly Yoxall, BS
John Robert Zirkle, BS*

**Foreign Language**
Katelyn M. Abel, BSE
Andrew James Branstorn, BSE
Natalie C. Chabot, BSE
Jessica L. Davis, BSE
Raymond Vernon Guerrero, BSE
Heather Lynn Hargrove, BSE
Zhiyang Ji, BSE
Julia Alissandra Pearl Schwartz, BSE
Felix Ian Sommerville, BSE*
Adam M. Vaught, BSE
Melinda Vazquez, BSE

**Health and Physical Education**
Michael John Glatzak, BSE
Regan Nicole Godwin, BSE
Asa J. Gottspooner, BSE
Maxwell Joseph Mickunas, BSE
Trevor Scott Patterson, BSE
Justin Henry Protacio, BSE*
Mallory Renee Roelchen, BSE*
Tyler Jeremy Semke, BSE
Clintor Tyler Slyter, BSE
Michael Howard Treat, BSE

**Middle-Level Education**
Kassandra Renee Betz, BSE
Samantha Renee Bruner, BSE
Lauren Marina Grimes, BSE
Aubrey Erin Kovisto, BSE*
Hillary C. McPherson, BSE*
Rachel Anne Volk, BSE

**Secondary Level Education**
Alexandra Kate Alfaro, BSE
Brent Alan Burns, BSE
Sean Patrick Duff, BSE
Ben Lee Faunce, BSE
Joseph W. Franzitta, BSE
Jordan Gray, BSE
Molly Ellen Herring, BSE
Trelah Kristine Hutchings, BSE
Taylor Jones, BSE
Colin Weston Karr, BSE
Jordan Nicole Kline, BSE
Anna N. Koppes, BSE
Andrea Nicole Marshbank, BSE
Amy Michelle Putman, BSE
Aubrey J. Remy, BSE
Rachael Schaffer, BSE
Vanessa Schuller, BSE
Pearl Eva Sonnenschein, BSE
Caleb Ryan Stewart, BSE
Jacob Stophel, BSE
Deirdre Ann Tunney, BSE*
Kathryn Rose Walter, BSE
Alexandria Rose Warner, BSE
Ellen Michaela Waters, BSE
Robert Charles Weinzirl, BSE

**Sport Management**
Caitlin Marie Adams, BS*
Timothy James Ahern, BS*
Francis Campbell Arbanas, BS
William S. Barnes, BS
Chris Boyajian, BS
Evan Ryan Butterfield, BS
Kyle B. Charles, BS
Cole Andrew Cook, BS
Lucas Jerret Crosby, BS*
Christopher Doherty, BS
Clayton William Duncan, BS
Michael Bernard Edward, BS
Perry M. Ellis, BS
Rachel Elizabeth Faherty, BS
Blake Alexander Friend, BS
Connor Findley Galloway, BS
Andrew Warren Gaughan, BS*
Jacob Geller, BS
Nicholas Rodney Gingrich, BS*
Clark Nathan Gray, BS*
Ryley Jameson Haas, BS
Nicholas Paul Hagel, BS
Kendra Elizabeth Hamme, BS
Taylor Hammersmith, BS
Alexandria Rose Harper, BS*
Sarah Dawn Reaves, BS
Kimberly Anne Hunt, BS
Dakota J. Jacobs, BS*
Ryan Mitchum Jones, BS

May 1951

**Memorial Campanile dedicated**
The Memorial Campanile — a monument to the 277 KU men and women who died in World War II — is dedicated atop Mount Oread.

January 1948

**Orange Bowl**
The Jayhawk football team makes its first appearance at the Orange Bowl.

**Orange Bowl Bust**

**World War II Memorial**

Share your achievements #KUGrad
Brennan Thomas Keller, BS
James J. Kocen, BS
Jacqueline Jean LaBarge, BS
Michael Robert Lambert, BS
Connor Jay Louches, BS
Zachary Clark Loudon, BS
Evan Manning, BS
Ryan Dixon Morfin, BS
Chanin Luz Naudin, BS*
Austen L. Niese, BS
Kathleen Onello, BS
Jonathan Porter, BS
Zachary Kirk Ramsey, BS*
Jordan Layne Raye, BS*
Brandon L. Robbins, BS
Jake Rogers, BS
Kyle Michael Rosberg, BS*
Nathaniel William Ruby, BS*
Austin C. Ryan, BS
Eric Thomas Scherzer, BS
Chaz Bradley Schneider, BS
Tyler Self, BS
Jacob Patrick Sholl, BS*
Stephanie Rose Silver, BS
Matthew Michael Sloan, BS
Brian Scott Taylor, BS
Naman Wajid, BS
Merideth Gabrielle Warinner, BS
Matthew Taylor Watson, BS*
Alyssa Rae Wielansky, BS
Elizabeth Wilson, BS*
Matthew Palmer Young, BS
Kyle Joseph Zerr, BS

**Unified Early Childhood**

Holly Adams, BSE
Jane Baer, BSE
Cassandra Irene Barrera, BSE
Haley N. Becker, BSE
Bailey Bussinger, BSE
Tawney Sharee Carter, BSE
Kesin Chen, BSE
Kaylee Lynn Clements, BSE
Kristen Greer Fisher, BSE
Brenna Elizabeth Kaff, BSE*
Mikaela A. Klos, BSE
Tilley Nicole Marlo, BSE
Kacee Marie Murray, BSE
Haley Orzech, BSE
Kimberly D. Pollock, BSE

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

**Counseling Psychology**

Jacob Ryan Bergman, MS
Daltnynn R. Brockman, MS
Kelsey Brush, MS
Tara Kathleen Chumley, MS
Marjorie Rose Cooper, MS*
Lesley Allyson Craton, MS
Taylor Joseph Hammes, MS
Catherine Elizabeth Herst, MS
Kathryn Elizabeth Kloos, MS*
Rachael Desiree Kowalchuk, MS
Jordan L. Pener, MS
Olivia Stull, MS*
Ashley D. Swanson, MS
Allen Wayne Walker Jr., MS

**Education**

Dawn Ashley Albertson, MSE
Mohammad A S Aljaidyiah, MSE*
Norah Fahad H Alsharari, MSE
Basim Rafi K Alshehri, MSE*
Veysel Altunel, MSE*
Loretta Brooke Alvarez, MSE*
Alicia Lynne Anderson, MSE*
Jill Ann Anderson, MSE
Ashley Anguiano Gomez, MSE
Nicholas James Anguiano, MSE
Amara Caitlin Baker, MSE*
Timothy George Ballew, MSE
Halie Margaret Barnes, MSE
Cassie Nicole Barnett, MSE*
Jacob Robert Bauer, MSE
Elizabeth Jordan Bell, MSE
Amy Marie Benoit-Warlick, MSE
Laura Jeanne Bertholf, MSE
Amelia Dawn Black, MSE
Kathryn Marie Bock, MSE*
Shevonne Danielle Booze, MSE
Kassidy Leann Boyer, MSE*
Emrah Bozan, MSE*
Jordan Aja Brandt, MSE
Samantha Danea Langston Brant, MSE*
Ryan Grimaldi Braun, MSE
Suzanne Ellen Brautman, MSE
Naomi Hickey Brickel, MSE*
Tamara Lynn Brinckman, MSE*
Steven James Broockscheidt, MA
Candice LeAnn Brooks, MSE
Roze Brooks, MSE
Alexander Robert Bryce, MSE
Brett Stephen Buffum, MSE*
Elizabeth M. Burbatt, MSE
Lisa Ann Burbridge, MSE*
Mallory SueAnne Burchett, MSE
Savannah Marie Burks, MSE
Jennifer R. Cady, MSE
Dominic Carlina, MSE
Marta E. Carvajal-Regidor, MA
Tommie Marie Cassen, MSE
Bess Chatman, MSE*
Maureen Ann Cole, MSE
Laura Marie Collins, MSE
Lindsey Elizabeth Constance, MSE
Caroline Joan Cooper, MSE
Lucie Marie Costanza, MSE
Callie Valentine Craig, MSE*
Katherine Claire Cristiano, MSE
Jennifer K. Cusick, MSE
Kayleigh Elise Dampfhouse, MSE
Paige A. Deathe, MSE*
Jake Andrew Deckert, MSE*
Robyn Whitney Deiaco, MSE*
Jennifer Michelle Dominguez, MSE*
Morgan Nicole Drury, MSE*
Casey Christopher Dworzyński, MSE
Timothy Daniel Ellis, MSE
Claire Ann Engelken, MA
Destinee Lynn Eubank, MSE*
Sarah W. Foster, MSE*
Luanne Fox, MSE
Abby Marie Fritzell, MSE
Kimberly Rose Gabel, MSE*
Megan Nicole Gerwick, MSE*
Melanie Jane Gorges, MSE*
Timothy Michael Green, MSE*
Eva Saige Gryszowka, MSE
Shilu Hai, MA*
Erica Catherine Hanksins, MSE

March 1952
First NCAA national title
KU’s men’s basketball team wins its first NCAA national title.

September 1952
First African-American nursing graduate
Christine Weems is the first African-American woman to graduate from the KU School of Nursing. She holds several prestigious civil rights and health care positions during her career.
Michael Anthony Rivera, MSE
Vicki J. Rowland, MSE
Sara Louise Schafer, MSE*
Rachael Schaffer, MSE
Amelia Chandler Scheuer, MSE
Danah Ann Schremmer, MSE
Dyana Sherzada, MSE
Sarah Siedlik, MSE
Kathryn Leurenia Silvers, MSE
Christopher Lee Simpson, MSE
Cally Noelle Small, MSE
Jacquez Larhann Smiley, MSE
Katherine Theresa Snider, MSE
Michael Soff, MSE*
Alexandria Christine Stankewsky, MSE*
Delores E. Steinbach, MSE*
Peyton Jo Stensland, MSE
Troy Edward Stephens Jr., MSE
Amanda Louise Sterling, MSE
Brad Scott Sternberg, MSE
Matthew Alan Stiles, MSE*
Karrrie Ann Stokes, MSE
Louise Raysbaun Strickland, MSE
Victoria Lynn Strobel, MSE
Shelley Marilyn Stroh Enright, MSE*
Katlin Marie Sullins, MSE*
Xiaoli Sun, MSE
Emily Dawn Swogger, MSE*
Bailey Nicole Thayer, MSE
Brendan Leigh Thibault, MSE*
Shannon Leigh Tierney, MSE
Jason Torres-Bedman, MSE*
Kim Thien Trang, MSE*
Tyler James Trepтов, MSE
Marthe Elizabeth Turlington, MSE
David Matthew Veatch, MSE*
Sandra Vega Carrero, MSE
Kelsey Annette Verhaege, MA
Hannah Joy Wahaus, MSE*
Yan Wang, MSE*
Jaimie L. Ward, MSE
Patricia Kaе Ward, MSE
Jacqueline Willis, MSE
Megan Elizabeth Wolf, MSE*
Jacob Wyman Wright, MSE*
Kylie James Grace Wright, MSE*
Emilie Jo Yancey, MSE
Elliot Charles Young, MSE
Sarah Elizabeth Zimmerman, MSE
Thomas Scott Zimmerman, MSE

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Counseling Psychology
Kristin Kelly Hines, PhD*
Benjamin T. Ratt, PhD*

Curriculum and Instruction
Sahal Rghailan D Alshammari, PhD
Thomas William Barker, PhD*
Michaela Anne Culkin, PhD
Tonya Lea Eberhart, Phd*
Zhuojun Jiang, PhD
Christina Lee Kitson, PhD*
Yingjie Li, PhD*
Deborah Myrrie Lopez-Boren, EDD
Robert J. Nichols, PhD*
Sheryl Suzanne Richardson, PhD
Lonna Summers Rocha, PhD*
Juanita Ann Santos, EDD*

Education
Mary Abraham, PhD
Creighton Drew Alexander, PhD
Wendy Barnes, EDD
Joseph E. Beyer, PhD
Stefani Gerson Buchwitz, EDD*
Joseph Lee Claunch, PhD
Jared Michael Comfort, EDD
Patricia Raelyn Dietz, PhD*
Faiza Saad ElShaikh, PhD*
Caroline Marie Heckman, PhD*
Kuang-Chen Hsu, PhD
Laura Isdell, EDD
Xiushan Jiang, PhD
Paul Johansen, PhD
Jarius O’Neil Jones, EDD
Amanda Marie Kulp, PhD
Jessica Marie Rodriguez Larsen, EDD*
Matthew Tyler Lewis, PhD*
Brent Darren Oja, PhD
Janette Janae O’Toole-Curran, EDD*
Amy Marie Preetjeohn, PhD
Nicholas Wayne Prewett, EDD*
Kathryn Lauren Rollins, PhD
Jacob Andrew Siedlik, PhD
Ryan Keith Stanley, EDD*
Kimberlee J. Tankel, PhD*
Stephen Wade Terry, EDD*

Educational Psychology and Research
Hsiang-Feng Chen Carroll, PhD*
Li Chen-Bouck, PhD
Cameron M. Clynе, PhD*
Stephanie Erin Howarter, PhD*
Sukkeun Im, PhD*
Min Sung Kim, PhD*

School Psychology
Amanda Marie Arnold, EDS
Joseph B. Diedendorf, EDS*
Diana Stephanie Dukovic, EDS*
Kerry Ann Gremo, PhD*
Megan B. Hadorn, EDS*
Daniel Bernard Hajovsky, PhD*
Kayla Lynn Kerschen, EDS*
Wei Yang Loke, PhD*
Jesse Rey Pace, EDS*
Jennifer Rose Pargulsdi, EDS
Amanda Marie Sword, EDS*
McKelle Tobey, EDS*
Joshua John Turek, PhD*
Laura Michelle Wasserman, EDS
Victoria Lynn Wheeler, EDS

Special Education
Toni Marie Jenkins-Cook, EDD
Hyunjoo Lee, PhD*
Vera Lynne Stroup-Rentier, Phd*
Heather Genevieve Wolf, PhD
Hsiang-Yi Wu, PhD*
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Michael S. Branicky

Banner Carrier
Alvaro Papa Silva

School Marshals
Steven Schrock
Candán Tamerler

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Lynne Marie Coblammers
Laura Christine Cummings
Alexander G. Egley
Aleksander David Eskilson
David Richard Gier
Muhammad Ibrahim Gul
Blaise Ryan Kehr
Jeffrey Thomas Kraus
Dina Verónica Lyne
Nicholas Samuel Reding
Parker A. Riley
Jack J. Rogers
Jeanette Rusli
Kyle Patrick Thompson
Alexa Yoon Varady

With Distinction
Gretchen Hess Baker
Justin William Benker
Jeffrey Michael Bloss
Kent William Carley
Kathlyn Nicole Coppage
Caitlin Marie Dick
Jason Chun Hau Eng
Joel Andrew Eppler
Tiffany R. Fisher
Dale Wilson Fox III
Brennan Edward Hutchens
Dhanya Anna Jayan
Joshua Carl Johnson
Anthony Blaufuss Libeer
Deanna Taryn Marks
Elise Marie McEllhiney
Charles Andrew Mohr
Joshua Lawrence Persechini
Emily Nicole Risley
Francesco Rossi Jane
Harry David Schaefer
Alexandra Janelle Schoenberg
Grant Edward Smith
Riley E. Sprunger
Sean Frazier Stout
Yuen Lin Teh
Logan Michael Unrein
Jefferson R. Vlasnik
Brett Matthew Wagner
Cooper A. Wedel
Kirsten Taylor Whitaker
Su Yan

Departmental Honors
Chemical Engineering
Clayton Andrew Bayer

Justin William Benker
Kyle Thomas Boge
Kathlyn Nicole Coppage
Erica Leann Crandon
Laura Christine Cummings
Eric S. Eisenbarth
Tiffany R. Fisher
Raul Abram Flores
Muhammad Ibrahim Gul
Ryan C. Hannah
Erica Hui
Dhanya Anna Jayan
Andrea Livingston
Brooke Lynne Lohman
Dina Verónica Lyne
Samuel Jacob Peterson
Nicholas Samuel Reding
Jack J. Rogers
Addison Jon Schile
Craig A. Vandervelden
Stephanie Marie Walker
Michael Edward Zeets

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Aerospace Engineering
Austin Lee Abitz, BS
Olivia Simone Armstrong, BS
Hady Refaat Zaky Gondy Benyamn, BS
Shane Travis Bouchard, BS
Rodrigo Enrique Chavez Morales, BS
Italo Augusto Bozzato Costa, BS
Marwan Ahmed Ali Mohamed Dessouki, BS
Joel Andrew Eppler, BS
Matthew Robert George Fieser, BS
Daniel Lynn Fought Jr., BS
William Andrew Greenwood, BS
John Farrell Ink, BS
Robert Burns LaRue, BS
Alexander Warren Lantis, BS
Adam Charles Liles, BS
Chelsea Faith LOTZ, BS
Timothy David Luna, BS
Laurissa J. Marcotte, BS
Pedro Martin Mendoza Strikchuk, BS
Mackenzie Lea Mitchcher, BS
Madeleine E. Noe, BS
Pierson Brooks Sargent, BS
Andrew Eric Shirling, BS
Zachary Michael Smith, BS
Riley E. Sprunger, BS
Sebastian Scott Thomas, BS
Kyle Patrick Thompson, BS
Phillip Vincent Viviano, BS
Jefferson R. Vlasnik, BS
Charles Huat Chai Yeo, BS

Architectural Engineering
Sarah M H Ali, BS
Fawaz H D H Sh A Alshatti, BS
Rinad Abdulrazaq A Alsinan, BS
Laura Kate Assenmacher, BS
Jeffrey Michael Bloss, BS
Jacqueline Marie Bino, BS
Nicholas Kincaid Caldwell, BS
Jacob Neil Cocke, BS
Audrey Anne Danzer, BS
Alexander G. Egley, BS
Samuel Dean Ervin, BS
Cody Robert Gibbins, BS

Andrew Jon Hagan, BS
Christopher Mark Kennedy, BS
John Austin Klapper, BS
William Franklin Mason, BS
Meredith Jayne Megaffin, BS
Ethan Michael Nicholls, BS
Nicole Catherine Schwarz, BS
Wesley A. Seaba, BS
Basit R. Sheikh, BS
William Michael Simmons, BS
Glynis Hillary Thompson, BS
Logan Michael Unrein, BS

Chemical Engineering
Saad Baig, BS
Clayton Andrew Bayer, BS
Justin William Benker, BS
Kyle Thomas Boge, BS
Sebastian Josua Bohn, BS
Jon Kendall Buzard, BS
Alexander Gavin Bycroft, BS
Katlyn Nicole Coppage, BS
Erika Leann Crandon, BS
Laura Christine Cummings, BS
Henry Franklin Dopew, BS
Tej Amit Desai, BS
Sara Louise Easterwood, BS
Eric S. Eisenbarth, BS
Russell Gary Baker Epperson, BS
James Alexander Farrell, BS
Tiffany R. Fisher, BS
Raul Abram Flores, BS
Payton Price Fraley, BS
Koal S. Gibson, BS
Christopher Andrew Gordon, BS
Sarah Marie Graves, BS
Muhammad Ibrahim Gul, BS
Ryan C. Hannah, BS
Bradley S. Harris, BS
Clintön P. Herrmann, BS
Michael Avery Holtz, BS
Andrew David Howard, BS
Eric Hui, BS
Thomas William Hurley III, BS
Brennan Edward Hutchens, BS
Alexander T. Hwu, BS
Dhanya Anna Jayan, BS
Spencer Phillip Jones, BS
Monica Danielle Ketchum, BS
Tara Lynn Kneller, BS
Kunal Girish Kshirsagar, BS
Anthony Blaufuss Libeer, BS
Andrea Livingston, BS
Brooke Lynne Lohman, BS
Dina Verónica Lyne, BS
Kris Mo, BS
Adam Christopher Moon, BS
Jake Lewis Nagy, BS
Joseph Drew Patterson, BS
Joshua Lawrence Persechini, BS
Samuel Jacob Peterson, BS
Ramey Grace Petty, BS
Vignesh Raghuraman, BS
Maria del Carmen Ramirez-Alfaro, BS
Nicholas Samuel Reding, BS
Jack J. Rogers, BS
Megan Christine Ryan, BS
Michelle Sarnowski, BS
Addison Jon Schile, BS
Samuel J. Schmidt, BS

School of Engineering
March 1955
Fieldhouse dedicated
Allen Fieldhouse is dedicated at halftime of a basketball game between KU and K-State.

December 1956
Chamberlain soars
Wilt Chamberlain scores 52 points in his first game of varsity basketball in Allen Fieldhouse.

October 1962
Sayers sets record
Sophomore tailback Gale Sayers sets a new KU and Big Eight Conference record by rushing for 283 yards against Oklahoma State.

Civil Engineering
Heelai Ahmadullah, BS
Theresa D. Amante, BS*
Lauren Christine Anderson, BS*
Keaton Thomas Arnold, BS
Nicholaus Christopher Augustine, BS
Gabriel Galal Baki, BS*
Justas Baltrusaitis, BS
Scott Morgan Baron, BS
Sean David Baxter, BS*
Emily Anne Beene, BS
Jeffrey Thomas Kraus, BS
Ryan A. Land, BS
Elise Marie McEllhiney, BS
Dawson Michael Conway, BS
Isaac Benjamin Cook, BS*

Computer Science
Joshua M. Albrecht, BS
Noah Joseph Benham, BS
Stefan Mendoza, BS
Jordan Anthony Miller, BS
Christine Perinchery, BS

Computer Engineering
Seth J. Brouhard, BS
Dylan James Dreiling, BS
Zachary Christopher Jones, BS
Hayden M. Kaustinen, BS*
Hayden Dean Carothers, BS*
Giordanno Raul Castro Garcia, BS
Joseph David Champion, BS
Eric Chantharabout, BS
Xi Chen, BS*
Michael James Deitrich, BS
Ibrahima Dakite, BS
Thomas Lee Drouhard, BS
Justin James Dzubay, BS
Brandon Lee Ediger, BS
Jason Chun Hau Eng, BS
Brian Syed Fairchild, BS
Brendon Gregory Fisch, BS
Devin Dean Gagnebin, BS
Orlando Agustin Galaviz, BS
Aaron Michael Garcia, BS
Muhammad Awais Gul, BS*
Matt Gunzelman, BS
Brandon J. Haerle, BS
Andrew Turner Hall, BS
Jonathan Davis Hayward II, BS
Vivek UdayKumar Jadhav, BS
Karan Mallikarjun Khot, BS
Ryan Francis Koster, BS
Sheen Chong Li, BS
Justin M. Marshall, BS
Arshan Munif, BS*
Mohammad Odetallah, BS
Garrett Tyler Repp, BS*
Emily Nicole Risley, BS
Harry David Schaefer, BS
Levi Michael Swartz, BS
Chad Slater Thomas, BS
Ismail Bodourin Tidjani, BS
Zachary Charles Wolken, BS
Jerome Andrew Youngers, BS

CANDIDATES FOR
MASTER’S DEGREE

Aerospace Engineering
Amir Ali Bachelani, MS*
Harold Patrick Flanagan, MS*
Rohith Giridhar, MS
Kanin Homsrivaranon, MS
Jeremy Hopper Ims, MS*
Adrian Kok Chiang Lee, MS
Vivek Ram, MS*
Nathanial Allen Smith, MS
Francisco B. Villanueva, MS

Architectural Engineering
Colin Edward Clark, MS*
Arun Palamiswamy Kuppusamy, MS
Hanna Habel Kurian, MS

Biomedical Engineering
Jordan Alexander Borroll, MS*
Eileen Sara Cadel, MS*
Carol Young David, MS*
Rachel Diane Hattaway, MS*
Alexander Thomas Hodes, MS*
Ryan Sullivan Maloney, MS
Jennifer Michelle Melendez, MS*
Kenneth Ryan Moulder, MS*
Alyssa Kirk Rollando, MS
Marshall Alan Schmidt, MS
Hadley Lynne Sis, MS

Chemical Engineering
Dhrubajit Konwar, MS*
Thomas Nana Kwame Danso Ofosu, MS

Civil Engineering
Ghaith M. Salleh Abdulrasool, MS
Osama Mohaymin Sheet Al-Qassag, MS*
Abdalllah Alhmoood, MS*
Zachary Aaron Brady, MS
Todd Robert Brewood, MCE
Allison Marie Bruner, MS*
Sean Thomas Cameron, MS
Kelly Michelle Carlson, MS
Nicole Renee Carter, MS
Cheng Chen, MS
Philip Edward Ciesielski, MS
Evan Deal, MS
Krishna Prasad Ghimire, MS*
Andrew Jensen Haase, MS
Kelly Christine Lowe, MS
Meredith Jayne Megaffin, MS
Feng Miao, MS*
Alison Marie Parker, MCE*
Shivraj Sarjeroa Patil, MS*
Vishal Reddy Sarikonda, MS*
Waleed Ali Hasan Tameemi, MS*
Mazharali Toqueer Udaipurwala, MS*
Brandon Mark Vacek, MCE
Anandkumar Manilal Vachhani, MS
Zhengxin Wei, MS*
Mehari Tesfagil Weldu, MS*
Hang Zhou, MS

Computer Engineering
Siddhartha Biswas, MS*
Siva Pramod Bobbili, MS*
Pratap Kumar Valan, MS
Jonathan Daniel Lyle, MS
Harshith Bhargava Reddy Potu, MS
Niranjan P. Vedamurthy, MS
Christopher David Seasholtz, MS
Venkata Subramanya Hyma Yadavalli, MS

Computer Science
Hadeel Ahmed H Alabandi, MS
Rohit Banerjee, MS
Arijit Basu, MS
Siva Ram Datta Bobba, MS
Naga Anusha Bommidi, MS
Mahitha Doddala, MS
Bharath Chandra Elluru, MS*
Ritankar Ganguly, MS
Nagabhushana Gargeshwari
Mahadevsamyw, MS
Govtham Kumar Golla, MS
Paul Ian Kline, MS
Satya Shanmuka Srinivas Kundeti, MS
Sergio Enrique Leon Cuen, MS
Jonathan Leon Lutes, MS*
Sathyara Narayanan Mahadevan, MS
Arjun Muthalagu, MS
Anirudh Narasimman, MS
Leela Venkata Anil Pediredla, MS
Adam Michael Petz, MS
Aditya Kumar Ravikanti, MS
Harish Rohini, MS
Harshul Naidu Routhu, MS
Soumyajit Sarkar, MS
Samibhav Deep Sethia, MS*
Kanjith Kumar Sompalli, MS
Xiaomeng Su, MS*
Yang Tian, MS
Sreenivas Kumar Vekapu, MS
Kristofer Otto Von Ahren, MS*
Xun Wu, MS*
Rohit Yadav, MS
Mohammed Ziauddin, MS

Construction Management
Sware Derua, MCM
Alexandra Leigh Plunkett, MCM

Electrical Engineering
Syed Faiz Ahmed, MS*
Ashwini Balachandra, MS

May 1964
Ceremonial mace and collar
For the first time at Commencement, the chancellor (W. Clarke Wescoe) wears the silver collar bearing the university seal, and the university marshal carries the mace, carved from a stair railing of old Fraser Hall. Both were created by Carlyle H. Smith (left), professor of silversmithing.

August 1965
Fraser Hall demolished
The original Fraser Hall — which had stood for 93 years but had been deemed unsalvageable — is torn down despite protests.
Michael Allen Blecha, MS
Weizhi Shaun Chua, MS
Niharika Madhav Divekar, MS
Chad Douglas Forshee, MS*
Raksha Adlukudige Ganesh, MS*
Keerthi Ganta, MS
Dakota Lyn Henke, MS*
Erik David Hornberger, MS*
Zhenyu Hu, MS*
Aditya Kalluri, MS*
Isha Khadka, MS
Robert Terence Knight, MS
Deepika Kota, MS
Yan Li, MS*
Madhuri Tejeswi Morla, MS*
Kavyashree Pilar, MS*
Srikar Pooza, MS
Md. Moshefur Rahman, MS
Darshan Ramesh, MS*
Akshatha Divakar Rao, MS*
Harish Koushik Sampangi, MS
Audrey Lynn Seybert, MS
Qi Shi, MS*
Theresa M. Stumpf, MS*
Anirudh Emmanuel Raj Kumar
Tadepally, MS
Govind Vedala, MS
Liyao Wang, MS

Engineering Management
Abdulrahman Sulaiman A Al rashoud, MS
Abdulrahman Saleh H Al shayeq, MS
Praveen kumar Angadi, MS*
Alokya Dwibhashyam, MS*
Ryan Davis Fischer, MS*
Eric Preston Freeze, MS*
Garrett Robert Gjerstad, MS*
Erick Bradley Gowen, MS*
John Nicholas Gregor, MS*
Kyle Jeffrey Kukuk, MS*
Jessica Mallorzi Lehman, MS
Rans Bradley Lowell, MS
Gavaskar Madhavsravanathan, MS*
Colin Michael Mandrick, MS
Esteban Martinez, MS*
Makaya Marie Mraudh, MS
Porshia Alyce Mitchell, MS
Venkat Motupalli, MS*
Matthew Dennis Mulyrin, MS*
Lorenzo Alexander Rice III, MS*
Eric William Sargent, MS*
Stephanie Schulze, MS*
Nicholas Andrew Strain, MS*
Brian David Taylor, MS*
Sean David Paul Tilley, MS
Richard O. Urion, MS*
Andrew James Vance, MS*
Christopher A. Veit, MS
Earl Keith Zweifel, MS*

Environmental Engineering
Rachel Elizabeth Swezy, MS

Environmental Science
James Matthew Coll, MS
Matthew H. Herynk, MS*

Information Technology
Blake Douglas Bryant, MS
Scott Alan Daniel, MS*
Michael George Harmon, MS
Myung-gu Kang, MS*
Ryan Jameson Kiefer, MS*
Bharath Padmanabhan, MS
Siva Iswarya Ramamirtham, MS*
Chandrika Seenappa, MS*

Mechanical Engineering
Taufiq Abdullah, MS*
Raof Jameel Ahmed Alabduallah, MS*
Preeham Reddy Chukunti, MS*
William Maxwell Eboch, MS
Chandrashekar Kaushik Gandur
Balanganadhara, MS*
Joshua Russell Harper, MS*
Varun Kambam, MS
Dasaradhi Kantomeni, MS
Sayali Ravindra Kedari, MS
Dipin Khadka, MS
Jason Allen Knight, MS*
Eshwar Narendra Lakka, MS*
Srisha Malur Srinivas, MS*
Anurag Nanda, MS
Brandon Christopher Neal, MS*
Ajay Ramani, MS*
Rajat Ramdas Shanbhag, MS
Charu Vikram Chandrashekhar
Srivatsa, MS
Hans Wolfgang Walther, MS

Petroleum Engineering
Mustafa Makki H Al Hubail, MS
Nishkriti Kalyanaraman, MS
Adisak Nawik, MS
Mauricio Vinassa, MS*

Project Management
Helio Stelvio De Jesus Alves, MS*
Susan Lynne Coleman, ME
Jennifer Lynn Dyer, ME*
Jose Ricardo Medinilla, ME
Divya Thakore, ME

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Aerospace Engineering
Amool Ajitkumar Raina, PhD

Bioengineering
Farhana Abedin, PhD
Emily Claire Beck, PhD*
Sarah Nicole Galvis, PhD
Vineet Gupta, PhD
Banupriya Sridharan, PhD*

Chemical and Petroleum Engineering
Andrew Michael Duncan, PhD*
Erik Jon Van Kampen, PhD
Masoumeh Veisi, PhD
Travis Jacques Wentworth, PhD*
Wenjuan Yan, PhD
Venkata Raviteja Yarlagadda, PhD*

Civil Engineering
Ryan A. Corey, PhD*
Shaymaa Tareq Kadhim, PhD
Hardy Kamal Karim, PhD*
Hao Liu, PhD*
Kathleen S. McElrath, PhD*
Jayne Mlee Sperry, PhD*
Xiaohui Sun, PhD*
Fei Wang, PhD

Computer Science
Daniel D. Hein, PhD
Hariprasad Sampathkumar, PhD
Dongsheng Zhang, PhD*

Electrical Engineering
Masud Al Aziz, PhD*
Yufei Cheng, PhD
Mahmood Abdul Hameed, PhD
Cameron Scott Lewis, PhD*
Meenakshi Mishra, PhD*
Cenk Sahin, PhD*
Lei Shi, PhD

Mechanical Engineering
Richard Brooks Bramlette, PhD

1970s
Drug delivery
KU professor Takeru Higuchi develops time-release drugs, furthering his reputation as an international leader in pharmaceutical chemistry.

March 1968
RFK announcement
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy announces his candidacy for the Democratic presidential nomination in a speech in Allen Fieldhouse. He will be assassinated in June.
April 1970
Union burns
A firebomb blasts the Kansas Union, causing nearly a million dollars in damage.

May 1970
Student unrest
As student unrest rages at universities across the country, Chancellor E. Laurence Chalmers cools tension on campus announcing that students could either finish the semester, go home early, or participate in school workshops and group activities.

September 1971
School of Medicine branches out
The Kansas Board of Regents approves the creation of a School of Medicine branch in Wichita.

October 1971
Hatching a tradition
Baby Jay hatches out of an egg during halftime of the KU Homecoming game against K-State.
SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Abiodun Akinwuntan

Banner Carrier
Ashley Howell

School Marshals
Renee Hodgkins
Karen Schell

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Bailey Adair Borgmier
Kaitlyn Snyder Brown
Nicole Kathleen Cox
Natalie Paige Harding
Ashley Howell
Ellie N. Kidd
Jenna Beth Moxley
Alessandra Catherine Politi
Morgan Frances Streeter
Nichole Leigh Walton

With Distinction
Raed Ibrahim M Al Zarah
Rami Muala M Alroythy
Caitlin Marie Conrad
Danielle Christine Governale
GraceAnne Elizabeth Hoyer
Audrey Claire Johnson
Sunyoung Kim
Jaclyn Lynn Vogel
Nicholas Yu

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Clinical Laboratory Science
Michelle Ann Abbott, BS
Kyle Cleveland Ashford, BS
Karanda Jean Bolt, BS
Ashley D. Hall, BS
Ericka Elisabeth Hogwood, BS*
Cassandra Kathleen Lokken, BS
Sergio Cristian Lozano, BS
Rachael Mary Newcomer, BS
Christian Andrew Orzano, BS
Sherre Lynn Schubert, BS*
Katherine Elizabeth Vaupel, BS*
Michelle Nozomi Walters, BS
Nicholas Yu, BS
Stefan Michael Zauchenberger, BS

Health Information Management
Diana Rosa Arroyo, BS
Marlo E. Avalos, BS
Kaitlyn Snyder Brown, BS
Kelsey L. Davis, BS
Melissa Jane Ebling, BS
Emilee Jo Greenleaf, BS
Saira Habib, BS
Natalie Paige Harding, BS
GraceAnne Elizabeth Hoyer, BS
Molly Jackson, BS
Audrey Claire Johnson, BS
Sara Kathryn Maher, BS
Kelly Jane Pope, BS
Derek Dinh Samoury, BS
Lauren M. Sawatzky, BS*
Audrey Elizabeth Storm, BS
Sandy Vue, BS

Occupational Studies
Alesha Christine Battershell, BS
Kylie Diann Bledsoe, BS
MacKenzie E. Boone, BS
Bailey Adair Borgmier, BS
Kayle S. Campbell, BS
Ashleigh Nicole Cody, BS
Nicole Kathleen Cox, BS
Sarah G. Dougherty, BS
Jacqueline Sue Dvorak, BS
Brooke Nicole Fowler, BS
Madison Elizabeth Heil, BS
Kaytlin Suzanne Hoelting, BS
Caden Alan Junk, BS
Alesha Jolaine Kadosh, BS
Ellie N. Kidd, BS
Anna Le, BS
Jenna Beth Moxley, BS

Respiratory Care
Raed Ibrahim M Al Zarah, BS
Simia Suliman A Alfuriah, BS
Faisal Mohammed A Alqahtani, BS
Rami Muala M Alroythy, BS
Jacquelyn Aristide, BS
Saham Fouad H Bakhadlq, BS
Katie D. Bratman, BS
Madison L. Bush, BS
Jennifer Lynn Cedarholm, BS
San Long Chan, BS
Caitlin Marie Conrad, BS
Waldo Loria Francis, BS*
Danielle Christine Governale, BS
Christopher Alan Heath, BS*
Ashley Howell, BS
Bhavika Jiandani, BS
Sunyoung Kim, BS
Alva Raneice Elane Locke, BS
Michael R. Lopez, BS
Shuai Lu, BS
Marissa Elizabeth Muchow, BS
Julie Marie Rojas, BS*
Nicole M. Vasquez, BS
Jaclyn Lynn Vogel, BS
Darla Louise Welch, BS
Cole R. Whitten, BS
Kaitlyn M. Wolken, BS

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Dietetics and Nutrition
Courtney Anne Bothwell, MS
Shelby M. Courtright, MS
Nicole Elizabeth Curtis, MS*
Molly K. Guetlich, MS*
Amy Elizabeth Herman, MS
Jamie Marie Hilton, MS
India Rae Luetkemeyer, MS

February 1972

February Sisters
The February Sisters occupy the East Asian Studies building for 13 hours, until university administrators agree to meet with them and consider their demands, which include pay equity, child care, and a women’s studies program.

September 1972

Women perform with KU Marching Band
For the first time, women students are allowed to perform with the KU Marching Band.
**Molecular Biotechnology**  
Rachel Yoder, MS

**Occupational Therapy**  
Brittany Dionne Almire, MOT  
Nicole Ashleigh Bernard, MOT  
Austin Nicole Boehm, MOT  
Danielle Ann Burr, MOT  
Lindsay Elyse Childers, MOT  
Heather Eldridge, MOT  
Samantha Kaye Fuller, MOT  
Anna Fung, MOT  
Brandon Goeckel, MOT  
Olivia Louise Hargreaves, MOT  
Kaitlin Marie Hartman, MOT  
Laura Michelle Hemphill, MOT  
Emily Paige Holland, MOT  
Abby M. Holtz, MOT  
Taffeta Chantel Jordan, MOT  
Christina Rose Kerr, MOT  
Danielle Alexandra Kaimer, MOT  
Rachel Marie Mellenbruch, MOT  
Morgan Erin Odegard, MOT  
Katharine Rose Phelan, MOT  
Lauren Marie Richter, MOT  
Jennifer Lyn Ruele, MOT  
Laurie Jean Schmidt, MOT  
Jenna L. Schulte, MOT  
Rachel Marie Silvy, MOT  
Brittany Sloan, MOT  
Kelsey S. Stanbrough, MOT  
Joel Strain, MOT  
Renae Jo Strain, MOT

**Nurse Anesthesia**  
Melissa Albers, DNP  
Kyleigh Marie Arminio, DNP  
Koami Wella Badjalimbe, DNP  
Garrett Thomas Bendure, DNP  
Courtney Cardisio, DNP  
Sydney De’Wynn Crowell, DNP  
Angelique Irene Davis, DNP  
Alexandria Lee Doyle, DNP  
Heather Marie Hoelscher, DNP  
Bree Howard, DNP  
Maegan Lynne Kinkelaar, DNP  
Jennifer Ann Madsen, DNP  
Diane Kay Murphy, DNP  
Ruth H. Petros, DNP  
Micah Andrew Reece, DNP  
Ashton Lynn Ringen, DNP  
Allison Elizabeth Russell, DNP  
Jamin Carly Tenbrink, DNP  
Chantal Marie Umutoni, DNP  
Zackary Allen Waldron, DNP  
Kenny-Joe Wallen, DNP  
Laura Marie Weisgerber, DNP  
Xian Helen Zhang, DNP

**Physical Therapy**  
Natalie Anne Bieberle, DPT  
Jessica Ruth Black, DPT  
Anna Elizabeth Bolton, DPT  
Sarah Kristyne Cooper, DPT  
Joshua Ryan Davis, DPT  
Raymond Scott Degnan, DPT  
Brian J. Dittman, DPT  
Marsha Leigh Eck, DPT  
Ethan Michael Gechter, DPT  
Jessica Marie Gee, DPT  
Aaron Myles Geist, DPT  
Nathaniel Milton Greenwood, DPT  
Emily Rose Gundy, DPT  
Kelsie Marie Hanson, DPT  
Sarah Michelle Hettenbach, DPT  
Adam James Hutchison, DPT  
Hannah Jaye Kevern, DPT  
Andrea Michelle Kobermann, DPT  
Deidre Michelle Leist, DPT  
Benjamin Tyler McLane, DPT  
Kasey L. Miller, DPT  
Allison Claire Nagely, DPT  
Brian G. Price, DPT  
Kelly Frances Renfro, DPT  
Andrea Megan Sander, DPT  
Lucas John Schippers, DPT  
Nicole Marie Seier, DPT  
Traci Smiley, DPT  
Corey M. Smith, DPT  
Haley M. Smith, DPT  
Kellie Renee Stickler, DPT  
Jenna M. Stones, DPT  
Dana Elizabeth Stumppf, DPT  
Derek Arthur Surdez, DPT  
Trenton J. Terrill, DPT  
Jonathan D. Todd, DPT  
Taylor Alexandra Turkalo, DPT  
Elaine Ryan Uphoff, DPT  
Jennifer Marie Volmer, DPT  
Sadie Elizabeth Webb, DPT

**Medical Nutrition Science**  
Mira Dewi, PhD  
Jacob Michael Taylor, PhD*

**Rehabilitation Science**  
Mais Atef Aldughmi, PhD  
Linda Joan D’Silva, PhD  
Zaid M Mansour, PhD  
Anna E. Mattlage, PhD  
Sonia Kawal, PhD  
Gurpreet Singh, PhD

**Therapeutic Science**  
Angela Labrie Blackwell, PhD*  
Evan Edward Dean, PhD*  
Areum Han, PhD*  
Lindsey Gay Jarrett, PhD*  
Shatonda Sharail Jones, PhD*  
Kelly Towbridge, PhD*
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HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Jami Nicole Bechard
Megan Ann Brock
Caroline Anne Connor, BSJ*
Kendra Josephine Costantino, BSJ
Cassie Cosentino, BSJ
Katelyn Diane Croy, BSJ
Radwan Mohamed Dayib, BSJ
Gina Christine De Stefano, BSJ
Dakota Shayne Dees, BSJ*
Tierney Rose Deggelman, BSJ*
Jade Elizabeth Delgado, BSJ
Jordan Marie Deters, BSJ
Madeline Jean Dickerson, BSJ
Taylor Sydney Dickmann, BSJ
Anne E. Dimas, BSJ
Timothy John Dodderidge, BSJ
Kiley Dayne Dombroski, BSJ
Alyssa Dreis, BSJ
Jonathan David Dudrey, BSJ
Natalie M. Dufek, BSJ
Kelsey L. Dufty, BSJ
Margaret Kramer Duffy, BSJ
Clare P. Eagan, BSJ
Austin Lee Ellington, BSJ
Ashley Anne Elliott, BSJ
Emily S. Eltomi, BSJ
Rachel Enderson, BSJ
Colby Millard Everett, BSJ
Kayla Elizabeth Everhart, BSJ
Kyle Jacob Ewalt, BSJ
Hope Kim Farnsworth, BSJ
Tabitha Feaker, BSJ
Jenna Noelle Filardi, BSJ
Haley Fletcher, BSJ
Jamie Michelle Fletcher, BSJ*
Casey Brianna Flowers, BSJ*
Cristelle Julia Fornesi, BSJ
Shannon Leigh Foster, BSJ
Colleen Elizabeth Fox, BSJ
Melissa Jayne Gall, BSJ
Gabriel Spencer Gardi, BSJ
Madison L. Gardiner, BSJ
Kelsey Glowik, BSJ
John Riley Griffin II, BSJ
Vincent Anthony Gutierrez, BSJ*
Hannah Elizabeth Hall, BSJ*
Samanta Kay Marie Halsey, BSJ
Madison Rose Harmon, BSJ
Natalie Lauren Hawley, BSJ*
Kristen Elizabeth Hayas, BSJ*
Renee Constance Hernandez, BSJ
Elizabeth Mary Hicks, BSJ
Kayla Marie Hicks, BSJ
Ashley Hight, BSJ
Emily Michelle Hines, BSJ
Harrison Mills Hipp, BSJ
Andrew Thomas Hoskins, BSJ*
Meer Salmon Hussain, BSJ*
Claire Connor Inman, BSJ*
Zoe Jewell, BSJ
Caroline Anne Johnson, BSJ*
Danielle Lea Jones, BSJ
Paige Jones, BSJ
Taylor Christine Kalush, BSJ
Austin Eli Karp, BSJ
Lauren Alice Katz, BSJ
Samantha Morgan Keller, BSJ*
Nicholas Ryan Kennedy, BSJ
Olivia Blaes Klenda, BSJ
Matthew James Koval, BSJ*
Paige Alexia Kovarik, BSJ*
John Phillip Kreisman, BSJ

CANDIDATES FOR
BACHELOR'S DEGREE

News and Information
Benjamin Daniel Allen, BSJ
Hannah Christine Barling, BSJ*
Chandler N. Bantos, BSJ
Callie Rae Byrnes, BSJ
Henry Louis Cavagnaro III, BSJ
Mackenzie Elizabeth Clark, BSJ*
Alleyneah Veatch Cofas, BSJ
Heather C. Dace, BSJ
Miranda Rose Davis, BSJ
Maricel Victoria Diaz Camacho, BSJ
Travis Nolan Diesing, BSJ
Madeline Claire Farber, BSJ
Hayley Francis, BSJ*
Jessica Taylor Gomez, BSJ
Aaron Groene, BSJ
Lyndsey A. Havens, BSJ*
Emily Michelle Hines, BSJ
Emma Catherine Hogg, BSJ
Cale Aaron Johnson, BSJ
Derek Anthony Johnson, BSJ
Steven Kallick, BSJ*
Taylor Elizabeth Kaufman, BSJ*
Alexander Leo Keenan, BSJ*
Allison Joel Kite, BSJ
Mary Katherine Kutks, BSJ
Alexander F. Lamb, BSJ
Emma LeGault, BSJ
Ellen Grace Leinwetter, BSJ
Minami Ann Levonovich, BSJ
Garrett Kenneth Long, BSJ
Katherine Miller, BSJ
Jessica Louise Mitchell, BSJ*
Eric Alan Pahls, BSJ
Karen Elizabeth Park, BSJ*
Hannah Perganolo, BSJ
Michael Wolf Portman, BSJ
Mitchell Lee Raznick, BSJ*
Cassidy Kay Ritter, BSJ
Joshua Alexander Robinson, BSJ
Matthew Augustin Rodriguez, BSJ*
Kayla Dawn Scharzt, BSJ
Logan Anne Schlossberg, BSJ
Alyssa Jade Scott, BSJ*
Leah Rachelle Sitz, BSJ
Derek Allen Skilletl, BSJ*
Terran Rae Smith, BSJ*
Paige Kathryn Stingley, BSJ
Hannah Kaylee Sundermeyer, BSJ
Cailey Ann Taylor, BSJ
Sierra Helen Upton, BSJ*
Bernard Joseph Verhaeghe, BSJ
Abigail Catherine Walsh, BSJ*
Kylan Richard Whitmer, BSJ*

Strategic Communication
Patricia Ablah, BSJ
Sungpil An, BSJ*
Adut Deng Anei-Yor, BSJ
Annie Arendes, BSJ*
Whitney Ann Ashlock, BSJ
Jill A. Bainbridge, BSJ*
Emma Katherine Barnhart, BSJ
Kelsey Brianna Barrett, BSJ*
James N. Barton, BSJ
Peter Benjamin Beatty, BSJ
Jami Nicole Bechard, BSJ
Martha Belot, BSJ
Gareth Lawrence Bill, BSJ
Emily Biras, BSJ*
Kendall Paige Blakeman, BSJ*
Sean Eric Bowman, BSJ
Tara Rose Brecheisen, BSJ
Megan Ann Brock, BSJ
Anthony Joseph Brown, BSJ
Madison F. Brown, BSJ
Brent Ammon Burford, BSJ*
Alexander William Burtin, BSJ
Kimberly A. Byrd, BSJ
Taylor L. Cain, BSJ
Kaitylin G. Canonaco, BSJ
Connor S. Capps, BSJ
Sarah Elizabeth Carpenter, BSJ
Colleen Ann Cesaretti, BSJ
Christie Lynn Cline, BSJ
Selby Abraham-Williams Cohen, BSJ*
India Flora Gabrielle Cohlima, BSJ
Krysti Kellogg Cole, BSJ
Caroline Anne Connor, BSJ*
Candra J. Costantino, BSJ
Cassie Cosentino, BSJ
Dakota Shayne Dees, BSJ*
Tierney Rose Deggelman, BSJ*
Jade Elizabeth Delgado, BSJ
Jordan Marie Deters, BSJ
Madeline Jean Dickerson, BSJ
Taylor Sydney Dickmann, BSJ
Anne E. Dimas, BSJ
Timothy John Dodderidge, BSJ
Kiley Dayne Dombroski, BSJ
Alyssa Dreis, BSJ
Jonathan David Dudrey, BSJ
Natalie M. Dufek, BSJ
Kelsey L. Dufty, BSJ
Margaret Kramer Duffy, BSJ
Clare P. Eagan, BSJ
Austin Lee Ellington, BSJ
Ashley Anne Elliott, BSJ
Emily S. Eltomi, BSJ
Rachel Enderson, BSJ
Colby Millard Everett, BSJ
Kayla Elizabeth Everhart, BSJ
Kyle Jacob Ewalt, BSJ
Hope Kim Farnsworth, BSJ
Tabitha Feaker, BSJ
Jenna Noelle Filardi, BSJ
Haley Fletcher, BSJ
Jamie Michelle Fletcher, BSJ*
Casey Brianna Flowers, BSJ*
Cristelle Julia Fornesi, BSJ
Shannon Leigh Foster, BSJ
Colleen Elizabeth Fox, BSJ
Melissa Jayne Gall, BSJ
Gabriel Spencer Gardi, BSJ
Madison L. Gardiner, BSJ
Kelsey Glowik, BSJ
John Riley Griffin II, BSJ
Vincent Anthony Gutierrez, BSJ*
Hannah Elizabeth Hall, BSJ*
Samanta Kay Marie Halsey, BSJ
Madison Rose Harmon, BSJ
Natalie Lauren Hawley, BSJ*
Kristen Elizabeth Hayas, BSJ*
Renee Constance Hernandez, BSJ
Elizabeth Mary Hicks, BSJ
Kayla Marie Hicks, BSJ
Ashley Hight, BSJ
Emily Michelle Hines, BSJ
Harrison Mills Hipp, BSJ
Andrew Thomas Hoskins, BSJ*
Meer Salmon Hussain, BSJ*
Claire Connor Inman, BSJ*
Zoe Jewell, BSJ
Caroline Anne Johnson, BSJ*
Danielle Lea Jones, BSJ
Paige Jones, BSJ
Taylor Christine Kalush, BSJ
Austin Eli Karp, BSJ
Lauren Alice Katz, BSJ
Samantha Morgan Keller, BSJ*
Nicholas Ryan Kennedy, BSJ
Olivia Blaes Klenda, BSJ
Matthew James Koval, BSJ*
Paige Alexia Kovarik, BSJ*
John Phillip Kreisman, BSJ

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Ann M. Brill

Banner Carrier
Miranda Rose Davis

School Marshals
Yvonne Chen
Jonathan Peters
April 1974

The Human Cannonball

Four thousand people show up at Potter Lake to watch student Dan Wessel, calling himself “The Great Wessellini: The Human Cannonball,” attempt to launch himself over the lake inside a Plexiglas bubble.

May 1974

Yes, they call it the streak

Wearing open black robes and mortarboards — and nothing else — two Commencement streakers sprint the length of the football field just as Chancellor Archie Dykes tells the graduates that “the mark you leave upon the university is an indelible one.”
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Juridical Science
Adham Ahmed Mohamed Hashesh, SJD*
Bruce R. Hopkins, SJD*
Derek Larkin Schmidt, SJD*

Juris Doctor
Edgar Acevedo-Pando, JD
Corey Michael Adams, JD
Krystal Nicole Morgan Adams, JD
Ashley Mae Margaret Akers, JD
Elaine Nobel Albach, JD
Kevin Donald Anderson, JD
Danielle Rae Augustine, JD
Benjamin Wade Baumgartner, JD
Nicholas Aaron Bertron, JD
Sara Anne Fevurly, JD
Jonathan B. Fitzgerald, JD
Kendra Frazier, JD
Jesse Daniel Frederick, JD
Zachary Twain Fridell, JD
James W. Fuller, JD
William Daniel Galvin III, JD
Brian Robert Gardiner, JD
Alex Scott Gilmore, JD
Lindsay Taylor Grantham, JD
Kit Carson Grove, JD
Abigail Amber Hall, JD
Michael Madden Hampton, JD
Luke M. Hangge, JD
Monica C. Hill Henning, JD
Andrew Travis Holbert, JD
David Aaron Hrabik, JD
Lauren Gaylor Hughes, JD
Malcolm K. Jackson, JD
Trevor Eugene Jennings, JD
Kendall Steven Kaut, JD
Kylie R. Kuhns, JD
Christine Paige Lagle, JD
Bryce Ethan Langford, JD
Nicole Lee Lawson, JD
Jacob Michael Lazzo, JD
Meredith Lehmann, JD
Lin Lei, JD*
Julia Ashley Leth-Perez, JD
Brian A. Lopez, JD
John D. Mattox, JD
William Richard McCullough, JD
Michael Thomas McGee, JD
Kinsey Nicole McKentrick, JD
Brendan Michael McNeal, JD
Elizabeth Marie Mears, JD
Thomas Allen Meier, JD
Shakita C. Miller, JD
Thorz Miller, JD
James Brandon Mills, JD*
Colin Harris Newbold, JD
Jacob G. Nowak, JD
Evan Michael O’Brien, JD
Ryan Patrick O’Grady, JD
Danielle Christine Onions, JD
Maureen Elizabeth Orth, JD
Anish Anil Patel, JD
Ian Potter Patterson, JD
Jacqueline Mona Patton, JD
Grecia M. Pérez, JD
Addison Lea Polk, JD
Kip B. Randall, JD
Robin Roxine Randolph, JD
Carly Virginia Redelman, JD
Lauren Joan Reyelts, JD
Kelley Nash Reynolds, JD
Christina M. Rodriguez-Padilla, JD
Matthew James Rogers, JD
Trenton Hart Rogers, JD
Alexandra Nicole Choucino Rose, JD
Megan Leigh Rose, JD
Kayla Rae Schabel, JD*
Matthew Thomas Schippers, JD
Mark William Schmitz, JD
Kelly Jean Schoendorf, JD
Samuel Bennett Schulte, JD
Alyssa Marie Sediqzad, JD
Leena Marie Shadid, JD
Thomas William Sidlinger, JD
Adam E. Sokoloff, JD
Diamond Amanda Stacey, JD
Lauren Brooke Summers, JD
Christopher Elliott Teters, JD
Bradley Warren Thomas, JD
Lauren Thomas, JD
Kelsey Shannon Treuil, JD
Aaron Christopher Vanderpool, JD
Rachelle Joy Ramos Veikune, JD
Jason Anthony Vigil, JD
Corinne Rebecca Viola, JD
Christopher James Waggoner, JD
Crystal Marie Wallace, JD
Kathleen Nicole Watson, JD
Connor James Webb, JD
Megan Jo Weddle, JD
Samantha K. Wickam, JD
Britt E. Wicklund, JD
Yanmin Yin, JD*
Catherine Ann Zollicker, JD
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May 1980
Donut run
Joe Smith, owner of the popular late-night spot Joe’s Bakery, retires from the daily operation of the store after 28 years. His son Ralph reopens the operation when classes resume in the fall.

October 1983
Anybody there?
KU students pack Woodruff Auditorium for a sneak preview of the TV movie The Day After, which was filmed in Lawrence and at KU and used many students as extras.
SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Executive Dean Robert David Simari

Banner Carrier
Nicholas Clayton Duethman

School Marshals
Samuel Akidiva
Isaac Opole

CANDIDATES FOR
MASTERS DEGREE

Biostatistics
Robert Neal Montgomery, MS
Amanda Fern Thomas, MS
Samuel Forrest Turpin, MS
Xuan Zhang, MS

Clinical Research
Parker Evan Bohm, MS*
Shane Carlos Carrillo, MS
Amanda Sue Deis, MS
Amanda Nicole Fletcher, MS
Kerri Allene McGreel, MS
Ross Teryl Miller, MS
Jasmis Alisa Nwachokor, MS*
Anne N. Nuzuki, MS*
Tarun Rai, MS
Jason M. Springer, MS*
Viktoria Tuchinsksaya, MS
Austin T. Wilson, MS

Health Informatics
Kitty Gehrt, MS
Mary Wambui Gitonga-Mbogori, MS*
Slayton R. Rous, MS*

Health Services Administration
Misbah Aslam, MHSA
Audrey Leigh Banach, MHSA
John Streper Barker III, MHSA
Kyle Gregory Crooker, MHSA
Patrick Daniel Dicke, MHSA
Eva Nichole Diehls, MHSA
Dina Fassakova, MHSA
Kristy Marie Gerard, MHSA
Joshua Ray Hollis, MHSA
Jamie Hoover Johnson, MHSA
Preetmanat Glora Kaur, MHSA
Aruna Konreddy, MHSA
Krisa Annmarie Logan, MHSA*
Daniel Marx, MHSA
Monica Catherine McCarthy, MHSA
Megan Jo Morrissey, MHSA
Tristan Michael Pomerance, MHSA
Fernando Ramirez, MHSA*
Janet Richardson-Barce, MHSA
Lauren M. Savatzky, MHSA
Trenton D. Stringer, MHSA

Public Health
Molly F. Allison, MPH
Justin Lee Blanding, MPH
Judith Brown, MPH*

Mary Ann Carlson, MPH
Whitney Escri Crager, MPH
Miles Edward Crowley, MPH
Tawana Evans, MPH
Ronda Jolene Hanneman, MPH
Marissa Natalia Higinio, MPH*
Melinda K. Kellogg, MPH
Justine Wetta Komin, MPH*
Laura Christine Mayans, MPH
Christi Nicole Nance, MPH
Kari R. Neill, MPH*
Michelle Vy Nguyen, MPH
Tara Lynn Nolen, MPH*
Pamela Kay O’Neal, MPH
Christina Marie Pacheco, MPH
Casey A. Peterson, MPH
Harpreet Mann Singh, MPH*
Andrew Nathan Stull, MPH*
Caleb Kendrick Tague, MPH
Derek Douglass Totten, MPH*
Lisa Delores Van Hoose, MPH*
Saras June Yi, MPH*

CANDIDATES FOR
DOCTORAL DEGREE

Biostatistics
Milan Bimali, PhD*
Lili Garrard, PhD
Yang Lei, Phdp

Cell Biology and Anatomy
Su Wang, PhD*
Kristin Emily Noack Watt, PhD
Nathan Ray Wilson, PhD
Yi Zhou, PhD

Health Policy and Management
Norbert E. Belz, PhD*
Jacqueline D. Hill, PhD
Melissa L. Jaffee, PhD*
Eliot David Horinek, PhD
Jessica Nicole Huff, MD
Whitley Nicholle Hulse, MD
Omonmen O. Ighalo, MD
Maria Iliakova, MD
Dylan Patrick Jacobus, MD
Derek Taylor Jensen, MD
Allison Groenewold Ho, MD
Jarrod Allan Holiday, MD
David Robert Lee Hollenbeck, MD
Jeffrey Leo Horinek, MD

Medicine
John Tucker Allred, MD
Hannah Grace Anderson, MD
Kenna Suzanne Babcock, MD
Ahmed Hassan Badawi, MD
Evan Robert Ball, MD
Kevin Daniel Bamberger, MD
Jaime S. Barnes, MD
Alexandra Elizabeth Bellem, MD
Sarah Marie Bergkamp, MD
Amir S. Bhakta, MD
Sarah Marie Bergkamp, MD
Maria Victoria Blanco, MD
Christina Marie Bourne, MD
Danielle Brittain Bradshaw, MD
Brittany Kalisse Bruce, MD
Jennifer Connell Bulcock, MD
Caitlin Marie Butler, MD
Christopher Mark Campbell, MD
Brandon Dewayne Carlisle, MD
Thomas Hunter Chaffee, MD
Daniel Jacob Chernoff, MD
Ashley Elizabeth Clark, MD
Emily Mitchell Clark, MD
Jacob D. Clarke, MD
Jonathan Taylor Colston, MD
Adam W. Condra, MD
Nathan Michael Davis, MD
Sara Dawit, MD

Aaron Joseph Deeds, MD
Sarah Christine Dickens, MD
Sydney Isabella DiGiacomo, MD
Kelsi Maxwell Drummond, MD
Nicholas Clayton Duethman, MD
Taylor C. Easley, MD
Michael Patrick Ellis, MD
Elvis Brick Gomez Espero, MD
Karsten Ralph Evans, MD
Adrienne Sarah Eyman, MD
Jason William Foster, MD
Kyle Steven Freeman, MD
Lynne Cathleen Fullenkamp, MD
Selia Y. Garcia, MD
Kelly Catherine Gartland, MD
Laura Elizabeth Gibbons, MD
Cole Michael Gillenwater, MD
Ryan Matthew Gillihan, MD
Nicholas Wayne Gintier, MD*
Bennett Cole Gladden, MD
Michael W. Glass, MD
William Forrest Goodman, MD
Jesse Aaron Gray, MD
Miranda L. Greiner, MD
Patrick Thomas Grogan, MD
Daniel Olympus Haines, MD
Travis Wayne Haneke, MD
Matthew Price Harrison, MD
Ryan Austin Hayden, MD
David Alexander Hein, MD
Kristen Page Hellebusch, MD
Whitney Lee Hensing, MD
Ellen Marie Hernly, MD
Jacob A. Hessman, MD
Benjamin Josh Heyen, MD
Margaret MacBean Higgins, MD
Elliot David Hill, MD
Allison Groenewold Ho, MD
Jarrod Allan Holiday, MD
David Robert Lee Hollenbeck, MD
Jeffrey Leo Horinek, MD
Jessica Nicole Huff, MD
Whitley Nicholle Hulse, MD
Omonmen O. Ighalo, MD
Maria Iliakova, MD
Dylan Patrick Jacobus, MD
Derek Taylor Jensen, MD
Allison Groenewold Ho, MD
Jarrod Allan Holiday, MD
Dy
Globetrotter
Lynette Woodard — the leading scorer in women’s collegiate basketball history — becomes the first female team member of the Harlem Globetrotters.

October 1985

Molecular and Integrative Physiology
Wei-Ting Hung, PhD
Swathi Venkatraman Iyer, PhD
Mohammed Repon Khan, PhD*
Danny E. Miller, PhD
Lei Pei, PhD
Robert Steven Rogers, PhD*
Naira Roy, PhD*

Neurosciences
Matthew Allen Stroh, PhD

Pathology
Jennifer Marie Crow, PhD
Hanan Sataa Elsarraj, PhD*
Jeffrey James Hirst, PhD
Jacqueline Dawn Peda, PhD*

Pharmacology
Stephanie Cara Bishop, PhD*

Toxicology
Kishore Polireddy, PhD*
Jessica Anne Williams, PhD*

CERTIFICATE OF FELLOWSHIP

Allergy and Immunology
Aaron K. Pinion*

Internal Medicine
Nadine Aboul-Magd*
Hameed Ahmad*
Benjamin Richard Alsop*
Jessica Beatrice Banks*
Paul Berger*
Heather Cunningham*
David Lee Dugan*
Rhonda Gaugh*
Feras Jawad Ghosheh*
Courtney Anne Huhn*
Anup Kasi*
Hermann Michael Koller*
Jeremiah Robert Kempke*
Patrick M. Kern*
Arun Raghav Mahankali Sridhar*
Munis Maitu*
Ryan J. Maybrook*
Admatha Hemta J. Muthyala*
Usman Nazir*

Infectious Diseases
Brian P. Kaspar, MD

October 1985
Globetrotter
Lynette Woodard — the leading scorer in women’s collegiate basketball history — becomes the first female team member of the Harlem Globetrotters.
Internal Medicine and Pediatrics
Subash Ala∗
Ragneel Reddy Bijjula∗
Anjalee Goel Carlson∗

Neurological Surgery
Hesham Mansour Abdelbary Soliman∗

Neurology
Scott Belliston∗
Aaron H. Bubolz∗
Cynthia Lyn Costa∗
Leslie Kimpler∗

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Elham Warmin Altaf∗
Dawn M. Boender∗
Elizabeth Stephens Constance∗
Jamie Peregrine Dubaut∗
Tamara J. Jacobson∗
Amy Kathryn Lueking∗
Annabel Mancillas∗
Erin Nicole McNulty∗
Anna V. Soendker∗

Ophthalmology
Emily C. Broxterman∗
Mary Mai Thy Thi Champion∗
Alina Dumitrescu∗

Orthopedic Surgery
Charles D. Benson∗
Paul Christopher Cowan∗
Adam M. Goodyear∗
Seth Harrer∗
Richard A. Seagrave III∗
Jeffrey Tyler Shepherd∗
Jonathon Michael Struemph∗
Justin Keith Walden∗
David Lawford Whitney∗

Otolaryngology
John P. Neis∗
Brian Craig Rodgers∗
Eric Rosenberger∗

Pathology, Anatomic and Clinical
Hana Albrecht∗
Hongyan Dai∗
Drew Nedved∗
Raquel Walsh Jahnke∗

Pediatrics
Manju Abraham∗
Todd A. Brubaker∗
Kelly Marie Byrd∗
Prachi Singh Chauhan∗
Dionne Leah Cozier Ross∗
Bradley Alan Ethington∗
Gregory Philip Gherardini Jr.∗
Kenoshia F. Hobson∗
Erin Jennifer Kenny∗
Paola L. Luna∗
Anamaria Magnolia Manea∗
Abhishek Bharatkumar Mehta∗
Rahul Oberoi∗
Irina Viktorovna Smith∗
Mahad Abdullahi Ururshe∗

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Leslie Susan Cavazos∗
Reginald L. Fears∗
Jason O. Kiene∗

Plastic Surgery
Brenda Gayle Jeffrey∗
Todd Thurston∗

Psychiatry
Alisha Marie Coulson∗
Alexandra V. Flynn∗
Hala Zaini Kazanchi∗
Crystal Ann Larson∗
Vikram Malhotra∗
Shean Robert McKnight∗
Christie Marie Mensch∗
Dmitry Meyerovich∗

Pathology, Anatomic and Clinical
Hana Albrecht∗
Hongyan Dai∗
Drew Nedved∗
Raquel Walsh Jahnke∗

Radiation Oncology
Christopher E. T. Estes∗

Radiology, Diagnostic
Jordan A. Chance∗
Daniel Francis Hadland∗
Saad Iqbal∗
Jill Jones∗
Curtis G. Mick∗
Rustain L. Morgan∗
Cory Pfeifer∗
JulieAnn Monica Stover∗
Allison Zupon∗

Surgery
Alessandra C. Gasior∗
Austin B. George∗
Jerod Michael Grove∗
Tanyaradzwa Miriam Kajese∗
Kendra Elaine Kamlitz∗
Reinaldo Morales∗
Claire Jean Pederson∗
Anuj Raj Shah∗
Patrick Joseph Stiles∗
Kate W. Vasconcellos∗
Brandt David Whitehurst∗

Urological Surgery
Zachary Adam Hamilton∗
William Patrick Parker∗
Christopher L. Powell∗

October 1997
Budig Hall dedicated
Budig Hall, rebuilt from the remains of Hoch Auditorium, is dedicated.

September 2001
Vigil at Campanile
About 1,000 people gather at a vigil near the Memorial Campanile to remember the victims of the Sept. 11 terror attacks on the United States.

June 2005
The center of the virtual Earth
KU alumnus Brian McClendon co-creates Google Earth, making Lawrence, his childhood home, the default center of the program.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Robert L. Walzel Jr.

Banner Carrier
Philip Sargent Kaul

School Marshals
Martin Bergee
Colin Roust

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Philip Sargent Kaul
Shane Thomas McFadden

With Distinction
Quinton R. Bockhold
Hon Ki Cheung
Michael Timothy Solomon
Hannah Jeanne Stevens

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Bassoon
Grant Edward Bingham, BM*

Clarinet
Mickayla Ann Chapman, BM
Kristen Nicole Wells, BM

Music
Taylor Paul Babb, BA
Estarah Hope Berciunas, BA
Alexander Paul Doolittle, BA
Beth Levine, BA*
Ryan James Lucas, BA
Peter W. Marten, BA

Music Composition
K R Azad, BM
Hon Ki Cheung, BM
Kristopher Jay Hilding, BM
Joshua Michael Mendoza, BM
Samuel Vincent Parrilla, BM*

Music Education
Rosaleen Amante, BME
James Thomas Austin, BME*
Gregory Daniel Baird, BME
Quinton R. Bockhold, BME
Mariah Christine Boos, BME
Caillan Leigh Brunsgard, BM*
Cale E. Cindric, BM
Russell Edwin Clark II, BME
Matthew Grant Fisher, BME
Erin Collins Funk, BME
Shaina Darlene Goodson, BME*
Jonathan William Heaver, BME
Philip Sargent Kaul, BME
Madelynn Knisley, BME
Shelby Taylor Lewis, BME
Taylor James Mahlandt, BME
Gabriela Ayala Olivarez, BME*
Samuel Vincent Parrilla, BME*
Alexis Marie Rolis, BME
André Wendelholt Silva, BME
Michael Timothy Solomon, BME
Hannah Jeanne Stevens, BME
Benjamin Aiden Taylor, BME*
Debora Thompson, BME
Fan Yang, BME

Music Therapy
Olivia Lea Catterson, BME*
Shelby Rose Chadd, BME*
Emilyjane Darleen Eichman, BME
Ashley Mikale Hemann, BME*
Kathleen Marie Martin, BME*
Shelby Lauren Riley, BME
Kyle Jeffrey Stringer, BME*
Rebecca Jeanne Townsend, BME*
Laura May Wilson, BME
Darren Joy Winn, BME*
Taylor Nicole Woodruff, BME*
Rachel Elizabeth Zurich, BME*

Organ
Hon Ki Cheung, BM
Dominic Luke Richards, BM*

Percussion
Cherys Lynn Eland, BM

Piano
Shane Thomas McFadden, BM
Yuliana WiJaya, BM

Theatre and Voice
Baker Lee Purdon, BFA*

Viola
Kristopher Jay Hilding, BM

Voice
Caillan Thomas Laird, BM
Kristen Adrianna Larsen, BM
Ashleigh Sizemore, BM

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Music
Paul Titus Adams, MM
Alexis Valente Alfaro, MM
Puyin Bai, MM
Alexander Joseph Bettsold, MM
Kelly Ann Bohling, MM
Kathryn Denise Byrd, MM
Allison Marie Cockshaw, MM
Mathew James Ernster, MM
Matthew Charles Gender, MM
Margaret Ann Lambie, MM
Amelia Jo Lawson, MM
Eric Richard Oatts, MM
Ashley Marie Puenner, MM*
Shannon Norton Richards, MM*
Travis Ford Rigby, MM
Shokhrulk Sadikov, MM*
Ying Tang, MM*
Kelli Jo Van Meter, MM
Jessica Marie Wagner, MM
Matthew Michael Winterhalter, MM*
Samantha Wohletz, MM*

Music Education
Kimberlyn Brooke Angelo, MME*
Ryan Lee Arp, MME*
Jennifer Lynn Berroth, MME
Molli R. Chitwood-Roberts, MME*
Stephen Oliver Hewitt, MME*
Susannah Jane Kiener, MME*
Adam Harlan Lundine, MME*
Tenessa Grace Martin, MME*
Brett Robert Scarborough, MME*
Daniel Benjamin Terrell, MME*

Music Therapy
Kara Nicole Caine, MME
Katie Noel Fitch, MME*
Ronette Love Hoard, MME
Kendall Ashley Joplin, MME
Lauren Maureen Peterson, MME
Lori Ann Siesto, MME*
Lisa Marie Skarbakka, MME
Alison Renee Smiley, MME
Leslie Jabara Wrenn, MME*

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Music
Kelly Anne Huff, PhD*
Heather Lynn Paiser, PhD*

Music Education
Debra Rae Brown, PhD
Yu-Ling Chen, PhD
Heather R. Nelson, PhD
Amelia A. Rollings, PhD*
Rebecca Lynn Tast, PhD*
Beth Ann Wheeler, PhD

Doctor of Musical Arts
Nabaz Hama Rasheed Abubakir, DMA
Emily M. Bennett, DMA
Christopher Douglas Burton, DMA
Congcong Chai, DMA
Yoomi Chang, DMA*
Cheng-Wu Chu, DMA
James Robert Davidson, DMA*
Tyler David Goudlock, DMA
Ana Maria Hernandez-Candelas, DMA*
Megan Nicole Hipp, DMA*
Qichen Jiang, DMA*
Nathan Allen Jones, DMA
Chi Kit Lam, DMA
Gun Yong Lee, DMA
Joshua P. Markley, DMA
Brandon W. McCray, DMA*
Kristofer Jon Michaels, DMA
Andres Mojica Martinez, DMA
Kristin Newbegin, DMA
Heather Lynn Paiser, DMA*
Song Yi Park, DMA
Christopher Matthew Smith, DMA
Steven Laverne Smyth, DMA
Ying Tang, DMA
Olivia Nicole Zimmermann, DMA

School of Music
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*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Sally Maliski

Banner Carrier
Margaret Ruth Gripka

School Marshals
Brenda Boots
Laura Klenke-Borgmann

HONORS (tentative)

Highest Distinction
Margaret Ruth Gripka
Christina Marie Mortensen
Madison Ann Shmidl

Distinction
Keller Bowles
Lucinda Fondren Bush
Emily Carnes
Caitlin Nicole Colston

Departmental Honors
Madison Leah Calhoun
Alejandra Maldonado
Brittany Alexandria Nedblake
Megan Patricia Ogren
Julie Anne Schiller

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Nursing
Sima Constance Agayeva, BSN
Dakota Lee Alvarez, BSN
Lindsay Marie Andrews, BSN*
Madeline Kristi Arbelaez, BSN
Nichole R. Armintrout, BSN
Rachel Ault, BSN
Hannah Rae Bandy, BSN
Shannon Marie Beckman, BSN*
Christena Ruth Beer, BSN
Julie Ann Belnap, BSN
Katelyn Shea Bigler, BSN
Jessica Cheyenne Boelk, BSN
Hannah M. Bollig, BSN
Emily Katherine Bosie, BSN
Barbara R. Boswell, BSN
Keller Bowles, BSN
Joseph C. Brabec, BSN
Danielle T. Bray, BSN
Ugne Brazlauskaita, BSN*
Faith Elizabeth Brown, BSN*
Gretchen Brown, BSN
Kash Patrick Brown, BSN
Katelyn Ann Burohgs, BSN*
Lucinda Fondren Bush, BSN
Madison Leah Calhoun, BSN
Brian Callahan, BSN*
Victoria Elenor Campbell, BSN
Emily Carnes, BSN
Kyle William Chadwick, BSN
Emily Jean Collins, BSN
Caitlin Nicole Colston, BSN
Hanna J. Curtis, BSN
Caitlin Ann Dailey, BSN
Ashley Nicole Delgado, BSN*
Brogan G. Demint, BSN
Elizabeth Diaz-Amaro, BSN
Moding Dong, BSN
Kamaya Marie Dunn, BSN
Haleigh MarLynn Engel, BSN
Kathleen Renee Epley, BSN
Melissa Louise Erwin, BSN
Katherine Elizabeth Evans, BSN
Kelsey Lynn Fenton, BSN
Martin Paul Ferree, BSN
Haydee Baeza Fewell, BSN
Jordan Michele Fiola, BSN
Heather Michelle Fogle, BSN
Stephanie Lynn Funke, BSN
Carmen Helena Galindo, BSN
Taylor Marie Garies, BSN
Kelly J. Gemignani, BSN
Lauren Gessner, BSN
Betelhem S. Getahun, BSN
Rena Glass, BSN*
Huntre Elizabeth Graham, BSN
Abigail Marie Greene, BSN
Margaret Ruth Gripka, BSN
Addison Kathleen Hood, BSN
Caitlin Joy Hornbeck, BSN
Haylee Houtz, BSN*
Laken L. Howard, BSN
Ashlyn P. Jackson, BSN
Ashley Josephine Jones, BSN*
Sydney M. Jourdan, BSN
Jordan Ashley Kaczor, BSN
Carly Knoblauch, BSN
Callie Elizabeth Kufahl, BSN
Sara M. Kush, BSN
Emma Catherine Lang, BSN
Cassy Lester, BSN*
Brandon Asher Lewis, BSN
Sheryl Lynn Litton, BSN
Allison M. Long, BSN
Kelleigh Morgan Lowe, BSN*
Christina Lowry, BSN*
Allison Lyda, BSN*
Bethany M. Macchi, BSN
Christopher George Madera, BSN
Mary Faith Mahurin, BSN
Alejandra Maldonado, BSN
Merrill Clair Marine, BSN
Sarah Anne Marquis, BSN
Kaitlyn Mary Martinex, BSN*
Caitlin P. McCarty, BSN*
Allison Medley, BSN
Lauren M. Meyers, BSN
Kendal Nicole Miller, BSN
Maria A. Mitchell, BSN
Samantha E. Moore, BSN*
Timmie Ebria Morris, BSN
Christina Marie Mortensen, BSN
Monicah Mutuo Muema, BSN
Jessie J. Ndjeb Som, BSN
Brittany Alexandria Nedblake, BSN
LaToya Nelson, BSN
Tracie Newell, BSN
Ashley Elizabeth Nietfeld, BSN
Parwana Noori, BSN
Megan Patricia Ogren, BSN
Molly Ong, BSN
Steve Palmer, BSN
Jennifer Michelle Patton, BSN
Elijah McIntyre Penny, BSN

January 2008
Orange Bowl victory
The 2007 Jayhawk football team triumphs in KU’s third Orange Bowl appearance, defeating Virginia Tech, 24-21.

April 2008
NCAA basketball championship
The men’s basketball team wins KU’s third NCAA basketball championship. Mario Chalmers is named the tournament’s Most Outstanding Player for sinking “the shot.”
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Nursing Philosophy
Genevieve Marie Barrett, PhD
Virginia Darlene Boos, PhD
Doncy Joji Eapen, PhD
Karen Diane Groller, PhD*
Jerry Dwayne Hooks, PhD*
Jean Suzanne Mitchell, PhD*
Heather V. Nelson-Brantley, PhD
Franchesca Elizabeth Nunez, PhD*
Ivy R. Razmus, PhD*
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, PhD*
Jaimol Sujith Sreedhar, PhD
Mary Renee Walters, PhD
Yunchuan Zhao, PhD

Nursing Practice
Melissa Albers, DNP
Kyleigh Marie Armilio, DNP
Komla Wella Badalajimbe, DNP
Mary Dana Basara, DNP
Garrett Thomas Bendure, DNP
Mary Beth Beyatte, DNP
Anna Christine Capps, DNP
Courtney Cardisco, DNP
Breath Roxanne Chambers, DNP
Kathi Corral, DNP
Sydney D.e Wynn Crowell, DNP
Sonya Curtis, DNP
Angelique Irene Davis, DNP
Dianna S. Dodd, DNP
Alexandria Lee Doyle, DNP
Jane Elizabeth Garney, DNP
Janelle Rae Harding, DNP
Heather Marie Hoelscher, DNP
Cathy Jean Hostettler, DNP
Bree Howard, DNP
Gayla M. Huffmire, DNP
Diem-thu Thi J. Jones, DNP*
Paige Elizabeth Johnson, DNP
Maegan Lynne Kinkel, DNP
Jennifer Ann Madsen, DNP
Lydia S. Mejia-Johnson, DNP
Linda Moody, DNP*
Diane Kay Murphy, DNP
Ruth H. Petros, DNP
Micah Andrew Reece, DNP
Ashton Lynn Ringen, DNP
Liza Angelica Rodriguez, DNP
Allison Elizabeth Russell, DNP
Lori Jean Schwartz, DNP*
Jennifer Anne Sebes, DNP*
Abby Renee Simmons, DNP*
Peter Taulbee, DNP*
Jamin Carly Tenbrink, DNP
Chantal Marie Umuoni, DNP
Zackary Allen Waldron, DNP
Kenny Joe Wallen, DNP
Laura Marie Weisgerber, DNP
Lynette Mary Wheeler, DNP
Lucinda Whitney, DNP*
Xian Helen Zhang, DNP

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Nursing
Kayla Angleton, MS*
Amy Lynn Avant, MS*
Heather Rayann Aylward, MS*
Jenny Lynn Bailey, MS*
Ann Barela, MS
Tiffany Lynn Bateson, MS
Jessica Lynn Boeger, MS*
Regina Faye Borthwick, MS*
Lyndsey Anne Borton, MS*
Marlena Kaye Buen, MS*
Robin Burbach, MS*
Jessica Sue Cisneros, MS
Michelle S. Cochran, MS
Emily Connor, MS*
Kathryn Davenport Cornell, MS*
Ashley Marie Cott, MS*
Caroline Wanjuiku Cowan, MS*
Monica Anne Doffing, MS
Gerre’ Ann Fiore, MS
Whitney Elizabeth Fleming, MS*
Deborah Ann Florido, MS
Ashley Ann Flynn, MS*
Betsey Jo Gant, MS*
Kylie Gaustad, MS*
Jasmine George, MS*
Tara Gillespie, MS*
Staci Lynette Giudicessi, MS*
Lottie Kay Gleason-Garcia, MS*
Nancy Ann Grable, MS*
Jennifer Gray, MS
Melissa Gregory, MS
Charis Lynn Grosdidier, MS*
Shelly Guyer, MS*
Anastasia Alexis Harding, MS*
Esther Murdock Hawkins, MS
Kathryn A. Heins-Erickson, MS*
Lauren Elizabeth Imel, MS
Kelly Suzanne Jimenez, MS*
Sangeeta Kumari Joshi, MS*
Tyler J. Kilian, MS*
Jamie Rae Klamm, MS*
Rachel Mackenzie Lemos, MS
Kelsey Nicole Lewis, MS*
Rachel Marie Little, MS*
Laura B. Maberry, MS*
Pamela Lee Manselle, MS
Daniel Marx, MS
Briona Nicole McKiddy, MS*
Megan Lynn Megli, MS*
Dana Le’Ann Meinhardt, MS*
Rachel Laura Melson, MS*
Elizabeth Miquelon, MS
Leandra Ivy Monreal, MS*
Tyson Moore, MS*
Lucia Moreno, MS*
China Jones Mortell, MS*
Liza Kay Murray, MS*
Lani Briana Myer, MS*
Justine Nanyonga, MS*
Emily Binh Nguyen, MS*
Joseph Nichols, MS*
Heather Jane Nunez, MS*
Adam Duane Olberding, MS*
Christin S. Olsen, MS*
Maria C. Ortiz, MS*
Amanda Kate Owens, MS*
Stephanie Dawn Oxandale, MS*
Sarah Anne Payne, MS*
Manuel Rizvend P. Pecana, MS*
Jessica Pepper, MS*
Sarah Larson Flannenstiel, MS*
Kathryn Phelpis, MS*
Michelle Elizabeth Prager, MS*
Tera Price, MS*
Kathleen Ann Priest Mann, MS*
Audra Nicole Rankin, MS*
Gina Christine Rasnic, MS
Kristin Lynn Ray, MS*
Alicia Reeves, MS*
Kelli Anne Rice, MS*
Deborah L. Rodman, MS*
Katrina Ross, MS
Ruth Elizabeth Rothlyn, MS*
Karan Dawn Russell, MS*
Samantha Heather Russell, MS*
Natalie Yvette Saisi, MS*
Brenda S. Salazar, MS
Laura Dianne Schussler, MS*
Emily Ann Smiley, MS*
Callan Mukshya Smith, MS*
Hilda Gabriela Smith, MS*
Tracy Michelle Spaeth, MS*
Erin Ruth Stemple, MS*
Jennifer Swafford, MS*
Kendra Vogel, MS*
Deidre Michelle Waldrup, MS*

Jennifer Lee Walter, MS*
Lindsey Ann Warren, MS*
Lindsay A. Weaver, MS*
Alyson Weiser, MS*
Deborah West, MS*
Deana L. Wilhoite, MS
Jennifer Wilson, MS*

Share your achievements #KUgrads
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Dean Kenneth L. Audus

Banner Carrier
Hali J. Brown

School Marshals
Joseph Heidrick
David Henry

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Hali J. Brown
Stacy Keller Cassat
Christa Goforth
Jennifer Kay Swenson
Stephanie Anne Willis

With Distinction
Kara Louise Bergman
Ben Richard Bradley
Christopher Eric Brockett
Colton James Christensen
Kerra Anne Cissne
Lauren Cope
Carleigh Ann Cozad
Clayton MacAllister Galloway
Stephanie Elizabeth Hipp
Tan Viet Le
Leen Ashraf Madoukh
Anastasiya Oleksandrivna Nosova
Hanna Xue

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Pharmaceutical Studies
Hamza Abbas, BS
Logan Marshall Abbott, BS
Mackenzie Rose Andra, BS
Ketley Ann Bitter, BS
Bradley Alan Blackburn, BS
Kimberly J. Bolton, BS
Christopher Bond, BS
Jason Jeffrey Brozek, BS
Christina Marie Brummett, BS
Kelly Michael Brunk, BS
Ketley Dawn Buck, BS*
James Edward John Burkett Pauls, BS
Joseph Allen Campbell, BS
Taylor D. Catson, BS
Aaron Todd Catlin, BS
Jessica Rachel Chang, BS*
Kerra Anne Cissne, BS
Lauren Cope, BS
Jennifer Angela Marie Culler, BS
Jordan Davied, BS
Stacy Yi Diao, BS
Jasmine Jane Dixon, BS*
David Alfred Gajewski, BS
Leah Garland, BS
Samuel Lee Glennon, BS
Cassandra Nicole Gregg, BS
Conner Hampton, BS
Dalena Thu-Nhi Hampton, BS
Brendan Michael Handy, BS
Austin K. Heavener, BS
Kinsley Hilst, BS*
Thao T. Hoang, BS
Jacob L. Helle, BS
Anna Maria Hu, BS
Breanne Elizabeth Hutchens, BS
Rachelle Alyssa Iverson, BS
Lydia A. Jalowiec, BS
Shannon Marie James, BS
Daniel Anthony Johnson, BS
Sung Ok Kang, BS
Payam Karami, BS
Danielle Jeanne Kerr, BS
David J. King, BS
Alex Chen-Yu Kong, BS
Samantha Landgrebe, BS
Seth Joel Langenegger, BS
Megan M. Lazoranz, BS
Lin M. Le, BS
Tan Viet Le, BS
Young Lin, BS
Brandon Prescott Long, BS
Mackenzie Taylor Magid, BS
Cory Carter Marshall, BS
Pamela Lizabeth Maynez, BS
Ryan D. McLean, BS
Mason Ross McMullen, BS
Sarah Elizabeth Meier, BS
Edward F. Meng, BS
Michelle Lynn Messner, BS*
Silai Barake Mogondo, BS
Lindsey Rochelle Moser, BS
Myranda M. Munoz, BS
Brock Loren Newell, BS
Tung Thanh Nguyen, BS
Taylor Kristine Nordman, BS
Kyle Adam Nowicki, BS
Tami Leann Oberheim, BS
Mackenzie N. Obermeyer, BS
Ieoma J. Okekearu, BS
Chukwuagozie Collins
Onwuama-Uwagba, BS
Courtney G. Otto, BS
Krutiika Patel, BS
Parth J. Patel, BS
Parth M. Patel, BS
Megan E. Penner, BS
Amber L. Perot, BS
Cory Scott Perry, BS
Abigail Petrulis, BS
Daniel William Phalen, BS
Victoria Anne Phelan, BS
Bryce Taylor Platt, BS
Tony Pokphanh, BS
Henna Rashid, BS*
Kathryn Marie Rau, BS
Katrina M. Reiss, BS
Kaleb Dean Roemer, BS
Anastasia B. Rujevcan, BS
Michael Douglas Rydberg, BS
Michael Schaeffer, BS
Paul Schiferl, BS
Brandi Paige Schneider, BS
Kennedy Shyan Schneider, BS
Mary Beth Ann Seipel, BS
My Hoa Thi Seiwert, BS
Alissar Naser Shaban, BS
Kristen L. Shavlik, BS
Mitchell Thomas Shelton, BS
Landon T. Shupe, BS
Logan Anne Shupe, BS
Trey Matthew Stead, BS
Katie Jill Strnad, BS
Margaret Kathleen Stuckey, BS
Joslyn Sue Stunt, BS
Kendall Harris Sullivan, BS
Preston Thomas Sycks, BS
Quang Vi Ta, BS
Derek Charles Taylor, BS
Alain Tekeu, BS*
Lauren A. Tenold, BS
Tionna T. Trarbach, BS
Katelyn Turner, BS
Jessica Renee Vaughan, BS
Ngoc-Linh Thi Vo, BS
Nora Anne Wagner, BS*
Rachel Mae Wambach, BS
Summer Weiler, BS
Luke Widmer, BS
Sydney Sloan Wilson, BS
Joe Windscheffel, BS
Kevin Wissman, BS
Ethan M. Wood, BS
Rosalina Marie Yorks, BS
Li Zeng, BS
Ryan Ray Zwick, BS

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Abdullah Saad A Alabdulkarim, MS
Siva Krishna Angalakurthi, MS*
Matthew Mark Behymer, MS*
Kevin M. Hutchison, MS*
Zephania Wingki Kwong Glover, MS*
Salina Chi-Man Liao, MS
Michaela Lee McNiff, MS*
Samantha Elaine Pace, MS*
Chad James Pickens, MS*
Vishal Mahendra Toprani, MS*
Christopher Edward Woods, MS*
Yi Yang, MS

Pharmacology and Toxicology
Anindit Chhibber, BS
Mengya Wang, MS

Medicinal Chemistry
Christianna Lee Reedy, MS*

Neurosciences
Jeremy D. Burnison, MS*

Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Abdullah Saad A Alabdulkarim, MS
Siva Krishna Angalakurthi, MS*
Matthew Mark Behymer, MS*
Kevin M. Hutchison, MS*
Zephania Wingki Kwong Glover, MS*
Salina Chi-Man Liao, MS
Michaela Lee McNiff, MS*
Samantha Elaine Pace, MS*
Chad James Pickens, MS*
Vishal Mahendra Toprani, MS*
Christopher Edward Woods, MS*
Yi Yang, MS

Pharmacology and Toxicology
Anindit Chhibber, BS
Mengya Wang, MS

Pharmacy Practice
Sydney Kchao, MS
Stephen Ray Polley, MS
Evan A. Williams, MS
With a class size of eight and a focus on rural medical practice, the Salina medical school campus gains national attention when it opens. It remains the smallest four-year medical education site in the United States.

August 2011

Wichita campus expansions
The Wichita branch of KU’s pharmacy school holds its first classes, and the School of Medicine-Wichita expands to a four-year program.
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

*Degrees granted since May 17, 2015

Presented by
Acting Dean Steve Kapp

Banner Carrier
Kori Nicole Godinez

School Marshals
Michelle Johnson-Motoyama
Terry Koenig

HONORS (tentative)

With Distinction
Hayley Elizabeth Battenberg
Drew G. Belanger
Katelyn Elizabeth Bicknell
Savannah Lynn Bicknell
Lance William Faegenburg
Grace Louise Lamberton
Layla H. Peach
Jennifer Carre’ Holder

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Social Work
Molly S. Askew, BSW
Kelli Lynn Badgerow, BSW*
Lilly C. Bakker-Arkema, BSW
Hayley Elisabeth Battenberg, BSW
Rachel Bazille, BSW
Drew G. Belanger, BSW
Katelyn Elizabeth Bicknell, BSW
Savannah Lynn Bicknell, BSW
Jacob R. Brainerd, BSW
Jacey Renee Curbow, BSW
Erica Marie Davis, BSW
Paeten Elizabeth Denning, BSW
Jessica Renee Doane, BSW
Anika Kamika Dotson, BSW
Jenna Marie Duver, BSW
Amanda Gloria Enríquez, BSW
Haregewyon Tilahun Esthete, BSW
Lance William Faegenburg, BSW
Madeline Dysan Ford, BSW
Taylor Elizabeth Frazer, BSW
Lindsey Frazer, BSW
Amber Ann Friess, BSW
Emily Frye, BSW
Benjamin Alvin Gaeddert, BSW
Kori Nicole Godinez, BSW
Gabrielle Elyse Goldstein, BSW
Taylor Alexander Green, BSW
Jessica Jo Halliwell, BSW
Kelsey R. Hamel, BSW
Sarah Hanson, BSW
Day Lynn Hay, BSW
Jaime Lynn Hay, BSW
Tawnya Marie Herrington, BSW
Jennifer Carre’ Holder, BSW
Cari M. Hommertzheim, BSW
Caitlin Carroll Ireland, BSW
Sandra Michelle James, BSW
Gari W. Jones, BSW
Grace Louise Lambertson, BSW
Erin Elizabeth Langhofer, BSW
Aubreona Erin Lehman, BSW
Denise Marie Leonard, BSW
Autumn Storm Liska, BSW
Allison Nicole McFaul, BSW
Mistie McReynolds, BSW
Rachel L. Meyer, BSW*
S. Annabelle Minturn, BSW
Lauren Kate Mitchell, BSW
Jennifer Lora Morris, BSW
Monica C. Munden, BSW
Amber Rose Overmeyer, BSW
Taber Lynn Patee, BSW
Layla H. Peach, BSW
Tesla Rindels, BSW
Hannah L. Rowe, BSW
Larissa Michele Sawaya, BSW
Marcy Renae Shadden, BSW
Whitney Ann Sipp, BSW
Jessica N. Slaughter, BSW
Shelbie A. Todd, BSW
Wendy Danielle Tschirhart, BSW
Talia Christine Twillman, BSW
Julian Javier Villalobos, BSW
Dakie Shyheen Ladaren Washington, BSW
Sara Jane Weingart, BSW
Megan Elizabeth Wetschensky, BSW
Haley Elizabeth White, BSW
Kristin Noel Wismer, BSW
Tina Marie Woods, BSW
Lauren K. Worley, BSW
LaShea Young, BSW*

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Social Work
Hannah Jo Adkins, MSW
Kendra D. Alison, MSW
Sabrina Jean Allen, MSW
Dairi Maryni Amaya-Lazo, MSW
Katherine Emily Ambrosier, MSW
Jennifer Diann Anderson, MSW
Jennifer Ruth Anderson, MSW
Stephanie Lynn Andrasek, MSW
Amanda Susan Bargallo, MSW
Ann Marie Batliner, MSW*
Teresa L. Bennett, MSW
Sarah Elaine Berens, MSW
Christopher Paul Bernstein Rodriguez, MSW
SueZanne Monique Bishop, MSW
Joan Blacketer, MSW
Noelle L. Blair, MSW
Megan Ann Bollinger, MSW
Nikolas Boudreaux, MSW
Deborah Helene Bowman, MSW
Melanie Brown-Hansen, MSW*
Jessica P. Budke, MSW
Krista Bundy, MSW
Joanna Delia Bustamante, MSW
Nicole Elaine Butts, MSW
Sarah Grace Cazares, MSW
Samatha Lynne Cervetti, MSW
Hannah Chambless, MSW
Laura Ann Chartier, MSW
Megan Michelle Chevalier, MSW
Dawn Cleddenen-Moon, MSW
Megan Cline, MSW
Kendra Davis-Leighty, MSW
Vanessa M. De Luna, MSW
Shannon Rae Devol, MSW
Cornelia Delee-Dickson, MSW
Marlene Elizabeth Dellasega, MSW
Aldebaron Dominick, MSW*
Lindsey D. Dunlap, MSW
Jordanne Leigh Ehrtart, MSW
Jordyn N. Endicott, MSW
Taylor Dale Ernoian, MSW
Rebecca Lynn Esperzar, MSW
Kristi Ann Evans, MSW
Angela Faler, MSW
Donna Phelps Finley, MSW
Evelyn Deanna Fisher, MSW
Sadaaki Fukui, MSW
Melissa Faye Garland, MSW*
Madeline Rae Giesler, MSW
Jon Gilbert, MSW

June 2012
World-class cancer center
The KU Cancer Center receives a National Cancer Institute designation, a milestone that brings clinical trials and world-class care to the region.

October 2012
Largest grant
Researchers receive a five-year, $24.5 million grant to develop a national center to assist schools in educating general and special education students together. The grant, from the U.S. Department of Education, is the largest in KU history.
June 2013 NCAA outdoor track and field champs

The KU women’s track and field team wins the 2013 NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Championship, the first time in KU history.

January 2015 President Obama visits

Barack Obama is the fourth sitting president — and the first since 1911 — to speak at KU.
This is your time

Now it’s official. You’ve joined a 150-year history filled with Jayhawks whose dreams and ideas have changed the world.

Celebrate, and step into your future.
Crimson and the Blue

Far above the golden valley
Glorious to view,
Stands our noble Alma Mater,
Towering toward the blue.

CHORUS:
Lift the chorus ever onward,
Crimson and the blue
Hail to thee, our Alma Mater,
Hail to old KU.

Far above the distant humming
Of the busy town,
Reared against the dome of heaven.
Looks she proudly down.

(REPEAT CHORUS)

Greet we then our foster mother,
Noble friend so true,
We will ever sing her praises,
Hail to old KU.

(REPEAT CHORUS)

I’m a Jayhawk

Talk about the Sooners, Cowboys and the Bears,
Aggies and the Tiger and his tail.
Talk about the Wildcats, and the Cyclone boys,
But I’m the bird to make ‘em weep and wail

CHORUS:
‘Cause I’m a Jay, Jay, Jay, Jayhawk,
Up at Lawrence on the Kaw–
‘Cause I’m a Jay, Jay, Jay, Jayhawk,
With a sis-boom, hip hoorah,
Got a bill that’s big enough
To twist a Tiger’s tail,
Rope some ‘Horns and listen
To the Red Raiders wail–
‘Cause I’m a Jay, Jay, Jay, Jayhawk,
Riding on a Kansas gale.

Use #KUgrads to share your favorite moments.
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